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Karen AM Reyburn 
University of Guelph, 1998 

Advisor: Dr. David Murray 

This thesis is an investigation of the repreçentations of wonien contained in the 

Canadian propaganda of the First World War. It seeks to discover the ways m which women 

were consnucted to participate m the war effort as Canadian citizens. Various examples of 

wartime propaganda are studied, such as posters, pamphlets, sheet music, coo kbooks, poetry 

and newspaper advertisements. These materials are organized thematicaily aroimd ideas of 

motherhood, "practical patriotism", moral womanhood, and women m public or %on- 

traditional" ro les. The pro paganda of the Great War narrated wornen withm the private sphere 

even while they seized opportunities to participate m the pubiic sphere. As a result the needs 

of the state and notions of Victorian wom;mhood dictated wornen's identities as Canadian 

ci tizens. 
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Chapter 1 
Recognizing Oraselves: 

Represenfafions of W m e n  in Propc~ganda of ihr Firsl Worlcl Wur 
An Introduction 

For e v q  image of the p s t  tbat is aot recognized by the present 
as one of its own concems threatens to disappear irrewievably. 

Walter Benjamin, meses on he Phiiosophy of Histoiy 

The spirit of a country is often refiected in the creative expression of its people. 

Canadian propaganda of the Fim World War contained images that were representations 

of Canada's identity as a people. As such, the recognition and shidy of these images as 

Walter Benjamin suggested, comects us to our own pst and the constructions that have 

developed our own gender identities. A study of the images contained withn the 

propaganda of World War 1 illustrates that even while women were able to seize new 

oppomuùties to leave their domestic space, the boundaries that confined them to the 

private sphere were actually reinforced through the constructions of  womanhood within 

the propaganda. This effectively dictated women7s identities as citizens within the public 

sphere. Their citizenship was grounded in the needs of the state and Victorian notions 

regarding women's roles in society. 

Canadian propaganda of the First World War provides the historian with a 

plethora of visual and texhial images reflecting the spirit of the age and the country. The 

images of World War I contained within the propaganda strikingly illustrate the 

"gendered nature of World War 1 and show Canadian suciety's interpretation of gender 

roles and relationships. In his work on propaganda and censonhip in the Great War, JeR 

Keshen examines images of masculinity in Canadian propaganda. ' Several Canadian 

1 Jeffiey A Keshen, Pro~aaanda and cens ors hi^ Dunnn Canada's Great War, (Edmonton: University of 
Aiberta Press, 1996). 



historians have studied wornen's involvement and experiences in the First World War 

although more specific attention bas been paid to women in the Second World War. ' 
This thesis is an addition to the m a i l  amount of scholarship in Canada that examines 

Canadian womanhood dirring the period of the Fint World War. 

This thesis is not an addition to the field of rnilitary history. nor does it discuss 

women's actuai experience in wartime or the machinery and institutions that produced 

Canadian wartime propaganda Rather it is a discussion of how Canadian society defined 

itself within th is  The Great War acts as a window into gender relations and 

identmes by providing a concentrated period when gender lines and roles were re- 

emphasized and where society itself was more electnfied in regards to boundaries, 

relationships, politics, economics, and the mial realities of everyday life. It is hoped 

those interested in an examination of gender identities, questions of citizenship and the 

roies and relationships of men and women in Canada will find this thesis usem. 

Using gender as a category of analysis in regards to the First World War gives 

new insight into the pend as a whole. One's perception of history changes as histoncal 

' For midies of Canadian women in the First Worfd War please see Sandra Gwyn, Tapestv of War a 
Private View of Canadians in the Great War, 1" ed.. (Toronto: Harper Collins, 1992); Kristina Huneault, 
"Heroes of a different sort: gender and paüiotism in the war workers of Frances Loring and Florenece 
Wyle", Jounial of Canadian Art History, 15 (2) 1994.26-49; Paul Maroney, " 'The Great Adventure': The 
Context and Ideology of Remiting in Ontario 19 14- 1 7", Canadian Historical Review, 77 ( 1 ), March 1996, 
62-98; the National Film Board has examineci wornen's participation in the workforce during the war in 
And we knew how to dance: Women in World War i, (Montreal: National Film Board of Canada, 1993); 
Barbara M. Wilson, ed., Ontario and the First World War. 19 14-191 8: A Collection of Documents, 
(Toronto: Champlain Society, 1977). For work on women in the Second World War see Mary Peate, Girls 
in a Sloppy Joe Sweater- Life on the Canadian Home Front dur in^ Wodd War Two, (Montreal, Toronto: 
Optimum Publishing internationai, 1988); Ruth Roach Pierson, Thev're Still Women After NI": The 
Second Wodd War and Canadian Womanhood, (Toronto: McCIelland and Stewart inc., 1986); D.B. Scott, 
About Canada: The Home Front in the Second World War, (Ottawa: Minister of SuppIy and Services 
Canada. 1995); 

3 For a very thorough study of the propaganda machinery of the Great War and the governinent institutions 
behind it see Keshen, Propaaanda and Censorsfis. 



practices evolve and as such the practice of gender history opens up new debates and 

questions as well as new interpretations and understandings in this way, historians are 

able to take a new look at established perceptions of gender. Traditionaliy thought to be 

opposites or polarities, gender history has brought together the "masculine" and 

"ferninine" to be much more complex so that historians can no longer assume that men 

and women existed in "sepamie spheres" but rather lived lives that were much more 

diverse.' While this is certainly tme of men's and women's social redities, men and 

women have not been constructeci or defined as  such Historically, women have been 

constnicted to exist apart fiom men and have been confined to their domestic sphere. 

The Canadian propaganda of the Great War conStNcted women to exin primarily in the 

domestic sphere even when they were participating in the public sphere. 

By the time of the Great War, Canadian women were ready to step into the new 

challenges that would be offered to them in the emergency of war. They had spent a 

number of years campaigning for universal suffrage for women, working towards 

improved health care for mothen and children, and loudly demanding temperance laws to 

protect families From the evils of alcohoi. Middle- and upper-class women were heavily 

involved in clubs and societies that became part of the moral refom movements that 

began in the late nineteenth century and peaked at the tirne of the First World War. 

Working-class wornen attempted to adjust to the increasing industnalization of the 

workplace that began in the late 1800s and continued to affect their job opportunities and 

For a very thorough historiography of separate spheres ideology as an hiaorical tool of analysis ree Linda 
K. Kerber, "Separate Spheres, Female Worids, Woman's Place: The Rhetoric of Women's History", 
Journal of Amencan History, 75 (1 ) June 1988, pp 9-39. 



working conditions while nual women also adapted tu advances in f-g technology. 

Many young Canadian women increasingly sought employment before marriage, the 

majonty of them working as domestic servants before s e t h g  into their roles of wives 

and mothers, a role promoted for al1 Canadian women Uuough popular images of the 

early twentietb century. Women were confine& through images in magazines and 

newspapers, to the "private" sphere while the world beyond the four walls of their homes, 

the ^publicm sphere, was left to husbands and fathers. 

The images of the First World War reflected this image of Canadian womanhood 

as a representation of Victorian ideals and domesticity. Yet, with the advent of war in 

1914, women were given new responsibilities and as such women's position in society 

appeared to change. However the propiiganda of the war reflected the popular and 

traditional image of Canadian womanhood even when women were show to be 

participating in activities within the "public sphere". Although women were allowed 

more opportunities as a result of the emergency of war the images in the propaganda that 

namted Canadian womanhood actually maintained and sought to reinforce traditional 

boundanes. 

The private sphere is most oflen defined as the domestic arena to which a 

wornan's life was limitedi that is, care and rearing of children and lwking after her home 

and husband The public sphere has been subject to many definitions. For the purpose of 

this thesis, the "public sphere" is defined as the world dominated by men and, for the 

most part, denied to women's participation. Most often, it rneans the world outside the 

boundaries of "home" in which women were primarily confineci. For the representative 

Canadian woman, who was aiways envisioned as middie- or upperclass, it was the worid 



outside of her family's home, her social club or chanty work which was dominated by 

women just like her, a d  the market or store where she purchased what she needed to 

sustain ber family. 

The division of men and women into "separate spheres" has ken broadcast since 

the late nineteenth centwy and well into the twentieth century - some would argue that it 

still has a great ded of power over our geucier identities. As such, historians have used it 

and debated its use as a category of discourse since women's history began to create a 

niche for itself in the 1960s and 70s. Feminist historians have found it usefiil as a tool to 

understand the patriarchal system under which women and their roles in Society have 

been defined It has k e n  used to deconstruct the power relationships that have existed 

between citizen and state as well as between the genders. For women's historians and 

gender historians it has been a primary tool and ideology in framing women's expenence. 

Throughout the 1st two decades separaie spheres ideology has been the metaphor most 

consistently used to describe women's experience. However, in the Iast ten years it has 

been iargely criticized a s  an analyticai tool.' 

Relationships between women and men were much more complex than the 

traditional use of separate spheres ideology has allowed Herein lies the most significant 

problem in defining wornen and men's experiences within separate spheres. To continue 

to apply a framework of separation into private and public domains is a failure to 

Severai gender and women's historians have discussed the uses and mticisms of using separate spheres 
ideology as a tool for historical analysis. See Janet Guildford and Suzanne Morton, eds., Saarate S~heres: 
Women's Worids h the i9*-cemq Maritimes, (Fredaicton: Acadiensis Press, 1994); Linda K. Kaber, 
"Separate Spheres, Femde Worlds, Woman's Place: The Rhetoric of Wornen's History", Jownal of 
Amencan Histow, 75 ( 1) June 1988,9-39; Joy PM, "Gender History and Hïstorical Practicen, Canadian 
Historkal Review, 76 (31, Septernber 1995,354-376; Mary P. Ryan, Women in Public: Between Banners 
and Ballots. 1823-1 880, (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990); and Joan W. Scott, 
"Gender: A Usefil Category for Historical Analysis", American Historical Review, 9 1 (5)- December 
1986, 1053-1075. 



recognize the individual experiences of men and wornen. However, to study separate 

spheres as  a construction of gender identities and the representation of gender relations 

and roles, is to better understand the assumptions made regarding gender in our pst, and 

ultimately, our present Although women's and men's lives cannot be assurned to have 

been compartmentalized into opposing worlds, separate spheres ideology continues to be 

usehl in that women and men were represented to exist and told to exist in separate 

spheres. It is this that invites historical investigation 

It is not possible to dissect the lives of men and women into cornpartrnents as 

simple as "public" and "private". However, in any study of images, one must ask how 

much of the irnagery was adopted or representative of reality. Did women and men adopt 

representations of gender divisions into their daily lives? It is impossible to answer this 

question without a thorough examination of fint-penon accounts of the war years. Yet, 

the arnount of attention paid to the "domestic" woman in the media and propaganda is a 

signal that separate spheres ideology, at least as a representation of womanhwd, was well 

accepted by the time of the war. This leads one to believe that the line between reality 

and irnagery in the propagmda was, at times, blurred 

The Great War marks the fim widespread and international use of propaganda. In 

any study of propaganda, it is expected that the author will engage in a thorough 

discussion of its definition. The word 'propaganda' has been subject to uncountabie 

definitions since its first use in 1622 when the Roman Catholic Church created de 

propagandafiue to spread the Catholic faith as an attack on the Protestant ~eformatiod 

6 There are many valuable and interesiing studies on propaganda theory and propaganda definition Some 
of t he most thorough sources on theory are Noam Chomsky, Nece- if lusions: Thouaht Control in 
Demmatic Societies, (CBC Massey Lectures, 1989); Prooapanda and Persuasion, (Newbury Park: Sage 
Publications, 1986); Daniel J. O'Keefe, Persuasion: Thwry and Research, Wewbury Park: Sage 



For the purposes of this midy, Harold Lasswell's pioneering study of propaganda theory 

will be used as an umbreUa under which to work Lasswell defined propaganda (as it was 

used in the First World War) as refening "solely to the control of opinion by significant 

symbois, or, to speak more concretely and Iws accurately, by stories, rumom, reports, 

pictures and other forms of social cornrnrmication. Propaganda is concemed with the 

management of opinions and attitudes by the direct manipulation of social suggestion 

rather than by altering other conditions in the environment or in the organism."' 

Propagauda of the Great War took many forms, boa pictorial and textual aiîd 

appeared across the country in a wide variety of places. The propaganda midied in this 

thesis is primady drawn fiom a variety of exarnples used by the federal govemment. 

The majority of propaganda examined was "official" propaganda, that is, it was produced 

and distributed by the Canadian govemment. Posters, flyers, pamphletso newspaper 

advertisernents, and cookbooks are al1 examples of the "off~cial" propaganda that will be 

examined within this thesis. Where possible, a selection of both English and French 

language propaganda has been studied, although a very srnall selection of French 

language propaganda was discovered within the process of research. 

Additionally a varîety of images have been examined that were produced 

privately. Poetry printed in newspapers and magazines and sheet music that reflected 

ideas and images represented within the iofficial'7 propaganda have also k e n  studied. 

- - - - -- - - --- 

Publications, 1990). For thorough discussions on propaganda definitions see John B Black, Or~anisin~: the 
Propapszuida Instrument: the British Emerience (The Hague: Martinus Nijoff, 1975); Cate Haste, Keep the 
Home Fires Burninn: Prouananda in the First World War, (London: Allen Lane, 1977); Philip M. Taylor, 
Munitions of the Mind: A Histow of Propasamda 6om the Anciem Worid to the Present Day, (Manchester. 
Manchester University Press, 1 995). 

7 Harold D. Lasswell, ho~am.Uda Technique in World War One, (Cambridge: The M.1.T. Ress, 197 1 
( 192m 9. 



Jeff Keshen examineci all varieties of propaganda used during the Great War and 

concluded: "Words and images Erom privately controlled means of communication both 

refl ected and intensi fied a mass psyche large1 y disposed toward imperialist, romantic and 

nativist beliefk7% As such, these examples of "propaganda" are also used as evidence of 

constructions of Canadian wom;uihood during the war. 

The poster was the most popuiar tool in propagating women's role in the war and 

as such it represents a large portion of the propaganda pool which will be studiecL9 

Posters were hung in shop windows, on street lamps, on the sides of streetcars, 

miniaturized on shop counters, in phone booths, on the sides of buildings - they reached 

dmost every corner of Canada. The popularïty of posters during the Great War cm be 

attributed, in part, to their physicai properties: they were fairly inexpensive to produce; 

they could be created, printed and distnbuted in a relatively short time; and they enjoyed 

a broad, lengthy exposure. l0 Likewise, the absence of television and radio as a rneans of 

communication meant printed medium was the most effective way for the govemment to 

reach Canadians. More intepl  to their effectiveness, however, was the rnanner in which 

they sent their messages. By using images, posters conveyed rnuch more than what 

actually appeared and as such are very valuable to a study of representations of women in 

propaganda. 

In al1 the images of womeo in the private sphere in World War 1 propaganda, 

there were three main ways that they were narrated. In the period between 1914 and 

8 Keshen, Propawnda and Censotshi~, 24. 

'%or a discussion of the role of the poster in World War 1 s e  Marc H. Choko. Canadian War Posters. 19 14- 
1 9 1 8, 1 939- 1 945, @fawa:  diti ions du Méridien, 1994) 



1916, women did not make much of an appearance in the majority of war propaganda, 

however when they did they were almost always narrateci as mothers. Chapter Two 

examines women's role at the beginning of the war as a maternai force that was at the 

forefiont of the imagery. The second main image of women that was constnicted through 

the war's pro-& was as "practical patriots". By late 19 16 and through to the end of 

the war, the Allies were confionted with a lack of food for soldiers and civilians overseas. 

It was Canada's duty to provide more food through increased production and 

conservation. When the appeal for conservation hit in the autumn of 191 7, the images of 

women in propaganda increased and changed. Chapter Three is an examination of the 

narration of women as "soldien of the kitchen" or "practical patriots". nie i r  duty was 

extended beyond motherhwd into nurturen of the men abroad by feeding them through 

their conservation in the kitchen. Chapter Four discusses the role of women as images of 

momlity. Through a quest for "mie" womanhOOd, women were to influence the rest of 

the country into noble action and participation in the war effort as well as play the part of 

the Victorian woman whose womady character was representative of women's supenor 

moral nature. The propaganda imagery used throughout the war reflected images of the 

"tnieT' Canadian woman. Throughout the war, although the duties of women were 

adapted to the needs of the state, women were continually constnicted in the private 

sphere even when they were participating in "public" roles. Chapter Five examines the 

way in which images of women were nanated when they were shown to be participating 

in activities traditionally considered 'public". 

'%ooita Bray, 'From Flag-Waviog to Pragmatism: images of Patiotism, heroes and Wu in Canadian 
World War II Propaganda Posters", Materiai Histoq Review, 42 (Fall 1995) 76. 



The Great War was a time of expanding "bu11daries" for men and women in 

many ways. Women were welcomed into areas of the "public sphere" which had k e n  

previously limited to men's participation such as the election booth, munitions work, 

f m  labour and finance. As the 'boundarïes7' between "pnvate7' and "public" blurred, 

increasing attention was paid to representing women within their traditional ^domestic 

sphere". The images constructed of Canadian wornanhood during this period reflect 

assumptions regarding gender divisions and the roles of men and women within the war 

and Canadian society. The recognition and understanding of the images of the pst as 

lustorical reflections of ourselves will, it is hoped, bring greater understandmg about our 

own assumptions regarding gender and identiîy withùi our present. 



Cbapter 2 
"The Sweefest a d  Hoiiest OBce ": 

The Idealization of Motherhwd in Propagtmàù Images, 

There can be no doubt . . . that the representative Cardan woman is the woman at home- 
AU other classes of women are represented in this class. They influence her, it is me, but 
she more greatiy influences han. The business woman, the coUege w o m q  the country 
woman, mernbers o f  women's organhions, the singie woman o f  any class who never 
manies, are more affectai by the standards of the woman at home than they are by z q  
other woman's standards. She is the most iriftuentid wornan among women, and the 
conm%ution of women to progress and the çtate mus be mea~u~ed to a large ment by her 
contribution. ' 
Before the First World War women were, acwrding to popular opinions like the 

one above, confined tu the home to rear children, to tend to food prepration and 

househoid duties and to take care of theu husbands upon their return fiom the outside 

world With the new opportunities that came with the war, women were "permitteci" to 

cross the boundary between public and private and enter what, until that time, had been 

presented to women through countless images, to be a place they were forbidden to enter. 

At tirnes scholars have assumed that the opportunities given to wornen in the Great War 

were the start of a pattern that wodd gain momentum through the war and continue to 

open up after the wu's end in late 191 8. Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar have studied 

the efTect of the war on women in such a way: "...the war functioned in so many 

diffèrent ways to liberate women - offering a revolution in economic expectations, a 

release of passionate energies, a reunion of previously fiagmented sisters, and a revision 

of social and aesthetic dreams.. . Although women's and men's lives were changed by 

the war, the war cannot be credited with such accornplishments as liberating women 

' Mqory MacMurchy, The Woman Bless Her - Not as Amiable a Book as it Sounds, (Toronto: S.%. 
Gundy, 1916) 109-1 10. 

Smdra Gilbert and Susan Gubw, No Man's Land: The Place of the Woman Writer in the Twentieth 
Centurv. Voi. 2: Seu Changes. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989) 3 18. 



fiom the confines of their previousiy dictated private sphere. In a tirne when women 

pushed and crossed the Unagineci boundary between private and public and society was 

thrown into a new kind of social upheaval, women and the domestic world in which they 

were said to ex& became a stable anchor- This "anchor" was a very popular image in 

wartime propaganda not only in Canada but also in Great Britain and the United States. 

The domestic woman was used to produce a feeling of stability and nonnalcy in a time of 

great ugliness where dady routines began by reading the casualty list at the breakfast 

table. 

The image of the domestic wornan in Canada was one that existed long before the 

war, ernerging in the Victorian era, and lasîing long after the war ended. in the decade 

before the war began "domestic science" becarne a popular pursuit that was pushed on 

young girls and women through SC hools, colleges and the media. Many gender historians 

would argue that the construction of women as a dornestic being continued right into the 

1970s.~ As a result of this "consistency" in the narration of womanhoo& the image of the 

domestic woman appeared right through the war, however the particular role of the 

domestic woman in the war effort did alter. in this way, one can see a change over time 

as the needs of the state changed. In al1 the images of women contained in the 

propaganda of the First World War, the most popular image used was that of 

rnotherhood. 

See Kathanne Amup, E d u d o n  for Mothehood: Advice for Mothers in Twentieth-Cern Canada, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), Katharine Armip, Andrée Lévesque and Ruth Roach Pierson, 
eds., Delivering Motherhood: Matemal Idedonies and Prachces in the 19& and 2 0 ~  Carniries, (London: 
Routledge, 1990), and in particular, Ann Dally. Inventine; Motherhood: The Consequences of an Ide& (New 
York: Schocken Books, 1 983), E. Ann Kaplm Motherhood and Representation: The Mother in Po~ular 
Culture and Melodrama, (London: Routiedge, 1992) and Shirley Neuman anci Glennis Stephenson, 
ReImaaininn Women: Representations of Women in Culture, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993). 



The middle-aged white "mom" was the predomioant image of womanhood in 

World War One just as the pin-up girl or "Rosie the Riveter" was the construction of 

wartime fernininity in World War Two. Historian Susan Zeiger has suggested that the 

image of "mother" may have had special significance in World War One because this 

hme period was a transition between Victon'anism and modemism. Motherhood was a 

transitional symbol that fooked back to the Victorian home that was idealized as a haven 

of morality and purity and looked forward to the sentimentalit. of motherhood in modem 

culture." WorId War I marks a period when the ideaiization of motherhood was at its 

Peak* 

The separation of the public and private spheres, that is, the idea that women 

were to be responsible for the home and men responsible for anything that existed 

outside of those four walls, was a doctrine that was adopted in Canadian discussions later 

than in Europe and the United States. ' Canada's largely rural rnakeup through most of 

the nineteenth century meant that most women were responsible for much more than 

bearing and rearing children. While urban, middle-class women may have been exposed 

to the concept of "women's place" through books and magazines, thousands of other 

Canadian women lived beyond the reach of this information. According to Alison 

Prentice and her coi leagues: "Probabl y relative1 y few British North American women 

were greatly af5ected by the new attitudes towards women's work that were developing 

'' Susan Zeiger, "She Didn't Raise Her Boy to be a Slacker Mothertiood, Conscription, and the Culture of 
the Fust World War", Feminist Studies, 22, (1). (Spring 1996) 33. 
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in England and New England, where things were patently changing far more rapidly."d 

Canadian women did not remain unaffêcted for long however as immigrants from Great 

Bntain and the United States brought their ideas of domesticity with them. This coupled 

with the effects of industnalization resulted in new ideas about women's place in 

Cdan society. 

The idealization of motherhood began during the Victorian period. h fact, it was 

during this penod that the word -motherhood' emerged as a concept rather than a 

vocation.' Before the industrial revolution, the home was the centre of activity. Al1 

family members contributed to its slwival through either f m i n g  or a cottage industry.' 

Fathers and mothers both had intellectual and mord authority over their chi ldren because 

they worked in or near the home. Fathers therefore took a major role in the education 

and care of their children. 

The rise of industry and commerce initiated the movement of many fathers from 

f m  to marketplace or industry leaving mothers more responsible for children. In the 

middle-class, the domestic system of production declined. As a result, women's role in 

the family became more maternai and less economic. In the working class, women and 

children followed the men into the factories and town markets leaving linle room for a 

specialized matemal role for women. However, with the legislation of child and female 

6 Alison Prentice, Paula Bourne. Gai1 Cuthbert Brandt, Beth Light, Wendy Mitchinson and Naomi BIack 
Canadian Women: A History, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace f ovanovich, 1988) 83. 

7 AM Ddy, Inventina Motherhood: The Consquences of an Ideai, (New York: Schocken Books, 1983) 
17. 

' Katharine Education for Motherhood: Advice for Mothers in TwentiethCentun, Canada, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994). 33. 



labour came the materna1 ideal for the working c l a ~ s . ~  Even rurai women did oot remain 

unaffected for long. The mechanization that came with industrialization meant that 

products such as  cheese and butter, traditionally made by fm women, became products 

of factories. This resulted in a serious undemining of women's tmditional roles in farm 

work, leaving space for the adoption of a matemal ided grounded in the ideology of 

"separate spheres". Io 

Further, Darwinist Victonan science and ideals emphasized and infiated the 

biologicai and characteristic differences between male and female that supportai and 

emphasized the idealization of motherhood. It promoted the idea that women were 

naturally and specidly suited to chiId rearing due to their biological makeup. Danvinist 

science also promoted the idea that women's psychology was related to their 

reproductive organs making them more suitable than men for chiid rearing. This belief 

systern elevated women's reproductive role to a social duty and obligation." Doctors 

grabbed ont0 this assurnption and promoted motherhood as women's duty reinforcing 

assumptions about sexual divisions. An article printed in Evewoman's World in 19 14 

iltustrates one doctor ' s attitudes towards women' s role: "C hild-raising is the domain of 

woman as long as motherhood itself will endure, and as long as a mother's heart will beat 

within her, so long will she find the discharge of her responsibilities the sweetest and 

9 Amup, Education for Motherhood, 34. 

'O Terry Crowley, "Madonnas before Magdalaies: Adelai& Hoodess and the Making of the Canadian 
Gison Girl", Canadian Historical Review, 67 (4) 1986, 520. 

' ' Kat harine Arnup, An&& Lévesque and Ruth Roach Pi- eds., Delivering Motherhood: Matemal 
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holiest office which God has entnisted to human bd"" The responsibility of mothers 

for children that was borne out of industriaiization and new attitudes towards women's 

purpose in society resuited in a growing idealkition of motherhood 

At the tuni of the century reproduction became a political and a religious issue as 

well as a comerstone in the debate over public health and welfare policies and a 

fiindamental issue for both feminist and anti-feminist campaigns. Conceni for child 

welfare and education for mothen on the requirements and duties of motherhood 

mounted leading up to the First World War. The concern about infant mortality and the 

poor general heaith of the population achieved a more direct platform at the beginning of 

the war as recmits were tumed away due to il1 h e a l ~ I 3  However this kind of concem 

had existed since the 1890s when the first campaigns for the education for mothers 

began According to Cynthia Comacchio, these campaigns grew in response to an 

awkward transformation to the new socio-economic order of industrialization. Reform 

movements that focussed on the health of mothers and children responded to a growing 

concem that industry and factories were having serious repercussions on the health and 

productivity of the nation." Wornen were shouldered with the responsibility of the 

strength of the country niey alone were given responsibility for the country's future: 

"The relations of mother and child are the highest and holiest, most important in 

existence. The duties and responsibilities of motherhood are of the most vital 

'* "The Responsibility of Motfierhood" by Joseph Krauskopf D.D., Evervwoman's Worid, Jdy 1914. 
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consideration. .. To make the race beautifhl, pure, strong and good, is the high and holy 

mission of MOTHERH~~D."'~ 

As the media and the state entered the home to enforce standards of childrearing 

beginning in the late 1 8 9 0 ~ ~  mothers became subjected to public scrutïny. New standards 

of rnothering based on a middle-class, Anglo-saxon mode1 dictated the responsibiIities of 

motherhood Cynthia Comacchio writes: The traditional family unit was vital to the 

welfare of Canadian society and essential to the quality of its future. Yet modern 

industry, by its very nature, had unleashed destructive intenial forces that were 

undermining capitalistic and patriarchal orgaaization. Since the self-adjusting market 

mechanism could no longer be counted upon, intervention was necessary to prevent the 

system, quite iiterally, from devouring its own Mothen became the constant 

subjects of newspaper columns, women's magazines and even school c ~ c ~ I u r n . ~ ~  This 

trend continued from the end of the Victonan period right through the war and long 

aflerwards. 

The idealization of motherhood in the late Victorian period as  well as the growing 

concern for childreu's heaith established a belief in the need for education for mothers. 

Although childrearing was believed to be women's naturai vocation, it was also thought 

that women needed some training to succeed at it. E v e m m a n ' s  World contained many 

15 Motherhood, (Toronto: the British Chemists' Company, 1900) as quoteci in Amup, Education for 
Motfierhood, 3 5 .  

16 Comacchio, 20. 
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articles in 1914 and 19 15 describing a new curriculum in Toronto schoots that trained 

girls to be good mothers: 

Toronto has schoois wherein giris are instructed in the gracious arts o f g d  housekeeping 
and good motherhd ... A gr- deal is king said of the advastages of a vocational 
ûaining.. . New entrants to the state of matemity have bng feh the [ack of a knowIedge 
tbat would greatly aid in th& fihg the role of mother in a proper marner. 

The knowledge miparteci of course is not intendecl to suppfant instinct, but 
merely to supplanent it." 

The introduction of "domestic science" and home econornists was a response to 

the trends of the b-separatïon of spheres" that grew out of industrialization The 

introduction of dornetic science into schools helped to turn motherhood into a "job" or 

"vocation" that could be M e r  advanced and legitimized with "scholarly" instruction. 

Adelaide Hoodless was a pioneer in establishing domestic science as a vocation. She feit 

that "Canada's educationai system was 'perverted' because it had been designed by men 

for men. Education had made women less than they ought to be. Bookishness needed to 

be deemphasized by adding more practical subjects such as domestic science and 

making other parts of the curriculum less abstract ... -19 This kind of "conservative 

reaction' to industnalization resulted from the growing anxieties about gender relations 

and the changing roles that women and men were king assigned." 

In fact, the "scholarization7' of domesticity reached such a height of popularity by 

the middle of World War 1 that motherhood seemed to becorne a "public" employment. 

Majory MacMurchy, a popular writer who promoted wornen's duties inside and outside 

of the home, used language such as "economy", "business", "vocahon" and "training7' 

18 Eveyornan's Wodd, May 1914. 
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when she described homemaking. in doing so, she meshed this "public" language, used 

to nonnally descnbe careers outside of the home, with the traditionally "private" thus 

combining the "separate spheres". This fusion of public and private was actually fairly 

common in the imagery of World War 1 where boundaries were pushed and crossed and 

where women took on new responsibilities yet were still m t e d  as dornestic beings. In 

fact, MacMurchy even gave home-making sornething of a job description: 

What is the work of a home? Tt meam providing and p r e p a ~ g  food; making and buying, 
washing and mending clothes; keeping the house dean, sanitary and cornfortable; buying 
and making many kinds of household necessities; doing all this work pemnally, or 
assisting in part of the work and superintending the work of ohers; caring for cMdren and 
training them; taking charge of the hd th  of every member o f  the househoId; making the 
home a place fiom wûicb people go ready for work and where they fuid most of their 
happiness. 21 

The responsibility of women to educate thernselves for motherhood was related to 

the higher welfare of the country. This theme was particularly apparent in wartime when 

the Allies were said to be fighting for the good of humanity against evil German Kultur. 

In ao article describing "Little Mothers" classes king held in Toronto schools, the author 

wrote: 

In spite of confision and distortio~ derision and exaggeration, there has been a steady 
advance towards the establishment o f  what wiU eventually prove to be the real eugenid 
production and development o f  the race and with the understanding o f  it there wiil dawn 
upon the enlightened world an entirely new ideal o f  womanhood and motherhood and 
when that dawn cornes there will be found tha quite unostentatiousiy the children of the 
evolving people have already been trained and titted to take their places as the wives and 
rnothers of the citizen. of the firture. 

Mothers were narrated as the people responsible for the survival of the Anglo-saxon 

race. At times, motherhood was even equated with Goci's work: "We are told that God 

'' Maqory MacMurchy, The Woman Bless Her, 120. 
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could not be everywhere, therefore, created He mothers, and that wherever she ministers 

there His blessings manifest themselves, where she is reverenced there is He a d ~ r e d " ~ ~  

With the continuhg idealization of rnotherhood £iom the Victoria era into the 

twentieth century reaching a peak around the time of the First World War, it is no wonder 

that women were narrated as mothers Ui wartime propaganda. Ann Dally, in her work on 

the idealization of rnotherbod, -tes that 'motherhood' is an invented concept that 

strengthened the idealization of woman and wife and not only ~nother.'~ The images 

used in the Great War furthered this idealkation, Claire Culleton states that 'The 

messages prescribed in the language and illustrations of these World War 1 publications 

collectively dictate that women ( r e m  their thoughts and their bodies to reproduction 

and suggest that women would be denying their "gender's destiny" were they to tum their 

thoughts or bodies in any other direction."7z 

The image of women as mothen is one of the two most popular forms women 

were given in war propaganda and imagery, the other being the 'practical pamot' food 

conservationist which will be discussed in Chapter Three. As such, within the 

construction of women as mothen, they were narrated in several ways again illustrating 

the layen of meaning in propaganda imagery. 

The mothers shown in wartime propaganda were ofien narrated as making the 

biggest sacrifice of those on the homefiont, more so than wives, fathers (who were rarely 

Ev~ornan's World, "The Responsibility of M o t h e r h d  by Joseph KnwkopS D.D. 
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porirayed) and at times even more than the sons who were fighting overseas. Several war 

songs, reproduced into song sheets, c o m c t e d  mothen to be waiting at home a b  

"sacrificing" their sons for s e ~ c e  abroad 

The sing-a-long, initially popularized through institutions such as the church and 

burlesque hall, was the most popular form of home-based enteriainment at the beginning 

of the ~enniry.'~ By 1914, the home sing-a-long had reached its peak with the increased 

availability of the gramophone, which was accessible for most families at a price as low 

as twenty do1 lm. '' Caaadian songsters produced approximately three hundred patriotic 

tunes, from songs about the heroic rehim of the boys "over there" to songs that rallied 

Canadians around the "red, white, and blue" and the victory of the Empire - al1 of which 

gave a M e r  boost to the popular w i m e  of the ~in~-a- lon~. '~  

The fust verse of the Song "Our Heroes At Home" describes the sacrifice of 

soldiers' mothen: 

There's a cottage by the way, 
Where a mother weeps to-day, 
Tho' her kart is brave as that of any man; 
For her boy has gone to war, 
Far upon a foreign shore. 
And she foliows him as only mothers canD 

By describing a mother's pain as superior to the pain of anyone else who had a Ioved one 

overseas, the Song idealized women as mothen. Mothers made the biggest sacrifice 

lefiey A Keshen, . The Great War at Home and Abroad: idocmation Manaeement in Canada vs. Life 'in 
Flanders' Field', (PMI Dissertation, York University, 1992) 43. 
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because they knew pain and love "as oniy mothen can". Not oniy did this image 

construct mothers to be extremely sacrificial and patriotic but it also implied that women 

were at their fullest emotiod potential as mothers. The song also irnplied that women 

were seMng their CO- best d e n  they, as mothers, had a son to send overseas. As the 

prirnary id01 of the song and subject of the first verse, the sacrifice of sending her son 

was above that of the wives and sweethearts mentioned in later verses, 

Another war ballad that spotlighted the sacrifices of motherhood was called 

"Where is my boy tonight?". The lyrics of the Song are not as insightfid as the previous 

piece but the cover of the sheet music tells its own story. The picture shows an older 

woman peering off into the distance longing for her son oveneas and holding a letter 

(presurnably from him) in her lap (Figure 2.1)". This image clearly narrates this woman 

as sacrificing herself and her own happiness for the war effort by "giving" her son to the 

Empire. She is the ideal Canadian woman. She is a patriotic, self-sacrificing mother. 

Many magazines and newspapers printed poetry written during wartime that dealt 

with many war-related subjects. The various pets ofien adopted the idealization of 

rnotherhood used in the propaganda of the period. Western Home Monthlv published a 

lengthy poem called 'The Mother". The poem tells of a son who informs his mother that 

he has enlisteci to go oveneas. She is heartbroken and afiaid that she will lose him. She 

laughs and sneers at the idea of "patriotism" saying that it had k e n  placed higher than 

"mother, child or wife" but after thinking about her son's choice she says: 

But as 1 thought in the firelight, 
1 somehow came to see 

30 The Figures refend to in each chapter of this thesis are containecf at the end of each chapter in an 
appendix. 



A mother c m  hardly reckon 
The man her son may be 
And 1 saw that Patriotism 
Was more than a bcied spark; 
'Twas a fire, without whose burrriag, 
The worid wodd go back in the àark. 

. . . So 1 calleci the lad to the Mght, 
Suüen he came and slow. 
1 told him how proud it made me 
That he should be brave to go. 
ïhea he laughed doud and kissed me 
Whm he saw thaî my pride was real. 
'Tis well that a son cannot W o m  
How deep a mother may feelm3' 

Surely many women must have felt this sense of loss and a pull toward pacifisrn when 

faced with the possibility of Losing their sons, however this poem reinforced the popular 

notion that mothers felt a deep sense of patriotism and fulfilled duty when a son went 

oveneas. Although the mother in the poem acknowledged her pain and sacrifice, she 

also felt a deep sense of pride in knowing that she was s e ~ n g  the "good" and the "right" 

impressing on the reader that duty was intended to triumph over personal loss. 

Another poem describing a mother's sacrifice for the war effort appeared in 

December 19 18. It was about a woman7s Iifetime of washing dishes. It told how each 

family member made a terrible mess of the chore. The two Iast verses read: 

Then Sunday night cornes mother's tum, 
So gentie and so mat, 
To her the dishes never look 
A dirty messy heap; 
To hm they bring old memories 
Of girlhood days so fair, 
When she and dad were marrieci 
And bought their kitchen ware. 

But places at the table 
Are standing empty now, 
The dishes sing sad songs to her 
Of sons gone to the war, 

- --- 

3' 'The Mother". Western Home Monthlv, Apd 19 16-3. 



Each cap and plate she softly wipes 
W h  hem sa& sick and sore - 
Every soldier of the dishpan 
Kas my very ks good wisbes, 
That she may 6nd some recompense 
When washuig up the dishes." 

This poem narrated women fïrst, as domestic soldiers, one of the most cornmon 

representations of women in war imagery. It placeci women f i d y  in the home while 

hming that domestic space in such a way that it constructed women to be doing 

sornethiog patriotic in this everyday routine. In this poem, the woman is not ody 

fulfilling a domestic role. The chore is also providing her with fond mernories that give 

this woman a way to grieve and offer her dace.  Washing the dishes achially becomes a 

reward for her sacrifice since she is finding some relief in her nostalgia This mother 

who has made, what is said to be, the ultirnate sacrifice, is using her role as mother and 

homemaker as  a grieving outlet. Thus, motherhood and homemaking, in this image, have 

given her the full circle of joy, grief and healing. 

When the image of motherhood was used to represent women in war imagery or 

propaganda, their most important role was c o ~ c t e d  to be that of "giver" - to give the 

ultimate sacrifice in encouraging their sons to edist. Susan Zeiger has suggested that 

those women who heid their sons back were said to be bad, selfish women who had an 

unnatural and even "sick" attachent to their chilcisen." By constnicting women in this 

way, women were said to be most important when they used their motherly influence to 

encourage their sons to enlist. This was the role of Canadian women early in the war. 

'' LWBshùlg the Dishes", Western Home Monthly, December 19 18-34. 
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The image of mothen as vehicles of sacrifice was ahost always tied as seen in 

the previous examples, to patriotic fervour. In the images used of mothen, patriotism 

always won over personal fear or los. Many images of mothers actually dismissed the 

idea that a mother would feel sadness or remorse but rather focussed on the pride and joy 

a mother would feel if she lost her son. The following section of po- aptly 

demonstrates this kind of patriotism. Lieutenant Colonel A.E. Belcher, President of the 

Defence Field Company, wrote this poem entitied "A Patriotic Mother". He dedicated 

the poem to "the Noblewomen of Canada". The 1s t  three verses read: 

We wimmen folk do bless the &y 
And with pride w'U sind our byes 
To fight for home and M o m  
To bring us Iasting joys 

May God bless a l l  the sogers, 
And ail the mothers too. 
An' a i i  the swatehearts they left behind 
Of them - there's not a few. 

An' whin this war is over, 
Pat wili sure conte home to me, 
An' ifhe don't, know he's de, 
In that blin etenuty." 

This poem is written in the voice of a working-class mother. This is one of the few 

representations of class arnong the irnagery of the First World War. Rather, the 

propaganda and imagery presented the representative public as middle-class alienating 

the working-class by declaring the nom to be the middle-class man or woman. The 

images consûucted of the "normal" citizen in World War I did not allow for the working- 

class to connect with many of the d e s  that citizens, pariicularly women, were expected 

to play. For example, working women were never portrayed in the imagery of the war. 

34 AO, MU 2060 Miütary Records, a d .  #38, A Patriotic Mother by Lt. AE. Belcher. 



The ways in which women were supposed to participate in the war - volunteer work, 

food conservation, knitting - left no room for women who were wage eamers as the 

women portmyed in the imagery were employed only as fùil-time wives and mothers. By 

representing Canadian women in such a way, the govemment and private propagandists 

were effectively stating that the rniddleclass was the representative class of Canadian 

A second element of the poem that deserves discussion is the appropriation of 

voice. The male author takes it upon himself to speak for the working-class woman in 

the poem in the same way that al1 war propaganda that used wornen as images spoke on 

their behalf to dictate their role, their feelings, their duties. This adoption of women's 

voices was essentially what was used to prescribe their role in society at this time through 

the images they were seeing. 

The poern, printed by the govemment as a flyer for distribution, implied that 

mothers were proud and joyful when their sons died in battle. Lt was a source of pride, a 

reward for their patriotism. This was cornrnon in much of the imagery that narrated a 

mother's role and her rewards for sacrifice. Aithough she had lost her son the 

consolation for aiding her country and the Empire eased her pain and grief Mothers7 

sacrifices were romanticized through patriotism to the Empire as illustrated in the 

following poem by L.M. Montgomery: 

Our Women 

Bride of a day, your eye is bright, 
And the flower of your cheek is red. 
'He died with a smile on a field of France - 
I srnile for his sake' she said. 

Mother of one. the babe you bore 
Sleeps in a chiiiy bed. 



'He gave himselfwith nnll;uit pnde - 
Shall I be l e s  pfoud?' she said. 

Woman you weep and sit *art, 
Whence is your sorrow fd? 
'1 have none of love or kin to go - 
1 am ashamed and sad' she 

Women were constructed to be unpatriotic if they had no one to "give". This 

kind of sacrifice was narrated to be a source of women's pride. This poem actually talks 

about a woman who is ashamed and sad because she had not experienced the death of a 

Ioved one. Her shame has pushed her to feel unequai and unworthy of king with the 

women who were able to send a loved one overseas. By presenting a woman in this way, 

the poem is suggesting that a woman is not doing her duty unless she is encouraging a 

man to enlist. In essence readen of the poem are king shown an example of a "good" 

mother or woman (one who sacdkes for the Empire) and a "bad" mother (one who does 

not sacrifice). The patriotic mother, according to Susan Zeiger, "closes ranks with her 

men and her nation in wartime and quietly buries her dead, rejoicing in the honor of their 

sacrifice." Zeiger likens mothers to soldien in this way. Both soldiers and mothers were 

asked to obey authority; they were both under orders and the discipiine of supenor males; 

and both were asked to sacrifice their lives and needs for a bigger cause in the narne of 

A different but equally effective image of sacrifice through motherhwd was 

established in the imagery of Belgian mothers. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 are examples of the 

" L.M. Montgomery. "Our Women" in John W. Garvin, ed. Canadian Poems of the Great War, (Toronto: 
McCleUand & Stewart 19 18) . 
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way the Belgian rnother was often used in Canadian propagmda These two images were 

advertisements in C d a n  magazines. Belgian women and children were used to urge 

Canadians to make small sacrifices by contributing rnoney to the Belgian Relief Fund to 

provide food and clothing to Belgian refugees. The Belgian mothes in these posters 

suffered because they did not have enough to feed theu chiidren. nie text and 

illustrations in these images forced Canadian mothers to consider thernselves in the same 

situation Canadian society condemned those who could not care for their own children 

and there were thousands in that situation. By giving money to the Belgian Relief Fun4 

Canadians and Canadian women were, in essence, umothering'7 these children through a 

small sacrifice of their own The idea that women's most important role at the beginning 

of the war was as a self-sacrificing mother who encouraged her loved ones to enlist was 

further propagated in recniitment propaganda. 

When the war broke out in AU* of 19 14, the Canadian army consisted of only 

3,000 men and a militia of 6,000. Sam Hughes, the Canadian Miaister of War, launched 

an appeal for volunteen. His hope was to attract 2,500 men for overseas service. The 

initial response exceeded his expectations as 3,300 men edisted The enthusiastic 

response of the volunteers has been accredited to a high number of newly arrived British 

immigrants, a high unemployment rate and promised pay for enli~tees.'~ As the number 

of British expatriates dwindled, it was obvious that other English Canadians did not feel 

the irnpehis to serve the Motheriand, rather they were impelled to remain at home where 

new economic opportunities were arising due to industries kick-started by the war. 

37 Marc Choko, Canadian War Posters: 19 14- 19 1 8. 1939- 1 945, (Canada Communication Group, 1994) 3 3 



War Minister, Sam Hughes, is coasidered responsible for the poor attraction of 

recnïits to the Canadian Expeditionary Force (C.E.F.). Hughes' approach to propaganda 

was detached at best Regiments, responsible for their own recniiting, received only fifty 

dollars a year for propaganda efforts. This coupled with the economic attractions of 

staying in Canada, kept the enlistment rate low. 

The poor administration of recruitment efforts and Prime Minister Borden7s 19 16 

New Year's promise of 500,000 more men led voluntiuy community aid to step in and 

becorne the most important fonn of recniitment. Women distributed white feathers to 

suspected malingerea. The Speakers' Patriotic League organized parades and 

recruitment meetings across the country. Women's groups, patriotic societies, and 

fraternal associations covered the cities and towns with regimental posters.38 

Recruitment propaganda often used the image of rnotherhood to get men to enlist. 

The appeal usually revolved around family values and concerns. The mother either was a 

reason to enlist or was to urge her son to edist. Historian Paul Maroney suggests that 

women's positions in recruitment propaganda "were premised on a traditional late 

Victorian understanding of the role and proper place of women in society." Mothers were 

guardians of the family and responsible for teaching "kindness, love, duty, respect and 

honour." '' Therefore, these women were an important factor in recruitment propaganda. 

In using them, the propaganda constnicted mothers to have the power of influence over 

their sons. 

38 Choko. 33 
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Ropaganda and society alike promoted the iduence that mothers had on their 

sons. The poster shown in Figure 2.4 depicts a mother encolrraging her son to enlist The 

colours used in this poster are an important component of its message. Colours were 

often used to set the mood of the poster as Bonita Bray has suggested in her work on 

Canadian posters of the Second World War. She States that the use of colour was 

deliberate in getting across the message the propagandist was attempting to deliver? 

The black and orange used in this poster are a strong con- The colours used in this 

poster set a mood of seriousness and gravity lemng the reader know the urgency of the 

situation, 

The mother in this poster is shown to be happy, forceful, confident, and her age 

makes her seem wise. Most importantly by telling her son that it is his duty to go she is 

using her influence to serve the Empire. Even as an older woman she is guiding and 

teaching her son. She is a mother who wants her children to have the most scrupulous 

mords and sense of "right","wrong", and the defence of the "good". This is a good 

mother perforrning her assigned patriotic duty. As a war speaker at a meeting in 

Branrford, Ontario said: "The real source of patriotism cornes from the mothers. If we 

did not have patriotic mothers, we wouid not have patnotic sons.'* ' 
The influence and power assigned to women made their duty and sense of 

patriotism that much more prominent in the war effort. By giving mothen the power to 

influence a son's decision, war propaganda was narraîing women to be powerful within 

" Bonita Bray, "From Fiag-WaWig to Pragrnatism: Images of Patriohn, Heroes and War in Canadian 
Wortd War iI Propaganda Postersn, Materid Historv Review, 42 (Fail 1995). 77-83. 

" W.G. Raymond speaking to a Brantford audience, B d o r d  Eqositor, @eeember 9. 1915) as quoted in 
Paul Maroney, "The Great Adventure", 95. 



their traditional role of motherhood thus allowing women to rernain in or desire that role 

without losing a sense of control. Additionaily, by presenting women as powerfd and 

necesSacy in influencing men to enlist, it placed women on the fkontline of defence with 

their men. Therefore, women were best serving their country in theù domestic role as 

mother, the women who had the most influence on men. 

The poster also appealed to the responsibility of the son to his mother. By 

refusing to edist as his mother insûucted him, the son wodd be disappointing his 

mother, the woman c o m c t e d  by popular irnagery to be the most important woman in 

his life. This idealized relationship between mother and son was often a topic in the 

media through articles and poetry. A Iengthy poem describing this special relationship 

was printed in Western Home Monthiv. The fint verse reads: 

The mother was rich and gracious, and the son was snong and bol& 
And the bond that was fixd between them was not the bond of gold; 
And they dwelt in sweet co-union, while the worid looked on in awe, 
For they Lived and wrought by the Law of Love, and not by the Love of Law. 

The son decides to enlist and go to war. On his retum, the poem reads: 

"'Twas not for my own existence - I had no fear for that 
For 1 was lean and unlikely, and they were fiil1 of fat; 
But the blood, and the sense of honor, and the duty of the son - 
'Twas these thaî clutched at a weapon and battled them ten to one! 

"Think not because Me is rosy that 1 h o w  what it cos - 
1 knew when 1 feff to the Ridgeway fiends, or fay in the Nortfishore 60% 
1 knew in the flash of triumph - I knew when 1 fought in vain - 
And the blood that was spilled at Paardeberg was the blood of Lundy's Lane! 

"Then lead and your son wiU foliow, or follow and he will lead, 
And side by side, though the world deride, we will show by word and deed, 
That you share with me rny youthfbhess, and 1 with you yow prime, 
And so it shafl be tiii the sun shall m on the uttermoa eùge of tirne."" 

*Mother and Sonn by RC. Stead, Western Home Monthly, May 19 17. 3. 



The first verse of the poem reemphasizes the idealized retationship between 

mother and son that M e r  idealkd the state of mothertiood during the war. By way of 

this, motherhood became more h l y  comected to the war effort. The son in the poem 

went overseas because of a sense of duty to his mother. In this way, motherhood is set up 

as a recruiting tool to persuade men of al1 ages to enlist. 

The second verse rnakes an interesting connection between the Great War and the 

War of 1812. This is an excellent exampie of the sense of patriotism that was so 

apparent in the images used during the war. As aforementioned, patriotism was the 

reason for sacrifices made by al1 people, in this case the son. The soldiers and the 

homefront that existed during the Great War are comected to those of the War of 18 12. 

These desczndants of the redcoats still fight for their Empire. 

The third verse narrates mothers as moral guides. Mothers were to set the 

example for their children to foliow as Paul Maroney suggested. A mother's moral 

guidance was to be used to influence her son to enlist. ln wnstructing rnothers as having 

this power over their sons in regards to overseas service, this poem is another example of 

narrating women as powemil beings inside their traditional dornestic role of motherhood. 

Some recnùtment posters addressed women directly. The poster in Figure 2.5 

entitled T o  the Women of Canada'' uses colour again to express its grave and urgent 

message. The poster lists four questions. The first one addressed mothers directly 

through atrocity propaganda. Canadian temtory and citizens on the homefiont were 

never directly afTected by the banles going on in Europe but several pieces of F k t  World 

War propaganda created images that asked the reader what he or she would do if the 

Germans entered Canada. The purpose of atrocity propaganda was to convince 



CanSnians to fight the enemy on his own ground rather than waiting for hun to arrive on 

Canada's doorstep." The story of the crucitied Canadian çoldier and the Belgian baby 

viciously killed by German soldien became famous and was well used by propgandists 

attempting to boost enlistment. In his discussion of Canadian war posters, Marc Choko 

States that rnost Canadian propaganda did not ailude to atrocity and when it did it was in 

a very abstract mamer." ln fact, there were a number of posters and pamphlets that 

illustrated potential atrocities should the Germans invade. Although atrociîy propaganda 

did not in fact represent the political aims of the Allies or tmthfdly portray the actions of 

the Geman army, its existence located the safêty of wornen and the family as central to 

the war effort. According to Nicoletta Gullace, ". .. the appeal to duty, conscience, and 

sense of honor became a plea for the protection of the family when propagandists 

portrayed the war a s  a battle between good and evit to be fought out on the very threshold 

of home."15 This poster is but one example of that apped. 

The fint two questions of the poster ask mothers if they have thought of what 

could happen to their own children if the Germans were to invade Canada knowing what 

they did to Belgian children The poster tells women that the only way to avoid that kind 

of a hture is to encourage a man to enlist. This poster uses motherhood in a different 

way than some of the other images have thus far. The mother that this poster created 

would be saving her children if she sent her husband overseas. This poster is 

" Choko, 43. 

" Choko, 43. 

45 NicoIetta Gullace, "Sexual Violence and Family Honor: British Propaganda and International Law during 
the First World WaT, American Historical Review, 102 (3) June 1997, 716. 



c o ~ l ~ t ~ c t i n g  the image of the bCgoodn mother in a different way than the others have. 

Only a "bad" mother wouid risk her children7s safety by giving into her own selfishness. 

Although motherhood and the relatioaship between mother and son was idealized during 

this perid, proteetive mothering (selfishly keeping men at home) was thought of as 

A m e r  construction of motherhood came with the implication that mothen 

wodd love their sons more after they came back corn war. A war song entitled "We'll 

Love You More When You Corne Back Than When You Went Away" pictures a good- 

bye scene on its cover (Figure 2.6). The image shows the son with his back to his wife 

while he embraces his mother M e r  emphasizing the bond between mother and son and 

the importance of that relstionship above any other. The titie of coune speaks for itself - 

the son will be more valuable and better loved by his farnily after he serves his country. 

This rnother is again narrated to be self-sacrificiog and a moral guide. 

The second element of motherhood in the Song sheet cover is that of the wife to 

her small child who is holding his father7s ifle. This mother's responsibility was to her 

boy. Encouraging her husband to go in effect protected that child This mother's 

responsibility to her son was her prllnary duty. An article in Maclean's Magazine in 

19 18 discussed the importance of this " j o b  during wartirne. The h c l e  is in reference 

to the listing for national s e ~ c e  near the end of the war to ensure that al1 of Canada's 

human resources were king  used to their fullest potential: 

There wiü be some thousands of women in Canada who will have to say "No" to the 
question as to whether their home ties wouid permit their going out to work, and they are 
the women who have most depending on the d e  conclusion of the war because they have 



homes and usuaüy they have ctiildren What can they do? Happiiy enough. the ties that 
keep them at home may afFord the way for hem to do the hest  senrice, not for th& 
country ahne, but for hurnanity. The war has set a higher vaiue on We; the cMdren are 
needed as they were neva needed before and needed wt ody in the most perfkct 
efiiciency of body and mhd but Mth the spimuality îhat cornes Eom the f à r - d g  
cikaion and steady inmience of a mother wbo understands A woman iike that caxmot be 
spared h m  her fiuniiy.'" 

The above selection demonstrates the role women were expected to play in the 

name of the Empire and humanity. as the article says. Women were mothers as defiaed 

by society and through propaganda. Mothen were to take care spintually of their older 

sons by instilling a sense of duty and responsibility in them while also protecting and 

shielding younger childm fiom the ugliness of war and the threat of evil. This role was 

consmicted as king fa. superior to s e ~ c e  in a munitions factory or on a farm. The 

importance of motherhood to the well-king of the country and the world kept women in 

the home and the private sphere. 

Recniitment propaganda also narrated mothers as king helpless and in need of 

protection. They were what men fought to protect and the reason they enlisted Mothers, 

when used in such a way, were namted as minerable and weak. Susan Zeiger suggests 

that mothers were consmicted to be an object of love and devotion For sons, protecting 

motherhood was the objective of w x 4 '  . According to Judith Hicks Stiehm, in her study 

of the roles of men and women in wartime, women fulfilled a purpose by k i n g  placed in 

the role of the protected Women were essential to those who played the role of the 

protector (men). Women (the protected) endorsed and justified men's (the protectors') 

- - - - -- - - 

47 Maclean's Mitspine, M y  1918,98. 

" Zeiger. 34. 



actions no matter how inhumane or unnaturd they may have seemed 49 By playing out 

these roles the enemy became more inhuman and evil because women were distanced 

h m  the fm-to-face meeting with the enemy. As a resdt, propagandists were able to 

rely more heavily on the use of aeocity propaganda and fear of the enemy by continudly 

narrating women in the role of the protected. Several Canadian recruitment posters used 

motherhood in this way. Figure 2.7 used the universal and recognizable image of 

Whistler's mother as a reason to edist. This mother appears to be innocent weak, frai1 

and in need of protection. She is everyone's mother and worth the fight. 

This particular poster recruited for an Irish Canadian battalion. Recruitment 

posters were usually personaiized so volunteers knew in which regiment they wodd be 

serving and under what leader. Often the men would also know that they would be with 

othen of their own ethnic background Beyond this recogmtion of ethnicity, the images 

in the posters, whether of women or men, did not reflect an ethnic minority of colour 

unless it was the subject of the poster. The only example of such a use is a well-known 

Canadian poster of the war that pictures a Native Canadian who says "Pale Face. my skin 

is dark but my kart is white, for 1 also give to the Canadian Patnotic ~und"jo. This 

obvious racism that required patrïotism to be white stemmed fiom the moral reform 

movements of the penod that will be discussed in Chapter Four. 

A second poster that portrayed motherhood as a helpless state of k ing  is pictured 

in Figure 2.8. This textual poster used bold colours to catch the reader's attention. The 

49 Judith Kicks Stiehm, ^The Protected, The Protector. The Defende?, Women's Studies htematiod 
Fonim, 5 (314) 1982,370. 

30 Choko, 129. 



idea of protection is obvious. This poster planted the idea in a man's head that he would 

let his mother d o m  and risk her d e t y  if he did not eniist 

A final example of mothen as women in need of protection is shown in Figure 

2.9. This poster referred to the sinking of the Lusitania by Gerrnarxy in May 19 15 that 

resulted in a loss of 1,198 lives, including 170  anad di ans.^' The left-hand side of the 

poster tells the story of a mother on board the ship who lost her three children in the 

tragedy. This mother was presented as a tme story of sacrifice and a victim of war who 

had no protection This kind of story was meant to anger men into enlisting. It appealed 

to their sense of duty to this "helpless" mother whose innocence and purity was shattered 

by this "'atrocity". 

There were many ways that mothers and motherhood were constnicted in 

Canadian propaganda of the Great War. There were also many purposes to using 

rnotherhood as an image. Wornen were constructed as mothers in an effort to keep them 

in their reproductive and domestic role within the private sphere. In many ways, women 

were used as a recruitment tool by showing them as weak and in need of protection. 

Mothers were also narrated as moral teachers needed to guide their sons to make the 

choice to enlist By using mothers in propaganda, a foreign war became more acceptable 

to the public in that Canada became an extension of the European front through the 

suggestion that Belgian atrocities could occur in this country. This re-created the war as 

an act of self-defence and attempted to make it more acceptable to those who were not 

convinced of the necessity of Canada's involvement Using mothers also gave troops a 

5 1 Keshen, Pro~apnda and Censorship, 14. 



cornmon purpose in fightïng as the poster in Figure 2.5 ~ggested It was an attempt to 

bring eclectic groups from across the country into a state of unity. 

Susan Zeiger suggests that the use of motherhood in propaganda imagery was also 

an attempt to win women's support for the war effort if women were told that men were 

fighting for home and family, it would quel1 pacifist tendencies that were assurned to 

exist in women. In this way, women became an object of national devotion rather than 

an agent of social change.52 

By the end of the war, the construction of women as mothers was diil a very 

prevaleot image, not only in propaganda but aiso in the media and women's columns 

where the idealization of mothers continued: "A halo bas always been placed around 

motherhood in pichire and song and story, but we want a halo about actual motherhood 

in al1 places through the length and breadth of the land, and in the poorest tenement 

sections of our ~ities.'"~ This devotion was best illustrated in 19 17 when W .H. Fraser, 

Canadian author, suggested that the Canadian government award mothen the silver cross 

as "a decoration of honor" if they had lost a son oveneas." Motherhood was one of the 

primary d e s  that women were to fil1 within this state of "traditional" and "domestic" 

wornanhood. 

'* Zeiger, 34. 

" Maclean's MaPazhe, (Jdy 1 9 1 8) 99. 

54 Western Home Monthlv, (February 19 18). 28. 
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Figure 2.1 NL, Music Collection, "Where is My Boy To-night?", words and music by 
Gordon V. Thompson, (Toronto: Thompson Publishing Company, 19 15). 



Figure 7.2 Saturday Ni.& Magazine, November 1 1, 19 l6,27. 



Be1gbm Are Stiu I n i i D e  ' 
Need Of Food And Ctothing - 

CaPdîtiops Grow Wome =Utd - 
 th^ Better in the Martyr KIngâom 

Figure 2.3 Saturda~ Nieht Magazine, May 70, 19 16.75. 



Figure 7.4 Vimy House, Canadian War Museum, Poster Collection, 19900053-1 15. 



Figure 2.5 AO, Poster Collection, C233-2-4-263. 



Figure 2.6 NL, Music Collection, "We'll Love You More When You Corne Back 
Than When You Went Away", words and music by Harry Taylor, 
(Toronto: A-Cox & Co., 1 9 1 5) .  



COME WITW THE 

1 Li L-i C1.d TRIHEY - O.C. 
MONTREAL I 

Figure 2.7 Vimy House, Canadian War Museum, Poster Collection, 19780473-0 1 1. 



Expect  You t o  

PROTECT THEM 
You M a y  Do So With the 

I 

1 ROYAL HIGHLANDERS 
OF CANADA 

For S e ~ i c e  Overseas 

G O D  S A V E  T H E  K I N G  

Figure 2.8 Vimy House, Canadian War Museum, Poster Collection, 19900 1 80-02 1. 



One mother lost al1 her three young 
children, one six years, one aged four, 
and the third a babe in arms, six 
months old. She herself lives, and 
held up tho thrse of them in the 
water, al1 the time shrieking for help. 
When rescued by a boat party the two 
efdest wera dead. Thelr room was 
required on the boat, and the mother 
was brave enough to realise it, 14Cive 
them to me," she cried. "Cive them 
to me, my bonnie wee things, I will 
bury them. They are mine to bury 
as they were mine to keep." 

With hsr hair streaming down hsr 
back and her form shaking with sor- 
row. sho took hold of each l i t t l e  one 
from the rescuers and reverently 
placed it into the water again, and 
the people in tho boat wept with her 
as she miirmured a little sobbing 
prayer to the great Cod above. 

But her cup of sorrow was not yet corn* 
For just as the were landing, p!%h and only ohild d k d  In her arma, 

MRLIM, mAr 8. 

Hundreds of telegrams have been sent 
to Admiral von Tirpitz oongratulating 
him. * * 

rririar in COLOCNE CAZEnE. 
The news will be recreived by the 

Cttrman people with unanimous aatis- 
faotion, sincre lt proves to England and 
the whole world that Cermany le qulte 
In earnest in regard to her submarine 
warfare. 

iIt * iI, 

miou in KOLNISOHE VOLKSIEITUHC, 
With jo ul prlde we eontemplate the T latest dea of our Navy and it will not 

be the lad. 
4t * * 

NEW Y O M ,  MN e. 
Aiotous scenes of jubllatlon took 

P lace lad evening amongst Germans 
n the Cerman oluba and restaurants. . 
Many Csrmans got drunk as the rerult of 
toasting "Der Ta&." 



Chapter 3 
"Bread and Buns wi// Beat the Htrtts": 

Practicd Patriofisnz in the Kitchen 

hages of women contained in the propaganda of World War One evolved fiom 

that of motherhood during the early years of the war to that of "practical patriot" in the 

last two years of the conflict Women were narrated to be "soldiers in the kitchen", 

"soldiers on the homefront", or "practical patri0tsn as one poster calleci them, during the 

food crisis that arose in late 19 16 and lasted through the 1st days of the war and into 

1919. They were heralded as Canada's most effective and important "soldiers" in the 

battle to conserve food which was in short supply for both Al lied soldien and European 

civilians. Ovemll, the majority of propaganda, in a quantitative sense, that pictured 

women in its imagery, placed them in the role of food conservationists. 

Women became much more popular images in propaganda as hod conservation 

became a major focus of the Canadian war effort in 19 17 and 19 18. The term "practicd 

patriots" was used to describe the patriotism women could show in their "regulaf' 

domestic duties in the kitchen. A pamphlet published in 1918 called Win the War! 

Conserve and Serve! told "householders" that "it is eamestly hoped that YOU will 

demonstrate your PRACTICAL PATRIOTISM by lending your assistance in this 

important decision. You CAN help. WILL YOU?". ' Propaganda such as this re-framed 

the concept of patriotic duty and s e ~ c e .  ft implied that simple everyday actions were 

paîriotic when they were acknowledged as k i n g  done in seMce to the Empire. 

Domestic duties changed slightly to reflect conservation and production needs, became 

patnotic efforts that allowed propagandists to narrate women in their traditional domestic 



role as homemakas while constructing these "regulai' tasks as performances of great 

patnotic service. 

The comection of the food conservationist to the domestic and private sphere is 

obvious. Women were, in public images, confmed to the home and more specifically to 

the kitchen Magazines and newspapers frequently ran articles that promoted practieai 

details of successful housekeeping and claimed that it was a woman7s most valuable 

learned skill and most treasured and appreciated activity: 'There cannot be too many 

classes in domestic science for our girls. So many do not realize that cooking is the very 

finest of arts... Cooking requires a mixture of brains and common sense... Every 

paû-iotic girl should h o w  the art of housekeeping and homemaking, join a domestic 

science class whenever possible unless they have learned in their own home fiom a 

capable rn~ther.?'~ These types of articles were common in magazines and newspapers 

throughout the war Sharon Ouditt states that the continual provision of good 

housekeeping tips during wariime provided a form of escapism or a smokescreen to 

shield women from calls for suffrage, women's employment, and moral and political 

problems that the war brought to ~ornen .~  Yet, more than an attempt to shield women 

fiom issues such as suffage and employment as Oudia suggests, Canadian images of 

wornen as domestic beings concemed with cooking and cleaning were re-framed to show 

these "domestic" wornen as vital to the war effort when they were perfoming these 

I AO, MU 2056 #28. Win the War! Conserve and Serve!, Department o f  Street Cleaning, Toronto City 
Haü, May 1918. 

2 Western Horne Monthly, Jmuary 1918,20. 

Sharon Ouditt, Fiahtin~ Forces. Writino Women: Id* and Ideologv in the First World War, (London: 
Routledge, 1994) 90. Although Oudh coacentrates her study on the experiences and representations of 



regdar, domestic routines. In rnoulding these "regular" routines, propagandists 

eliïninated the idea that women were more important to the Empire in a munition factory 

or on a farm and attempted to promote domesticity as the most pamotic practice in which 

a woman could participate. This image narrateci women e f f i v e l y  within the created 

"private" sphere. Women continued to perform their houçehold duties but under a new 

petence and for new reasons. Their image was re-created to be one of "practical 

patriotim-. 

This "practical patriotism" was a created existence that was used as a way to get 

women involved in the very real food crisis that erupted in late 191 6.  Canada, as  one of 

the world7s largest wheat producers, was one of the major participants in the carnpaign to 

solve the food shortage in Europe. The food situation was critical overseas. Between 

1913 and 1917 Fmce's wheat crop dropped by 57%. Germany's U-boat campaign 

constrained Britain's shipping enough to require coupon rationing there in 19 1 8.' In an 

effort to focus on agicultural production and food conservation to increase food exports 

to Europe, the Canadian Governent established the Food Controller7s Office in June 

19 1 7. William J. H m a ,  long-hme Ontario heaith minister and Conservative MPP, was 

appointed federai Food Controller. His job was to "ascertain the food requirements of 

Canada and to facilitate the export of the surplus.'" Hama was responsible for 

establishing the pncing, storage, distribution and consumption laws for the countiy. The 

British women during Worfd War ï, many of her ideas are revelant to this study as the constructions of 
womanhd in Canada were consistent with those in Britain. 

' Jeffiey A Keshen, Propaaanda and Censorship During Canada's Great War, (Edmonton: University of 
Alberta Press, 1996) 52. 

NL, Canadian Food Bulletin, November 17, 19 17, 13. 



Food Controller was given the power to "prescnbe the maximum amount of any food or 

food product that may nom tune to time be bought or sold by any person or penoos.'" 

H a ~ a  retired as Food Controller in Febniary 19 18 due to il1 health at which point 

the duties of the Food Controller's Office were assigned to the Canada Food Board 

administered by the Deparûnent of Agriculture. The Fwd Board's purpose, like that of 

the Food Controller, was to "direct the production, conservation and distribution of 

foodstuffs in the interests of Canada and the other British Dominions as weli as the Ailied 

It was realized early in the food crisis that it would be impossible to police every 

citizen to ensure that evexyone was obeying the conservation laws. instead, the Food 

Controller's Office and the Canada Food Board produced a wide range of propaganda 

that stressed public participation in conservation and production campaigns. The Canada 

Food Board was responsible for producing a number of publications for distribution to 

the public: a departmental newspaper, press releases, posters, pledge cards, flyers, 

cookbwks, a movie calIed "War Gardens" that instructed dweliers how to grow 

vegetables in their back yards, a daily newspaper column that was printed in 962 English 

language papers and 82 French language papers at its peak, and the Canadian Food 

Bulletin which Hanna started in October 1917. The Canadian Food Bulletin targeted 

6 NL, Casey Collaion, 1918 (77). P.C. 3214, "Power to License; Fees; Regdation of Trade in Food, 
November 15, 19 1 7 ,  Article 5, in Food Laws: Manual of Orders in Council and Orders of the Canada 
Food Board reiatine to the Production Conservation and Distribution of Fmd, issued under the authorhy of 
the Canada Food Board, Ottawa, June 19 18,7. 

7 NL, Casey Collection, 19 18 (77) P.C. 344, "Creation of Canada Food board: Powers, February 1 1 ,  19 l8", 
Article 1, in Food Laws: Manual of Orders in Council and Orders of the Canada Food Board relating to the 
Prcxiuction, Conservation and Distribution of Food, issued under the authority of the Canada Food Bozrrd 
Ottawa, June 1918.6. 



approximately 45,000 clergymen, politicians and business leaders, al1 coosidered 

"opinion makers", in order for these people to have the information needed to influence 

others in conservation efforts. A Domestic Economy Section of the Food Board was also 

established Under its direction, cwkbooks and pamphlets were distributexi to women 

across the comtq and over 125 demonstrations were put on by women about how to 

pieseme and can foods and use alternatives like corn to make "patriotic me al^".^ 

Additionally, the War Lecture Bureau was also used to promote conservation efforts 

across the countq. The War Lecture Bureau replaced the Citizens' Patriotic League in 

January 19 18 so that "addresses given in a stated penod everywhere in Canada will be 

concentrated upon one predominant subject.'" Every two weeks, approximately 10,000 

guest lecturers received newsletîers intended to aid them in preparing their 5-minute talk 

for that month. The lectures were used to help boost acceptance of' such things as 

conscription, War Bonds, and food conservation Copies of the topics were also mailed 

to every one of the 8,000 clergymen in Canada for use in their Sunday service, according 

to the newsletten mailed out by the War Lecture ~ureau'' The lectures reached about 

40,000 people across the country. ' ' 

NL. Report of t he Canada Food Board Febnian, 1 1 - December 3 1. 19 1 8 by Henry B. Thormon, 
Chaiman o f  the Canada Food Board, Ottawa, 19 18,6344. 

NAC, MG 30 C179, "Suggested Topic No. 9". 4, Rov Hackinn Papas. Roy Hacking was the former head 
of the Ontario Red Cross and a speaker for the War Lecture Bureau. 

'O NAC, MG 30 C179, "Suggested Topic No. 9", 4. Rov Hackinn P a m  . Whether al1 of Canada's 
clergymen actually received the newsletter is of coune up for speculzdon since this aatistic cornes out of  a 
publication o f  the War Lecture Bureau. What is important to note however is not how many reeeived or 
used them but the intention of War Lecture Bureau for them to do s a  It shows how every avenue of public 
access was to be tised to instil patriotic fervour and participation. 

" NAC, MG 30 C 179, "Suggested Topic No. 9", 4, ROY Hackinn Papas. 



Mer six months of ''v~limtary'"~ food control Canadian citizem consumed 

200,000 fewer barrels of flour per month and ked up enough meat to feed 500,000 

soldiers on an on-going b a d 3  The majority of propaganda used to elicit such a strong 

response appealed to and contained images of women for the obvious reason that the 

preparation of food and its purchase was considered women's "domain*. 

The first way in which the govenunent targeted women to become involved in the 

food campaign was through the Food Senrice Pledge. Pledge cards, distributed by 

volunteers under the auspices of the Food Controller's Office, were delivered to homes 

across the country. Women were asked to sign the pledge card and hang it in their 

kitchen window so that everyone waikiog by would know that the house contained a 

pahnotic kitchen. The pledge car& rad: 

Realizing the gravity of the food situation and knowing that Great Britain and our Allies 
took to Canada to help shatter Gennany's threat of starvation, 

1 pledge myseif and my househoid to cary out conscientioudy the advice and directions 
of the Food Controller that rquisite foodstuffs may be released for expon to the 
Canadian Divisions, the British forces and people and the Allied amies and nations. l4 

The Canadian Food Bulletin reported in December 19 18 that over 1,000,000 car& 

were on display across the country. 'j With the distribution of the pledge car& the 

govemment was effectively asking Canadian women to take a much more active and 

public role in the war effort. This involvement of women in the food cnsis expanded the 

boundanes within which women were reported to exist opposing the images studied thus 

l2 No food rationing car& were used in Canada aceording to Keshe~ 52. However one m u t  keep in mind 
the overwhelming amount of propaganda used in convincing citizens ta aid the fwd consenation effort. 

l 3  Keshen, 52. 

l4 MTRL, Baldwin Room, Broadside CoIlection, Food Pledne Car& WWI, Vol. 2 

15 NL, Canadian Food BuIletin, Saturday, December 1, 19 17, 18- 19. 



far. Of course, due to its domestic nature and the sense of individual efforf it remained a 

role that continued to narrate women within the pnvate sphere through the "publicm 

nie food conservation effort aiso becarne a popuiar topic for women's magazine 

columns. Ethel Chapman, a regular Wter for Maclean's Magazine, wrote of the 

incouveniences but dso of the satisfaction of her conservation efforts: 

When the powers in charge investeci women with the responsibility of making 
the worid's faod go around they followed the well-proved precedent of starting a 
"campaign," and atternpted to give a little picturesqueness to a cornmonplace 
matter by window-cards and illustrated posters.. . . Undoubtedly al1 this gave 
impetus to the movement, but.. . food conservation is a monotonous task at the 
best - just as often happeris, it is the most valuable iine of service a woman can 
give just now. It is work which requires a d  personai inconvenience and 
sacrifice. Other caiis we have answered by deputy: we gave 'ou? men and 
suffaed in sympathy . . . ; we gave "ouf' money, but why not?. . . The cd1 to Save 
food, we cannot answer by deputy; it conî?oats us personaily three times a &y, 
and it takes courage to set out the planer, and what seerns to our parnpered 
families and guests aimost meagre* fare.. . Still the woman who cares is doing 
it. l6 

Clearly every woman did not feel genuine satisfaction in food conservation but 

this wornan at the very least viewed it to be the most important role a w o m  could play 

at the end of the war obviously accepting the message deiivered by the Canada Food 

Board's propaganda Food conservation for women was a tangible way in wbich they 

could participate in service to the Empire. Calls for "sacrifice", "giving men", and 

buying bonds, seerned meagre compared to the death that women read about in the 

newspapers. Propagandists touted food conservation as the deciding factor in winning 

the war 

Tbe decisive fkctor in the war, we are told, is no longer men or munitions, but food. 
It is also the housekeeper's year. For the fist time, the women of Canada are beiog 
asked to register as rnernbers of îhe army at home, and the apped is very direct and 
simple ... It has been eshmated that we must reduce our nomial consurnption of these 

16 Maclean's MaPnane, April 19 1 8, 1 1 1. 



foods by a.  least twenîy-6ve per cent, and this is a phase of the nation's food 
cocl~ervation which will depnd largdy upon the woolen in the homes. " 

According to these writen, the federal govemment specificdly appealed to 

wornen and created an image of "'patriotic s e ~ c e "  and urgency in the food cmpaign. 

Women were narrated to be the most important "annyn in the food crisis. The Rewrt of 

the Canada Food Board reportai that women were &'the real Food Controllers of Canada" 

and that "by the arts of peace and the practice of simple, homely virtues they [women] 

rendered a service to humanity that wiil ever redound to theu credit-"" The language 

used to credit women with exîraordinary effort in the food crisis, focusseci on the 

"traditionai" qualities that were considered "womanly" and "ferninine" during this period 

- women were peacemakers, domestic and nurturing and were, simply by being women, 

in seMce to humanity. They were nanated as heavenly beings in God's service. This is 

an example of the idealization of women and wife that was borne out of the idealization 

of motherhood that continued through the war. 

There were several "domestic" ways in which women were to aid the 

conservation efforts within their own kitchens and communities. Conservation clubs were 

organized in Quebec for girls and women. These "Home-Makers Clubs" assisted in food 

production and conservation by growing and canning vegetables, raising seeds, producing 

maple sugar, making soap for laundry and encouraging others to keep pigs. I g  

Women were asked to conserve food in their everyday cwking. The picture in 

Figure 3.1 was pnnted in the Canadian Food Bulletin It shows a soldier who obviously 

17 Maclean's -ne, October 19 17,92. 

' NL, Report of the Canada Food Board Febniarv 1 1 - Deeember 3 1. 1 9 1 8, by Henry B. Thomson, 
Chairman of the Canada Food Board, 64. 



did his part for the war effort, and the woman, who is substituting potatoes in a recipe to 

conserve flour, is doing her part. In the caption below the picture* Canadian women were 

encourageci to do the same. An insert in the Canadian Food Bulletin also asked women 

to engage in conservation efforts in their homes when it urged women to save sugar in 

their home baking: "Canadian housewives have s h o w  a patriotic spirit and a readiness to 

adopt such measures as have been put forward by the Canada Food Board They are now 

asked to do their utmost to save s ~ ~ a r . " ~ ~  Seveml cooking classes and demonstrations 

were held to instnict women as to how to adopt the new wnsewation requirements into 

their cooking. Likewise, the Food Controller's Onice and the Food Board produced 

several cookbooks and short pamphlets to give suggestions and ideas to women 

attempting to conserve in their kitchens. A cookbook entitled Ontario Fish and How to 

Cook Them told women about al1 the different kinds of fish available and gave 

suggestions for their patriohc uses. At the end of the booklet it said: "Eat fish because it 

is a wholesome, palatable food. Eat fish and reduce the cost of living Eat fish as a 

patriotic d ~ t y . " ~ '  A cookbook on the uses of potatoes was also distributed to 

homemaken. This recipe book instmcted women to w potatoes to hel p conserve wheat 

flour for export oveneas. The book had several pages of recipes that women could adopt 

into their menus.= Another example of a cookbook set out one week's budget for a 

family of five. It instnicted women to make sure ihat they did not "help the Hun at meal 

l9 NL, Canadian Food Bulletin, Thuday, Manh 28, 19 18,2 1. 

NL, Lnsen, Canadian Food Bulletin, Sanirday, Augus< 24. 19 18. 

'' NI Casey Collection, 2-4570. Ornario Fish and How to Cwk Th- The Organirsuion of Resources 
Cornmittee, Province of Ontario, 19 17.2. 

22 m. Casey CoUection, 24729. Potatoes and How to Cook Them, Canada Food Board, Ottawa 19 18. 



times."= Each of these cookbooks and pamphlets emphasized the importance of wornen 

in the war effort and equated their role with that of men: "When the women were fully 

awakened to the fact that their saving in the kitchen was just as essential to the winnllig 

of the war as ou. men's work in the trenches, they were timulated to do dl in their 

power to conserve the necessaiy foods.'324 HOW could a woman have wanted to do 

anythmg else, according to this imagery? The equation of women with soldiers was 

common in Canada's wartime propaganda. The melodrama of comparing women with 

soldiers in the trenches contributed to the emphasis put on women's importance to the 

country in the food carnpaign and M e r  strengthened the domestic ideal of womanhood. 

Narrating women as essential to the war effort as a "kitchen soldier" reinforced the 

boudaries set up by traditional images of women's proper place even while they were 

providing a "public" service. 

In recognition of women's newly required role in the war effort, the federal 

government held a three-day conference in Ottawa in March, 19 18 to ciiscuss women's 

role in the war and to hear women's views on issues of "national importance". The 

conference focussed on thri4 econorny and increased production of food? The 

conference was a testament to the contrast between the image of women as "private" 

citizens and their recognition as "public" activists. A similar conference had also been 

held in Toronto in Suly, 19 1 7 to ciiscuss the role of women as food conservationists and 

the practical way in which women could serve the Empire in their kitchens. William J. 

AO. Pamphlet # 32, 19 18, One Week's Bud- for a Familv of Five, canada Food Board, Ottawa 19 18. 
cover. 

*.' NL, Canadian Food Bulletin, January 19 19. 15. 



Hanna spoke to the large group of women Hanna said: " The shortage of food in Britain 

has brought the war right into the kitchens of Ontario. Beside your own cook stoves and 

yow own dining tables you can marshal your forces to help in the winning of the war." 

Women were asked to unite in an effort to aid the war but still to do so in a very 

traditional capacity. In fact, when consetvation efforts went beyond the kitchen women 

were invariably ignored as a resource? Instead, boys were enlisteci as "Soldiers of the 

Soil" to work on farms to increase production. According to the imagery in the 

propaganda, girls were not ofien given the sarne oppommity. While boys were narrated 

as "Soldiers of the Soil", girls and women were "Soldien of the Kitchen". The Canada 

Food Board in reference to this discrepancy wrote a poem entitIed "The Girls7 Part": 

Was there ever a game we did not share. Brother of mine? 
Or a &y I did not play you fair, Brother of mine? 
'As good as a boy', you used to Say, 
And I was as mget for the h y ,  
And as loath to c h a t  or to ntn away, 
Brother of mine! 

You are playing the game chat is svaight and true, Brother of mhe, 
And I'd give you my soui to stand ne% to you, Brother of mine. 
The spirit, indeed, is still the sarne; 
1 should not shrink fiom the battle's flame. 
Yet here I stay - at the woman's garne, 
Brother of mine! 

26 In the surnmary of discussions held at a three-day coderence in Ottawa in Jaauary 19 18, in reference to 
the food situation and the supply of labour to f m s ,  women were not mentioned as a potentid solution to 
the labour shortage. The only mention of fernale labour was made by the Minister of Agriculture for 
Saskatchewan who thought that there was litâie labour of wornen that could be utilized as the women on the 
fatms were, in his words, already overworked and the kitchens, he said, were suffering as a result. NAC, 
RG 1 7 VI 1 Vol. 1 987, Paoers of W. J, Hanna Food Controller, Canada Public Department of Agriculture: 
Food and Fuel Controller, 1917. It is very interesting to note thai this conference of Federal and Provincial 
Ministers was held only one month before the Women's War Conference convened in Ottawa at the 
beginning of March. Many government oficials were in attendance and in conversation with the many 
women's groups present giving accolades and encouragement to women for their wippon and participation 
in the war effort even though the same men ignored them as a resource only one month earIier. 



ifthe last prke must aeeds to be paid, Brother of min% 
You will go forward, unanaid, Brother of mine, 
Death can so small a part destroy, 
You wül have known the fiiller joy - 
Ah! wouid that 1 had been born a boy, 
Brother of mine! 

The text under the poem read: T o u  will 'play the game', Girls of Ontario! You 

did not need to be 'bom a boy' for service in food-production. Help to gmw your own 

food requirements this year. Help on a farm, if you have the opportmity. If you cannot 

work on a farm, have a garden of your own, or organize a High School Girls' Comunity 

~arden."" This image created for young women dlowed them some of the same 

oppominities to serve as boys, an exception to most of the propaganda imagery of the 

war. However, women's efforts in f m  work were unorganized and not heralded in the 

sarne way as were boys' efforts. There was no "Soldien of the Soil" for girls. Girls 

were, in the imagery, most important in gardening and kitchen work. 

The propaganda imagery of the food campaign aiso presented the participation of 

women as diKerent fiom men. The Canadian Food Bulletin printed an article that called 

for everyone to join the fight for food conservation. The article divided duties according 

to the type of Canadian a person might have been. A striking contrast of the roles of men 

and women in the food effort was established here. The article addressed women and 

girls: "If you are a housewife. .. you c m  encourage the men folk to cultivate the backyard 

and to do their utmost in any campaign for increased food production.. . . If you are a 

wornan of leisure, you c m  assist materiaily by giving of your 

your cornmunity the need for conservation and production ... If 

girl: Every boy cannot fight but every boy can feed a soldier. 

time to make known in 

you are a schwl boy or 

Every girl should Learn 

* NAC, MG 30 C179, Roy Hackin~ Papas. 



about foods and how to cook them."LS Women were clearly intended to be dependent on 

men for efforts outside the home and responsible for efforts inside the home. 

As aforementioned, women were made to appear to be essentid to their counw 

and the Empire in their dornestic roles in the kitchen They were said to be the most 

important force on the homefront and were ofien described as "soidiers in the kitchen". 

A uniform was even invented for these 'soidiers" to further emphasize women's 

involvement in the war effort as part of the army at home.'g The propaganda that 

narrateci women as "soldiers on the homefiont" made women appear to be very important 

in their traditional dornestic role of homemaking. Slogans were used to boost the 

patriotic fervow expected of women in the kitchen. Such slogans included "Bread and 

Buns will Beat the Huns", "Wise Wives Won't Waste", "The Kitchen is your Fort7', and 

"Kill  Kaiserisrn in the kit~hen-"~ Many of these kinds of slogans were used in the vast 

amount of propaganda used in the food conservation campaign that was to encourage 

women's involvement. 

This ide% that every chore done around the kitchen could be done in the narne of 

the Empire, became touted in propaganda, product advertisements, and lechires across the 

country. The National Service Board of Canada appealed to women to participate in the 

food conservation campa@ through every action they performed in their kitchens in an 

advertisement in Saturday Ni& M b n e :  "This waste is not in a few big things, but in 

many little ones, each, we used to think, too small to bother about - such as careless 

- 

28 NL, Canadian Food Bulleti', Smday, I)ecember 29, 19 1 7 10- 1 1. 

29 Maclean's Magazine, (April 19 18) 1 1 1. 

NL, Canadian Food Bdletin, Sahtrcky, March 9, 19 18.6. 



peeling of vegetables and miit - fàilure to make good use of dnpping and "lefiovers" - 

and such things as will occur to every thrifty housekeeper." (Figure 3.2) At the 

conference for the Eastern Ontario Women's Institutes in the November 1917, the 

speaker "made an emest  appeal to the women to use every effort to help the Empire in 

the food crisis.'"' By m g  these "Me things" as patriotic service, and narrating 

women as patriotic cio'zens while perfonning their daily chores and providing for their 

families, propagandists expanded the images of women from that of "mother" to a new 

role as Canada's "second -y". Women were still narrated within the discourse of 

motherhood by way of this propaganda by playing the role of numirer to their children; 

however they were also nanated to be soldiers of a sort by k i n g  memben of Canada's 

kitchen army. A phrase from British Prime Minister Lloyd George that was frequently 

quoted during the Great War epitornized this revised image of Canadian women: "The 

Kitchen must help as well as the Workshop and the Trenches." This quotation became 

the selling line for women's participation in food conservation and their "enlistment" in 

Canada's "second m y " .  This attitude towards women's new role in effect equalized 

homemakers with munitions workers and soldiers making their parhcipation seem rnuch 

more significant This image of women as key players in the war as "kitchen soldiers" 

appeared in much of the propaganda that appeared in the last two years of the war. The 

advertisement in Figure 3.2 is one example. It told women that saving in the kitchen 

would "help win the wu" effectively placing women cn  the front lines with the men 

oveneas. This advertisement Ïs an obvious example of propagandists' attempts to make 

women's role as homemaker much more significant to the war effort. 

31 NL, Canadian Food Bulletin, Saturday, November 17, 19 18,18. 



Likewise, women were told to mate their own liale battalion in their home by 

signing the food service pledge which was intended to encourage ail family memben to 

participate in food consemation Figure 3.3 is a poster that told women to "organize your 

household for victory". Women were to be the leaders of their farnily "'army". This kind 

of imagery not only created what appeared to be a more significant and praaical wartime 

role for women but it also gave them power while keeping them in a clearly domestic 

role. A further advertisement atmbuted to W. J. Hanna, Food Controller, blatantly 

appealed to women's desire for a more significant role in the war effort. It rad: "Here is 

the Canadian woman's opporhinity for war service. A little saving in each home counts 

tremendously when multiplied by al1 the homes in the country ... ECONOMY of food 

products needed overseas and SUBSTITUTION of perishable foods are necessary TO 

WM THE wAR."~~ 

Women were not only narrated to be hastening the Empire to victory, they were 

also told that they were contributing to the elhination of the enemy by participating in 

food conservation. Homemakers were asked to conserve bones and fat for the production 

of munitions (Figure 3.4). In this way, propaganda placed women behind the gun by 

aiding in munitions manufacturing. Unlike women who worked in munition factories, 

however, these women were not only making munitions but saving food, providing 

nourishment, and as a result, fidfilling their duties of motherhood 

Many companies adopted the idea of the "kitchen m y "  when they advertised 

their products. OAen the companies told women that the product advertised could be used 

as a replacement for foods that were to be eliminated or cut back h m  diets to aid food 

32 "Hastening Victory by Food Service!" Maclean's M d n e ,  November 19 17, 59. 



consemation. The replacement products were aiso advertised as nuMous for tbe family 

and economical dlowing women to save money to buy war savuig certifiates and 

bonds. In this way, compani-es created the images of these products to be "ptnotic 

products" for the "practical papiots". 

Cowan Cocoa used this kind of appeal to lure women to buy their product d d n g  

the food misis. They particulady relied on the image of women as kitchen soldiers in 

their advertking carnpaign. Figure 3.5 told the reader that using Cowan Cocoa instead of 

coffee or tea was a way to practice wartirne economy. This advertisement's main 

message was the consmicted equality of kitchen pamotism to a soldier's participation in 

the trenches. It told women that "Saving at Home - Serves in the Trenches" connecting 

the home to the battiefield Additionally this company not ody comected these two 

"fronts" but, as much of the propaganda di4 it told women that the war was actually 

k ing  fought in the kitchens of Canada, "just as tnily as it is in the trenches of France". 

Women were narrated once again as essential to victory in their role as domestic soldiers. 

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are more i11ustrations of Cowan Cocoa7s adoption of the 

image of women as soldiers and their kitchens as battlefieids. These advertisements 

instructed women to enlist their kitchens in the war and both examples quote Lloyd 

George's appeal to the Empire's homemakers. Figure 3.7 instructed women that 

Cowan7s Cocoa was more nutntious than soup or bouillon. Women who used cocoa as a 

s u b s t i ~ e  were not only told that they were patriotic but they were also good mothers and 

wives who took care of their families' health These advertisernents clearly show wornen 

using the money they saved when they bought the cocoa to purchase War Savings 



Cerfificates. These women were mily patriotic as they saved food to give to the AIIies 

and also used their increased savings to support the Empire. 

Lantic Sugar narrated women as nurturers and aourishers as well. Women were 

urged to use this product when making preserves. Their advertisement pictured in Figure 

3.8 said: "Every jar of f i t  you preserve this summer will be like money in the bank for 

you in the winter. Private economy and public spirit both require you to prepare as large 

a stock of home-made preserves as possible for any emergency." Canning and preserving 

were acivertised as an effective and patriotic way to help alleviate the food crisis. Women 

were asked to rely on their own homegrown vegetables and 6-uits so that more couid be 

sent overseas. The federal government held many canning seminars and demonstrations 

for women across the country as Figure 3.9 describes. The appeal to women to can and 

preserve was comected to the image of the kitchen soldier constnicted in the propaganda 

as this image from Western Home Monthlv suggests when it says that "Food is 

Ammunition". The increase in articles and advertisements that focussed on prese~ng 

and canning during the war cannot be amibuted solely to a simple increase in interest 

from women as Amber Lloyd Langston recently suggested in her paper given at the 

Canadian Histoncd Association Conference in 1998.'~ Rather, canning and prese~ng 

was an integral part of the Canadian propaganda carnpaign that urged women to 

participate in food conservation efforts. 

Lantic Sugar's recognition of women7s dual role of "private" king and "public" 

consumer is quite interesting. This advertisernent is a perfect example of the conflicting 

'3 Amber Lloyd Laqston, "Frorn Expendable to hdûpmsable?: Women in Science in the Department of  
Agriculture During the F i  World War". (unpublished paper given at the Canadian Hiaori~al Association 
Conference, Ottawa, 1998) 9. 



images of women and the dichotomous ideology of ''separate spheres" @t was being 

promoted during the war. The result was a M e r  blwring of the ideologicd bormdq 

between public and private that was promoted in so much of the propqp& 

Many food companies developed recipes in which their produet could be use& 

Recipes for "War Cake" and "War Bread" were very popuiar and were often published in 

produa advertisements. These recipes were another part of the campaign that sought to 

integrate women into the war effort as '%tchen soldiers". Eggo Baking Powder did 

exactly this in an advertisernent that described Canadian Housewives as the "First Line of 

Defense' who, according to the image, fought a battle equai to that of any soldier (Figure 

3.10). War breads and cakes were said to be7 through these types of images, practical 

patriotism at its best. Women were nanated to be seMng the Empire and helping the 

helpless when they adopted these recipes into their cooking repertoire. Products were 

even labelled in ways that made them seem more patriotic and therefore more appealing, 

many companies hoped Purity Flour called itself Canada's "War-time FloUr". Kellogg's 

appealed to women's paaiotism by asking them to keep money in Canada by buying 

Cornflakes and Wether's Orange Marmalade told wornen to give their husbands and 

children this "no~shing"  proàuct in order to link patriotism to food Clearly 

manufacturers aided the govenunent in constructing the kitchen patriot who cooked and 

conserved for the good for her country. 

Often, propaganda that created the image of the "practical patriot" narrated 

women in a role that went beyond the "kitchen soicher" that has been seen in the previous 

images. By showing women conse~ng  food, these wornen were also narrateci to be 

feeding their husbands and sons overseas by swing food for export. In this way women 



were right beside k i r  men, not only as domestic soldien but also as nourïshen and 

nurturers who continueci to take care of and feed their men. Many Canadian Food Board 

posters nanated women in this way keeping them within the traditional reah of 

womanhood 

The poster in Figure 3.11 shows a young woman who was k i n g  led to buy fish 

rather than meat in order to "Save the Meat for. .. Soldiers and Allies". The colours used 

in this poster are bright and the woman and butcher are smiling lending an emotionally 

positive quality to the scene. The wornan, by her appearance, is not a working-class 

woman nor preswnably does she work in a factory. She is performing a regular duty of a 

housewife, that is grocery shopping, but by choosing fish over meat she is doing her bit in 

the war effort and more importantly still she is feeding her man oveneas by providing 

him with meat. Her patriotism is being exercised through her traditional role as numirer 

however there is still a sense of sacrifice without challenging traditional boundaries. This 

wornan is representative of what Canadian women were to be as patriots, loving wives 

and rnothers. 

The poster in Figure 3.12 labelled "Waste Not - Want Not?' is another clear 

example of women's role in winning the war. This poster goes beyond women's home 

duties in feeding their fmilies and emphasizes the traditions being passed fiom mother to 

daughter. The daughter is learning the tradition of homemaking, in t h s  case preserving, 

From ber own rnother and thus leaming to provide for her family as well as help win the 

war by again providing food for the men overseas. She is keeping within the boudaries 

of domesticity and in fact strengthening them by learning a tradition of womanhood. 



A M e r  example of women's role in nourishing the men overseas is seen in 

Figure 3.13. This poster shows a rnother feeduig and taking care of her child Her 

husband is fighting overseas. Her child reminds her that they "must feed Daddy too". 

The use of a child to remind women of their duty in food conservation makes the poster 

that much more effective in producing a feeling of selfishness and guilt if women did not 

think of their husbands during each moment of the &y. This is a very poignant exarnple 

of the construction of wornen's responsibilities in the war. Women were to be the 

protector and caregiver of their children as well as continue to care for their husbands' 

needs. This requirwl that women remain in their traditional role as maternai figures and 

doting wives, not only to their husband but also to al1 men overseas. In a sense, women 

became "mothers to al1 men" when they participated in this tnangle of nourishment 

The poster in Figure 3.14 clearly creates an image of the "mother of dl men". 

The figure representing Canada is protecting her men fiom the evil Hun dressed to look 

like the Grim ~ e a ~ e r . ' ~  The poster urgently asks women to sign their food service 

pledges. By doing so, women are told that they would be swing their sons' lives. This 

poster describes the sacrifices of the Caoadian men in Europe and conversely presents 

women's sacrifices as minimal in cornparison. The feminine figure of Canada is 

symbolic of the protection Canadian women cou1 d provide if they obeyed the instructions 

of the Canada food Board. 

The use of a Greco-Roman figure to represent Canada in this poster is typical of 

many of the war's posters. Often these kinds of figures were used to symbolize such 

ideas as freedom, victoiy, tnrth, and humanity. Such figures were consistently fernale 



and dways had similar qualities: partial nudiîy like a bare shoulder and amis, tremendous 

size, wings, and other unlikely attributes that were not characteristic of human w o ~ n e n ~ ~  

The use of the feminine Greco-Roman figure fulfilled ideologicd ne& of the 

propagandistç and contributed to the constniction of wartime womanhood. As columnar 

statues, the feminine figures appeared to represent a nurturing guardian that was anchored 

in the ancient traditions of wornanh~od.~~ A figure such as this reinforced the traditional 

vimies of womanhood in a tirne when assumptions regarding gender roles were king 

challenged This poster was another atternpt by propagandists to link the traditional, 

nurtunng activity of food conservation to the traditional qualities of motherhood and 

womanhood 

The sacrifice asked of Canadian women in war propaganda was &en compared 

to the sacrifice of Canadian men in the trenches, as was seen in the previous poster. 

Such a cornparison attempted to make the women readers of the propaganda feel guilty 

for their relatively cornfortable lives in a bid to engage women in the food campaign. 

In Figure 3.15 a feminine Greco-Roman figure is used again to represent Canada. 

This poster, through the picture at the top of the poster, clearly told women that they were 

feeding their men oveaeas when they participated in the food campaign. With their 

participation, women provided "'the ri& kinds of food for the bodies of such great 

Y The typical German helrnet used in much of the war's propaganda indicated that the figure warîng d 
represented Germany . 

35 Marina Warner, Monuments and Maidens: The Allenory of the F e d e  Form. (London: Weidenfeid and 
Nicoison, 1 985) 1 7, 28 as quoted in Kathryn McPherson, "Cawing Out a Past: The Canadian Nurses' 
Association War Mernorial", Histoire Sociale/Social History, 29 (58) (November 1996) 430. 

36 Serafina K. Bathri& "The F d e  C o l o ~ s :  The Body as Façade and Threshold," in Iane Gaines and 
Charlotte Herzog, eds., Fabrications: Costume and the Female Body. (New York: Routledge. 1990) as 
quoted in Kattiryn M*herson, "Carving Out a Past", 422. 



souk" A second element of the poster is the theme of women and sacrifice that was used 

in much of the propaganda of the war. The poster reads: "Your s e ~ c e  of sacrifice is so 

small. The redt will be so great - surely you cannot refuse." This poster appealed to the 

traditional nature of women that was nanated in so much of the propziganda of the Great 

War - the qualities of selfsacrifice, selfless giving, and nurtuiing were al1 attributed to 

women's godly nature. The picture in this poster shows the image of Canada leading 

Canadian wornen to feed their men overseas while the men are huddting in a smail, dirty 

shelter. Here is the image of women's small sacrifices compared to the soldiers' 

discornforts referred to in the poster's tea. Women reading this advertisement were 

faced with the guilt of allowing theu sons and husbands to suf'fer, or so it was intende4 

while they made few sacrifices in cornparison. How could they not, as mothers and 

wives, as the patriotic Canadian women narrated in al1 of the propaganda of the war, 

improve the cornfort of these men? 

An image published in the Canadian Food Bulletin created a similar scene (Figure 

3-16). The simple word w d  here, 'Think!", was intended to produce a feeling of guilt 

for al1 those living in excess while wounded soldiers cootinued to risk their lives. 

Another Canada Food Board poster used a soldier to make the reader feel guilty if she 

was not joining the food effort. Figure 3.17 pictures a soldier who dernands "We are 

saving you! You save food." Again this poster tells wornen and men that their food 

conservation efforts will feed sddiers and in tum win the war. This again places women 

on the fiont lines of the war with their men thus narrating women to be essential to the 

war effort within their traditional, domestic role of homemaker. 



The clearest example of propaganda that attempted to make women fiel guilty 

about their own cornfort and lack of sacrifices constructeci an image of selfisb luxurious 

women who did not think of anyone but themselves. A food pamphlet entitled Win-the- 

War Suggestions and Recipes Sold for the Benefit of Returned Soldiers told women that 

they had to practice economy and thnft if the war was to be won but it seemed that oniy 

one in a thousand women was even conscious of this fhct3' The pamphlet severely 

cnticized women's carelessness: "Food must be conserved; the Government rnmf have 

money; women rnmt sacrifice their vanity, their mean self-indulgence and criminal 

selfishness on the aitar of k i r  country's safety... without women7s sacrifices there will 

be but little money, as men can7t give if al1 they eam is squandered or carelessly wasted 

by their womankind " Obviousl y critical of middle-class women, this publication 

constnicted these women to be mean, selfish, fnvolous, and unconscious of the severity 

of the war. This vuriter seems to have been intent on targeting women of the growing 

middle class that were becoming more "public" through growing participation in the 

voluntary work of the war effort, suffrage, prohibition and societal d o m .  

The following portion of the pamphlet suggests that 'evil' womanhood perhaps 

did not know any better: 

Buy no clothes whatever that are not absolutely needed for protection.. . 
Possibly a sinae unnecessary suit or overcoat may mean tiozen limbs for one of your 
own loved ones; every new dress, wooilen m e n t ,  those laiined jerseys women have 
been mad over. rnay mean for one of our heroes peurnonia, rheumatism, tuberculosis, 
sending them back to their mel ly  selfish and meanly ungratefùi country, pitifùl, ruine4 
helpiess wrecks of noble manhood. 

Every word of this is dreadfully tme, not one particle exaggerated. Ali the 
stores are crammed with ignoble women spending precious money - and for what? Not 
merely for "nice clothes". ALI daughters of Eve crave those, and, though it is inexcusable 

37 NL. Win-the-War Suppestions and Recioes Sold for the Ben& of Retumed Soldie- 1916, 1 .  



to gr* that craving in the present hideous state of aff'airs, it can at Ieast be 
w i d e r ~ t ~ ~ d ?  

The &ter narrated women as having the power to dictate their husbands' or sons' 

manhood dependent upon their own selfishness or sacrifices. The writer oarrated 

Canadian womanhood to be essentidly and naturally sinful as though women could not 

help themselves since they were "daughters of Eve", the original evil woman. 

The guilt that the *ter attempted to produce in women is quite impressive. 

Drawing on the hardships and pain of the men overseas as a result of women's own 

selfishness, the +ter created a feeling of urgency in regards to women's participation in 

the war effort. The moraily "bad" woman created in this piece of propaganda was a 

cornmon construction of womanhood in the war, as the following chapter will illustrate. 

Images constructed of women in the food conservation propaganda of the Great 

War were primarily concerned with convincing women of their '"proper" and 

"traditional" duties of cleaning, cooking and numuuig. These images did not show 

women perfonning duties that were much more than their pre-war responsibilities 

however the propaganda re-framed these chores as d o n s  done in the name of patriotism 

to the Empire. The propaganda focussed in particular on the duties of women as 

Canada's "domestic army", on women's conhnued role in nurturing and nourishing their 

children and husbands, and their moral responsibilities to be selfless in wartime - al1 

qualities that were comected to a traditional image of Canadian womanhood. 

The Canadian propaganda of World War 1, particularly that of the food campa& 

reinforced the existing boundaries within which wornen were said to exist. Food 

Win-the-War Supnnestions and Recipes, 2-3. 



propaganda, like propaganda that used the image of the matenid wornan in the early part 

of the war, told women that participation in food conservation efforts was the most 

important and noble role women couid play in the war effort. In doing so, propagandists 

effectively reinforced the traditional "private sphere" created for Canadian women by 

image-makers of the time. 





! Bo th  the man and the woman i n  the abovc p i c t u r e  are he lp ing  i n  the f ight  agninst 
/ Germany. The soldicr is  on lcava f rom the i r o n t  w i t h  German  trophies, whi te  the  
1 wornan is do ing he r  p a r t  in the food fight b y  sav ing flour. The  photograph, w h i c h  was 
1 secured t t i rough the B r i t i s h  M i n i s t r y  o f  Foarl, shows h o w  s h t  i s  p i i t t i ng  potatoes th ro i i gh  
1 a " ricer" and  adding ths rn  to the dough Far home cooking. I n  v icw of the considerabla 
1 stocks of potatoes i n  nea r l y  al1 par ts  o f  Canada, the ho i i sew iv r r  of t h i s  cotrntry can 

serve i n  the rame way by s i i hs t i t u t i ng  potatoes in p a r t  for  floiir. 

Figure 3.1 Canadian Food Bulletin, Saturday, Apnl 13, 19 18, 19. 



to revent the ttireatened - -  - 
world Lrnixie-ean counteraéi the effedk of high prices- 

- - --and- can replace-gro-ebt-with systematic s a a .  
Careful investigations show that before the war th= a & q e  . 

British family wasted of .tiieir food-and we Canadians were even 
m a r c - a n t  

Thkwaste U notin a fieGbigthings, butin mziny I i t e  o n ,  e h  - : - 
w t  wed to think, too small .to botherabout-such as carelus peeling 
of vegetables and fmit-failurc to make goodiue of dripping and ''left- -L_ 

. avers"-and such othen as will oc~ur to every thrifty housekeeper.. ->-- 

For the Empire's sake as wefl as your own, hunf up and cut ont -7- 
these le& ! You'U be helping to relieve the food shortage-satng 

, 

your own maney-and putting youneif in a position to buy Canadian 
War Savings Grtifkates and help win the war. -- -A - 

- * 

cost $21.50, $43 and $86 respcctivtly, at al1 Money Order Post- --a 

-0f f icc . -u ihB~th~s-y ie ld ingov~S;r~I~i terest  Shouid you need . - - : it, p u  can get y6ur money badc at any the. - 19 . - *z 
. ' .. :a 

Fi yre 3.2 Saturday Night Magazine, June 33, 19 17, 1 1. 



Do not eat BEEF or BACON on Tuesdays or Fridaya 
Save BUEAD By üsiiy kbsütutea 

FOR VICTORY 
Great llritain and the llllies Look Tu Us 

W. J. HANNA 
Food Controller for Canada 

Figure 3.3 NAC, Poster Collection, C 14736. 



BONES & FAT 1 

GLUE FOR MAKING 
AEROPLAHES 

START A BONE 
& FAT BUCKET 

TO-DAY 

SAVE THEM FOR 
MUNITIONS 

Figure 3.4 NAC, Poster Collection, C 1 O3 135. 



- War Time Econom-y- 
COCOA vertus TEÀ AND COEFEE 

war is being fought in th-e kitchens OP 
C 

trcnchw of France. 

may find thkm as mild &imulants-have no r d  food 
value, and hindcr the propa digestion of sterchy - 
f& bread, cakes and potatm - - -- -- 
Saving a i  ~ o m e  '- 

Serves in the Trenches -_._- -- --- 
Therc i. mom- naortb. 
ment in a cup of cocoa 
Lhan in a cupaf chickcn 
mup, badlon or beef 
extra& - You -requirc 
lep of other fd when 
90u drink-cocou. You 
rave mon on your 
pble &tS 
The mon -youassbe 
+il1 a n a 8  you to - 
purùuw War Savinas 
Grti6&a-ForS2150 

you mit b 
neare& b a x ,  - Fz 
OfficeaCertificiit~worth. 
in Lhne $25.00. . 
Cowan'r Perfection ; 
Brand C a  for the 

'table, and Cowin'r 
MapIe Bu& o r ~ M i U t  - 
Chocohte Ban for mort , 

-delightfut conic&'ons . . 
will ba faund at the 
stores of al1 dealen. 
Lhmughout Caaàda.. .- . 

Figure 3.5 Saturdav Nieht Mamne ,  July 2 1, 19 17,24. 



Figure 3.6 Saturday Night Magazine, Aupust 4, 19 17,22. 



Service Board of Cânada h a  - .-- 

prcpared to guide ~ O U  in househoid «.nnomy 
time It may astonish you to leam that a 

Figure 3.7 Western Home Monthlv, October 19 17, 1 5.  



E v c y  j;u c d -  fniit ?ou pr6ien.e this summei will be - 
T i G  rncGi+. iTi t@m?k for y i i  irrthclrinttr.-Private- . 
wcrnrwny anal public spirit bath requise yoii ta prepare 
;li Itrft* n -t i& oî Lomcniadts prcscrves a pnssiblc for 

iIiv I~igfiv-t nu~rit ivc  v r i l t r ~  in yoiir ~ ~ ~ ' S C I T V ~  fruit use . - 

. .- 
TIic sit-f;~.  whicti contains no Lerts,- ho. - .  

, tly-s. nothing.but the pure juice 01 the sugar . .  , . - 
. - cane -rcfined _by - rnod~m-~Ie i r i I~  inetliods . . - - - -  - -.._- -. _ _ 

3% . - irr rrrrnt rùrTn'chh-rrmnratfdiddineih6u-~ 
a t r E i t c a r  rrquirril no rhang- in w r  rcfiniig p r Ï x ~ -  
i n  rhci-h r ihr ini  rrutïrr i u s  nnet  Lcra u.c& -- . . 

- .-1 sk voir  p c e F  for L A N ~ C  .SUGAR . . .  .. :. 

Figure 3.8 Saturdav Nieht Magazine, June 9, 19 17-26. 



, SAVE *FOOD BY HOME _ .. . 

C A N  N 1 NG 
Evcryoiic now knows i l i a i  ihc coriscrvaiioii of food is a very v i ta l  l u r t  

of our war duiics. "Food i s  Anirnunition." W t  atc arkcd IO r&c i t  arid IO 

' ui i l izc i l ic  largcsi pcssiblc piopor i ion of pcrirhablc food iii oiir ow i i  I înd,  
scndirig cxportablc Ioods IO aur Solilicrs ai id Al l ics ovcrrcas. 

I 

I r i  out "War Gg!dciisW wc arc now growing ions of vcgcialilcs tha i  can 
b c r i  bc oavcd for wintcr usc b y  home canning. T h l s  w l l l  reducc the de- 

m a n d i  upoii crl>oriablc i in i icd goods, and iliesc w i l l  Lic availablc for shipmcni al toad. 

.. 
'The Food, 

Criris M .Crave, 
and Urgent 
" Beyoad 

Possibility of 
Exaggeration" 

SIR ROBERT 
BORDEN 

.A. 

TO cnrurc sucçcwi i n  humc canning, ihc  Manitoba Deparrinent o f  Agr ic i i l iurc ir giv ing praciical caii i i ing d c i ~ i ~ ~ \ r i r p t i o ~ \ ~  byJ 
cxpcrts a i  23LI placcs \c.iihin i h c  Provii icc during the aurnmcr mon ihs  of 19111. 

"MOIC and more *c  
=[-on @flJn_- 
pr~ducis. More rad 
mon wc muit cive 
OUI tomnirrctrl rup. 
lira tu our Allier. 11 
ad, ~Liougb ibc 

btlp al  out h ! ~ t .  
W ~ C I  Y C  CJR X t O i l l .  

plhb ' th18 rubstiiu. 
iion." 

CHAS. LATIIHUI' 
, YACK, 

238 Canning Demonstrations , - - t  

Every Manitoba. Wornan Should Attend One of These 
I lo i r ic  Caiirictl Goodr arc Wtiolcaomc'and Dclicioiis. Apart  [rom t l ic  War 

Nccdb, 1ion1c Canning is w o i i h y  al- cncoiiragcrncnt. 
, 

Wafch for Posters or wr i i c  i t i c  A g r i c u l i u r d  Ex tçnr ian  Servicc, 
Parliamciir U i i i l r l i n~s ,  Winni l icg,  as IO daics. 

For Mmi ioba 's  c ~ c ~ l l t r i t  FREE C A N N I N G  LiULLETIN, " C a i t i i i t i ~  by 
i h c  Coltl Pack hlcthod." wr i i c  a por t  card rc i luc* i  t u  i t ic  Pitblicsrtoni Brarirl i , 
Manitoba Dcl;t of Agricii l turc. Winnipeg. . 

V: WINKLER 
I. " M i n i r t c r  \ I A,. *sirl i i irr. and In i i i i i g rac i~ i i  . * 



-- 
The Cariadha Hourtwivci a n  
the Ftmt Uae of Defeuse In tbe 
wnr amiart wute. 

EGGO 
The New Cookery . 

U ~ ~ E g R o h l , a u P o r d i r u i d f r r a ~ a k + m b . W ~ u J  
delkiaor 

EGGO BAEING POWWR CO. L n t D  

Figure 3.1 0 Maclean's Magazine, November 19 1 7,6?. 



Figure 3. I l  NAC, Poster Collection, C-95278. 



Figure 3.1 2 NAC, Poster Collection, C- 144733. 



M U S T  FEED 
DAD DY VOO." 

Figure 3.13 MTRL, Baldwin Room, Broadside Collection, 19 14-19 18, Food, Item 7. 



They S h d  --...-.---- 

Not Pass 
' C . U 4 i C C W . . U i  - I-Ii. Cu. - 
rm. JI.-, ./ i i .  cùd,... 

1 . . C d * " . - . -  

The diience af Ypree followmg ~ - - . L . - . -  .-.-.-- - 
Apni 22. 1915. c*dh al1 hü- 3- Ji . I i . . . .Ui i i~  ..- - C. *Y. -.I k 
tory. By i t  Our mm wert  truu- ; '-'"' - - 
fïgured a n d  the u n d y i n g .  B - 
i m d a h a b l e  Soul of G n r d a  

." - *-- W. a-- - *- 
rev t i ld .  <U C i.,. 

Thou Shalt 
Not Want 

The uttdyfng Pledge 
01 Canada's Mofhers 
to Her Sons 

Whm bdsing use one-third a t -  
mcil. corn. h r l e y  or rye;'flour. E 

Or. wdcr -me brown brud 
from your biker e u h  dey. 

Sub.Wuim for bid a d  b u m  Hwh 
.quillr aum- I d  u f i  pai. 

knlllr powos nuis b.pui... etc. 

Sign and ~ i v k  Up To Your Food; Service Pledge 

Figure 3.14 Saturdav Nieht Magazine, September 29, 19 1 7, 1 1. 



For Al1 We Have and Are-. - 

Figure 3.15 Saturdav Nisht Maeazine, September 22, 19 17, 1 1. 



HOUSE ORGANS LEND VALUABLE AD.  
" Hou116 urgaii=." wh i&  IL may Le ex- l a ~ L  fc\v rrr i i~i i l l~rt .  d i ve ra l  a i  ;hem hnue 

p l i n ,  15 L I  I I  I I  11 p u 1 1 1 1  &v idc i l  w l ~ d a  pugr* t u  frce pu l i l i o l y .  and 
I I  y ~ I I I  1 1  I I I I I I ~ I U ~  I I  r icar ly  A I L  uf Ltici i i  h u v r  p r< i i r i i ~ ,~ i l  :u coni i i iue  
br c ' ~ r c u l u t ~ i m  i l b l e f l ~  a i i i u i ~ g  111etr i iw i i  ~ i i i a  i r t t l r i i i i i té ly .  .\ CUL iiri thla page. laken 
rtiiffa uiJ ;ii:t~.tiicrd. i i a vu  r i v c o  LIIL. !UL.LI I~I~III une 4 - f  l i )c  nwaL d d y  nliiui a ~ f  thcse 
cinipmiyn r l i u l . r l i cu r t r i i  &~ISL.LIIEI: III Lhe <I~L.~~IIJ. aIi*rw: ilne II.:II~C; id t l te i t  acL~v i i ie i .  

Figure 3.16 Canadian Food Bulletin, October 19 18, 18. 



Figure 3.17 NAC, Poster Collection, C 14473 1. 



Cbapter 4 

" T m  Womanhood ": 
Camdian women as images of moraIzty 

The propaganda of the Fim World War c o ~ ~ t ~ c t e d  women largely as domestic 

beings through images of motherhood and homemaking as seen in so many of the 

previous examples. Likewise, in an effort to M e r  strengthen the desired image of the 

ideal Canadian woman who existeci withui the "private" sphere, pro pagandists narrated 

women as agents of Christian values and morality who would influence the Anglo-Saxon 

race. In her discussion of the images and ideas withui World War 1 propaganda, Sharon 

Oudin has written: ?.. the ideologicai forces that constnia these.. . philosophies are 

unmistakable. They are based upon conventional Christian teaching and a drive to 

counteract the lures of sex and suffragtsrn, but with the compensation of providing the 

security of a morally superior traditional identity."' Ouditt then describes the war as an 

"awesome signal" to retum women to their natural duty of moral guardians of society. 

The appeal for women to serve the Empire in the war was done, according to 

Ouditt, through Christian values and submissivenas. This appeal required that women's 

participation be more spirituai than practical and appealed to "the selfdenial promulgated 

b y Christianity, to patriotism and to a general subse~ence to patriarchy."' These images 

were very apparent in the constnictions of Canadian womanhood in Fint WorId War 

pro paganda. 

' Sharon ou di^ Fishting F o r a  Writiog Women: Id- and Ideolom in the Fist  World War. (London: 
Routledge, 1994) 92. 



These constructions of womanhood as images of Christian values and moraiity 

can be credited to the rnoral refonn movement that began at the end of the nineteenth 

cenhiry and was reachuig new heights of popularity around the time of the First World 

War. The movement worked to make improvements to working conditions in factories, 

infant mortality, poor health and hygiene of the working class, Canadian prisons. and 

food laws. Many proponents of moral refom were also involved in the temperance and 

sufhge movements but most important to thern was the instillation of Christian values 

thought to be integral to the creation of a "cleaner" societya3 A morally superior 

womanhood was not only intended therefore to aid the war effort; it was also a 

contribution to the health of Canadian society. 

Accordmg to Mariana Vdverde, the moral reform movement grew out of 

industnalization." An urban bourgeoisie intent on reforming societal ills, thought to have 

been created by industnalization, set about to hprove the conditions of the working class 

in particular. Women were assumed to be morally superior to men and therefore superior 

moral influences and were therefore assigned the role of moral reformers of swiety. This 

assurnption stemmed fiom a belief that women had special experience and values due to 

their reproductive and matemal role that were cruciai to society7s health.' Ruth Roach 

Pierson has written that with the exodus of men from a world of home-based economics 

to the business world that existed outside of the "private sphere", morality and ethics 

became women's responsibiliîy as it was assumed that such qualities had no place in the 

3 Mariana Valverde, The Ane of Li&L S o a ~  and Water: Mord Reforrn in Enalish Canada 1885- 1935. 
(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc., 199 1) 27. 

4 Valverde, 15. 

Alison Rentice et al., Canadian Women: A History, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch. 1988) 169. 



world of business and politics: "...the sexual division of labour between male bread 

winner and dependent, home-bouad wife became the ideologicai nom; domesticity for 

wornen took on the force of a cuit; and rnotherhood, vocationalised, was also gionfied It 

became convenient for men caught up in the cornpetitive hmly burly of the capitaiist 

economy to assign the compassionate Christian virtues to women and the private 

sphere." Women were made responsible for regenerating and healing society 's ills. 

According to Carol Lee Bacchi, this was because society, through industrialization, had 

intruded on the home, the domain over which women were said to have control and 

re~~onsibility. ' 
As a result, the home came to be considerd a fortress against crime, immorality 

and disease as women were increasingly seen as morally superior beings and agents of 

Christian virtues. According to Bacchi, the majority of Canadian suffiagists believed that 

women's first duty lay within the home where their moral influence would be most 

effective. Of course, this assurnption and the emphasis feminists and sufFragists put on 

women's matemal role achially restricted the options of the women who believed in it by 

M e r  confining women to their maternai roies 

The moral reform movement, while it based its arguments on issues that blamed 

society's ills on environment, also incorporated eugenicist thoughts on race. True 

eugenics was based on the idea of the 'suMval of the fittest7. Eugenicists believed that 

6 Ruth Roach Piersun, " 'Did Your Mother Wear Army Boots?': Feminist Theory and Women's Relation to 
War, Peace and Revolution" in Sharon Macdonald Pat Holden and Shirley Ardener, eds.. Irnaaes of 
Women in Peace and War: Cross-Cuitural and Historical Persoectives, (London: MacMillan Education 
Ltd., 1987) 2 1 1. 

7 Carol Lee Bacchi, Liberation Deferred? The Edeas of Enalish-Canada SuftTaaists. 1877- 19 18, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press. 1983) 33. 

8 Bacc hi, t 04. 



cultural background and ethnicity detennined a person's worth and ability to succeed and 

rejected eniironmentalism as a basis for society's problems. in this way suffragists and 

morai refonners who believed that environmental factors were to blame for society's 

problems cast most eugenic thought aside however the racist aspects of eugenics were 

adopted by the movement9 Eugenics was, in the early part of this century, considered 

valid scientific theory and was, for the most part, accepted by those with higher 

edu~ation.'~ As a result, racisrn was quite inherent in much of the rhetorïc and imagery 

of the morai reform movements. This racist theory is very apparent in much of the 

propganda of World War 1. 

It was assumed that to morally refom Canadian society, it had to be instilled with 

rniddle-class, Anglo-saxon values. Many women's groups such as the Women's 

Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), the Young Women's Christian Association 

(YWCA) and the National Council of Women (NCW), groups that were leaders in the 

moral refom movement and very involved in the war effort., pushed eugenic policies in 

discussions on reproduction and women's place in society. The WCTU, the YWCA and 

the NCW, according to Mariana Valverde, al1 comected their ideas on women's 

influence in nation-building and refom with racisrn and the representative Anglo-Saxon 

woman." Valverde states that she found it quite clear that these groups were generally 

aimed at prese~ng the purity of middle-class or respectable wor king-class womanhood. 

The reason for reform-minded groups to exclude women of colour and alternative ethnic 

backgrounds from the image of the representative Cariadian woman who was essential to 

- - - 

9 Bacchi, 107 

'O Cynrhia Comacchio, Nations are Built of Babies, (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Preçs 1993) 19. 



nation-building was because these women were usually considered less moral and less 

matenial as well as corrupted by their weaker culture. Groups that were heavîly involved 

in the social refom movements did not see themselves merely as proponents of wornen's 

role in reproduction rather they "legitimized their feminist valuation of women's 

reproduction work by Iinking women's actual experience of child-bearing and child- 

rearing to racist and imperialist discounes on race."'2 

The war oniy served to intensify these ideas on racial supenonty with its focus on 

Anglo-saxon supremacy. The images of women as "mothers of the racev that were 

promoted by the WCTU, the YWCA and the propaganda of the Great War were always 

assumai to be white mothen of British origia According to Franca Iacovetta and 

Mariana Valverde: "European women were regarded ... as more morally evolved than 

other women, and insofar as women's contribution to 'the race' was seen to lie in moral 

reform and education as well as childbearing, then it was European wornen who led both 

their own race and the human race.. . the ethnocentric social construction of womanhood 

as moral teachers ieft no doubt about which women were most suited to lead ferninism as 

well as world progress."'3 This construction of ideal womanhood as Anglo-Saxon and 

Christian clearly excluded women of other races and religions from k i n g  the 

representative Canadian woman." It is no wonder then that the English-language war 

images of wornen and men were always white and of British origm. French-Canadian 

' ' Valverde. 6û-64. 

'' Vaiverde. 64. 

13 Fmca Eacovaa and Mariana Valverde, eds., Gender Conflicts: New Essavs in Women's Histoty, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 992) 1 0. 

14 Prentice et al, 193 



images used the same racist irnagery by almosî dways promoting racial hegemony and 

patriotism with direct links to France. Images often played on a feeling of belonging to a 

strong and proud race separate fiom anything British. By only using images of white 

women, propagandists M e r  constructed an image intent on unifjmg Anglo-saxon or 

FrenchCanadian women in their racial make-up and sense of place. This practice built a 

unified group of women who represented the purity of race for whom the soldiers fought. 

Racism and the idea of Anglo-saxon superiority were integral to Canadian women's 

groups' view of feminism, women's mission as moral reformea and nation builden, and 

"mothea of the race" durhg wartime. 

This eugenicist theory fit well into the popular notion of  nation building with 

which moral reforrn was primarily concerned In facf the moral reform rnovement was 

rooted in the ideas of nation building which were so integral to the war effort. Mariana 

Valverde has written that nation building was a national project with which the middle 

class was particularly ~oncerned.'~ By emphasinng moral reform as the core of building 

up the nation, women were M e r  promoted as king the reproducen of the race and 

were M e r  confineci to the pnvate sphere that was constructed for them. 

These femate reformers are considered to have been a small elite of middle- and 

upper-class women however the message of moral reform was considered to be an 

integral part o f  the strengthening of Canada and the British Empire and thus was adopted 

by Canadian thought in regards to women's responsibilities in the wad6 Carol Lee 

Bacchi recognizes this link: "More than any other single factor.. . the cornitrnent to race 

- - - -- - - 

1s Valverde, Aae of Lirzht. S o a ~  and Water. 
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regeneration p l d  a premim on women's traditional duties and vimies. Women were 

needed in the home to guarantee the health of the new generation. Their voices were 

needed in the community prirnarily to guarantee its morality. Because the femaie 

suffragistr were equally committed to the proliferation and regeneration of the Angio- 

Saxon race, they were quite content to fulfil these roles and did not question the 

limitations they imposed on women7s attitudes and activities. "" 

The moral refom movements began in the late nineteenth century and continued 

to gain a stronghold as indusûialization uicreased in Canada and forced a population shift 

fiom country to city. The growth of urban areas caused concem for poverty, child 

welfare, the working class, dnuikenness and crime. By the time of First World War 

moral refom movements were at their peak. With the wafs focus on nation building and 

the security of the Anglo-saxon and French Canadian races, women became a vehicie to 

influence society with moral ity , Christian virtue and "womanl y" c haracter. 

The image of women as moral reformers who were responsible for the 

regeneration of the Anglo-saxon race was used in many pieces of war propaganda. 

Propagandists placed the primary emphasis on women's sense of Christian morality and 

virtue and co~ected this to a state of "true womanhood". Like the images of rnothers 

studied in Chapter Two, women were to be a stable anchor of normality and tradition in 

this time when so much was changing. This image of '?me womanhood" was promoted 

as a motivation for men to fight and as a result women were encouraged to live up to a 

very high moral standard created by the imagery in the propaganda 



The following, which a p e d  in Western Home Monthlv in December 19 15, 

aptly describes the image of '%me w o m a n h d  promoted by so much of the war's 

The Prayer of the Soldier's S w d e a r t  

O Thou Who has inspired the British heart with love for Justice and Honor, help him who 
has offered his life for the Nation's cause. May the memory of my inff uence thil1 hirn 
with respect for the purity of womanhood. Kly he feel that 1 am worthy of the protection 
he is willing to fi& for. Create in me the spirit of lofty aim and triumphant 
determination that knows no defeat - and - the personality that will inspire hirn with 
respect for the purity of womanhood May he feel that I am worthy of the protection he 
is willing to fi@ for. Fil1 my mind so WI of the knowledge of good that petty little 
thoughrs may find no room. As he has offered his life for service so may 1 be enlisted in 
the war against avarice, hate and petty bartering for selfish gains. Concentrate dl the 
powers of my nature towards the accomplishment of a Nation's ideal woman.. . If the 
consciousness of purity of action gives one music at rnidnight - may the sweetest of 
Christmas carols cheer my soldier sweetheart on this Christmas Eve. May 1 feeI such a 
nemess of Thy Presence that my Iife will be dominated by a sacred regard for honesty, 
sincerity and truth.. . Creaîe in me the sou1 of a m e  woman Amen." 

This image of "tnie" womanhood was obviously a role to which women were to 

aspire. It was not a role Iimited to mothers or homemaken but open to and required of al1 

Canadian wornen. This was the ideal woman, an image of morality, goodness, purity, 

and wholesomeness. The above prayer is a clear example of the importance and attention 

given to the idea of %ue and "pure" w o m a n h d  based on Christian values and rnoraliîy 

that, it was hoped, could influence the "manhood of Canada" to enlist and be the 

motivation to continue the fight. Giving women this influence of course, like the 

influence of mothers, made wornen powemil in their traditional role of moral navigaton. 

The majonty of propaganda that narrated Canadian womanhood in the role of 

moral reformer did so through prornoting Christian values that were thought to be 

characteristic of women's "natural" state. The most popular themes within the 

constructions of women as purveyors of Christian values were images of women's 



selfless sacrifices, images of women in need of protection, and women as great patnots to 

the Empire. 

Women were to do their best to make sacrifices equal to that of the men overseas. 

As in the discussion of mothers as images of sacrifice, "givingn a man to go overseas was 

considered the ultimate accomplishment and sacrifice for Canadian womanhood and in 

the sarne way that mothers were to be images of sacrifice, so were al1 women to do their 

best to sacrifice whatever they had in an effort to aid the Empire's battle against "evil". 

Often women were narrated in this way to persuade men to enlist. It also was a way to 

elevate women's position and recognize what they had done for the war effort while 

expecting them to do more in light of the sacrifices many men had made. Even still it 

was used, as it was seen in the case of motherhood, as an image of the 'Ltraditional" 

domestic woman who not only cared to aid the Empire in its battle against "evil" but who 

also wanted to better humanity by instilling pure Christian values and virtues. 

A pamphlet published in 1914 entitled 'The Woman's Part", discussed and 

promoted the Christian virtues of sacrifice. The pamphlet said that its purpose was to 

help women to reach a greater understanding of Christianity in wartime. The writer's 

theme related back to the sense of spiritual duty and the fight against evil that was so 

inherent in the imagery of the war as countless poems were written under the titie of 

"Christ in Flanders" and soldiers were often imagined to be representative of Christ The 

war, according to the images presented to the Canadian public, was not about land or 

money or power but rather it was about good versus evil, God venus Satan. Christ-like 

imagery no doubt grew out of the idea that Germany was a vehicle of evil for the anti- 

Western Home MontMy, December 191 5 .  



Christ and the war was a struggle between good and evii with Allied soldiers being, as 

J. M. Bliss describeci them, "instniments of Gd". I9 

The writer, Elma Paget, in this Iengthy sennon-like pamphlet, stated that women 

were called to be patient and exercise duty at home by first king courageous (one of the 

Cardinal Vimies, she says). She inferred that women codd secure their Chnstianity and 

strengthen their relationship with God by king sacrifi~ial-~~ She said that women were 

like "Mary on the Hill of Sorrow" when they gave their men cheefilly. This image 

equated wornen to the mother of God and men to Christ-like beings. She went on to say 

that God gave women solace through their sacrifice: 'Cod has laid down these cardinal 

vimies as foudation - Stones of stable Christian character, and He asks nothing that 

cannot be fulfilled in his ~trength."~' This kind of instruction suggested that if a woman 

could not cope with her situation it was because she was not a good Christian. 

Paget continued to promote the virtues of women's sacrifice as something every 

woman should desire: "We do not give ourselves, but those who are far more precious 

han ourselves. We give, not of ourselves nor even for our own generation, but for a 

f h r e  race."2' In Paget's thinking, women becarne the mothers of the race by sacrificing 

what was most important to them - their men. Even women who were not mothers were 

narrated to be so by contributing to the bettement of humanity. In ths way, al1 women 

were rnothers of the race. 

19 J.M. Bliss "The Methodist Church and Worid War i" in Ramsay Cook Craig Brown, and Cari Berger, 
eds., Conscri~tion 19 17, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1969) 43. 

20 NL. Casey Collection, 2-4205, Elma K Paget, The Woman's Part, Papers for Wartime #3, (London, 
Toronto: Humphrey Milford M o r d  University Press, 19 14) 3. 



Paget believed that women's most noble duty was to be an image of sacrifice and 

in perforrning this duty women would be rewarded: "If the shadow of death falls upon us 

then too out pst is indicateâ We go back with Mary to the new home - it c m o t  be the 

old home - to the daim and cd1 of ordinary duties that make so great a demand on 

resolution and fortitude. We shall not be doue. God and our couney will be with us. 

We shall undentand and be understood in clearer ~ i s i o n . " ~  According to Paget, sacrifice 

released women fiom their old life. The country and their families would understand 

them better and they would be appreciated in a new way. 

The loss of loved ones bound women together in sisterhood, she wrote, and this 

would be a comfort to women: ". . . this sorrow rests chiefly on the hearts of women, so 

that ûanscending al1 division we know ourselves to be one in ou. motherhood as nothing, 

as  no one else is one. Motherhood, womanhood has reached her Caivary." Paget was not 

subtle in her imagery. Women were expected to act as  martyrs in the war, an4 in her 

opinion, would be rewarded for it spirituaily and practically through recognition by God 

and by society. Through this pamphlet, she designed and created a space where women 

were adored and revered due to their sacrifice of losing a loved one in battle. She created 

the image of a woman who would be proud to experience such sacrifice and almost 

desired it. 

A similar image of sacrifice and Christ-like behaviour was constructeci in 

alternative Song lyrics for the traditionai hymn "Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus" written by 

Lt. A.E. Belcher, the author of the poem 

Chapter Two. The first verse of the wng 

- -- 

23 Paget, 7. 

about a working-class mother discussed in 

addressed the rnasculinity of Canadian men 



who edisted The second verse said: 'The task is great, but gloriousJObey your 

cowitry's calljfor sisters, lovers, mothersJAsk you to risk your By usiag a 

traditional hymn such as this, the author equated the war with a Christian cnisade. Sons 

and husbands were thus made to be Christ-like while women were altematively narrated 

to fil1 the part of Mary or Mary Magdalene. 

Another Canadian war song portrayed women in a similar way to Elma Paget's 

idealized vision of the recognition of women's sacrifices. The song, written by Mn. J.B. 

Hentage, was entitled "My Queen Mary": 

Corne join with me in song and praise 
The women of this war 
Who send their husbands forth to fight 
Uatil the conflicr's o'er 
For I've a Iittle wife at home 
As loyal as can be 
Who said "Husband, you must enlist 
And do not think of me. 

Chorus: Oh, she is my Queen Mary, 
The dearest little fairy 
That mer was know 
To stay home alone 
And paddle her own canoe. 
She said "your country needs you, 
Follow where duty leads you 
['II emestly pray for you ev'ry day. 
Go fight for the Red, White and  lue."^ 

This song, written by a woman, appropriated a man's voice in praising his wife for her 

selfless sacrifices in the same way that the earlier poem in Chapter Two by A.E. Belcher 

used the voice of a working-class mother. In this case, the wornan heaped praise upon 

herself and other women for the sacrifices that perhaps she felt were not k i n g  

24 AO, MU 2060. Military Records, #38, Stand Up the Trumpet Cal1 is Sounding, by A.E. Belcher, n-d. 
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recognized. in this song, Mrs. Heritage coll~t~cted this woman as k i n g  happy to make a 

sacrifice for the "red, white and bluen. 

It is interesthg to note that Mn. Heritage chose to cal1 the woman "My Queen 

Mary". "Queen Mary" on first notice must surely bave been in reference to King George 

V's wife, Mary, the Queen of Great Bntain. The use of the name "Queen Mary" is an 

example of the imperid patriotism that reached a peak for Canadians during this p e r d .  

Queen Mary was c e r t d y  seen as a ferninine example of British heritage and an icon for 

Canadian women's j ingoism. 

Additionally, by refemng to the wornan in the song as a queen, in the figurative 

sense of course, she had created a symbolic leader for other women. The wornan in the 

song was placed on a pedestal as a perfect example of the selfless woman that thought of 

others and her counûy above her own needs. She was also the woman that al1 the 

propaganda examined thus far attempted to create. Additionally the song, by using the 

image of royalty, suggested that this woman deserved to be treated as such for her 

sacrifices, perhaps a personal wish of Mrs. Heritage. 

Many of the previous examples of propaganda constructed the rnorally upright 

and "good" woman who served the Empire while working toward influencing the country 

to do right but what happened in situations where women were not rnordly upright or 

thinking of the Empire over their personal needs? Surely, there must have been some 

Canadian women who were not as perfect as these previous images suggested. As in the 

final pamphlet discussed in Chapter Three, the rnorally "bac  or "compt" woman was 

ofien used in propaganda imagery. This food pamphlet was but one example of 

propaganda that created an image of a "bad" woman to conversely create the image of a 



LCgood'T woman. In facf several examples of wartime propaganda that narrated women as 

moral figures constructeci the %ad" woman raîher than the h g e  of a "good" woman 

A recnùtment flyer entitled "Mothers, Wives and Sweethearts" produced by "Cm 

Battery R.C.H.A., C.E.F. said that it was widely known across the country that wornen 

were holding their men back fiom enlisting and were therefore holding lmits back fiom 

going overseas. The pamphlet read: "The officers of the various units, in every branch of 

the senrice al1 tell the same story of how men, willing and ready to join the colours, are 

being discourageci fiom doing their duty by their mothers, wives or sweethearts." The 

pamphlet concludes by directly addressing women: "Women of Canada, how will you 

feel about it afterward, if you too faü your King and Country  no^?".'^ This pamphlet 

narrated women to be very seifish by working against the good of the Empire. By 

consmicting images of "bar women who would not let their loved ones enlist, this 

pamphlet narrated "good" women who would let their loved ones go. 

As seen in much of the war3 propaganda, the imagesr that created perceptions of 

Canadian womanhood often narrated the perceptions of manhood Images of women's 

sacrifices were also used in this way. A recniitment flyer written by Margaret Peterson 

for a C.E.F. battalion constructed patriotic femininity and in so doing created an image of 

masculinity. The text in the pamphlet was in the form of a poern. The first three verses 

were the most poignant: 

This is the women's message, they that have given their ail, 
Husbands and sons to battle, lest the faith of the Empire fall. 
Wetl have they borne their burden and paid the bitter cost. 
This is the women's message in the name of ail they have lost. 

O ye who might have been soldiers, and yet have stood aside. 

AO. MU 2060. #33, Mothers. Wives and Sweethearts, by "Cn Battery RC.H.A, C.E.F. n-d.. original 
emp hasis. 



What is your piace in Canada for wbich our men have died? 
S M 1  ye share in the day of triumph the peace tfiat d a m  &r, 
Ye who have hidden your manhood under a coward's star? 

Now, by the joy of women when Love walks Iight upon the earth, 
And by the rnother courage th fought to give you birili, 
Throw back these doubts tbat hoid you wake in the women's heartsn 

This poem, used as officiai propaganda, showed women's sacrifice fiom the time they 

gave birth to their children to when they sent them off to war. The tone of the poem 

could be compared to the White Feather carnpaigns of the war where women gave white 

feathers to men suspected of shirking their responsibilities to the country. The poem 

demanded to know how men could s h g  off their duty when women had given so much 

and other men had died. In this way, the writer used the image of the sacrificial woman 

to define the cowardice of men. This was a common way in whic h women were used ard 

narrated. Brave women were used as a contrast to shirkers' cowardice. 

In the same way that mothers were namted as figures in need of protection as 

seen in Chapter Two, so were al1 women narrated in this way. The image of the helpless 

woman was intended as a recmitment device, a reason to fight, in the same way that the 

helpless mother was used. By making al1 wornen helpless, however, the imagery seemed 

to unite men in defence of innocent and helpless womanhood - a state of king,  a state of 

personhood - rather than an individual like a mother. Weak womanhood represented al1 

people who needed defending when presented as k i n g  subject to abuse in the 

propaganda. Sharon Ouditt argues that thÏs narration of womanhood actually made 

women feel responsible when men lost their lives due to the guilt of king the protected 

AO, MU 2060. #35, The Women's Messaae, written for the 1 0 ~  Royal Grenadiers Overseas Battalion 
123" C.E.F. by Margaret Peterson, n-d. 



for which the men were fightingS2' Many pieces of Canadian propaganda placed 

Canadian womanhood in this position. 

nie Federal Goverment published a pamphlet in 1917 as part of the Victory 

Bond drive that posed as a 1921 newspaper called the Victorv Telegmpb The headlines 

of the newspaper said: "Germans Land in Canada! Halifax and St. John's in Ruins and 

German Navy Bombarding Montreal - Enemy Headquarten Established in Hamilton - 

Prominent Toronto Citizens Killed when Buildings are Demolished by Bombs Drowd 

ftom German Aeroplanes." The newspaper urged readen to buy victory bonds or this 

would becorne Canada's reality : "If this war is pemitted to end before German autocracy 

is crushed - absolutely annihilated - it is exactly what wiil happen a few years hence." 

in each article in the newspaper, numerous scare tactics were used and many suggested 

that immoral behaviour would occur if the Germans invaded. Many of the articles had 

titles such as "Judge was dnink, case dismissed" and "Tunis on gas then hangs himself'. 

One article was particularly aimed at women's fears. It read: "City Health Commissioner 

H.E. O'Neill advised al1 women and children to cany individual botîies of poison, for we 

h o w  not how soon M e r  demands maybe made by the enemy for those who now seem 

secure at our fireside." Other articles talked about divorce, burlesque shows and 

drunkenne~s.'~ The "newspaper" seerned to target the exact ills that the Canadian reform 

rnovement worked to change. The scare tactics used in this pamphlet urged people to 

support the war for fear of German invasion It preyed on people's fears and presented 

women as the primary victims if the unthinkable were to happen. By representing 

ZB Ouditt, 2. 
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women as helpless and needing protection, the govemment appeaied to Canadian men to 

shield their women by purchasing Victory E30nds.~' 

By presenting women as victims of war who relied on men's protection, the 

h o n t  was brought right into Canada making the war seem much more important to the 

safety and lifestyles of Canadians. It no longer seemed like a foreign war when a pichire 

was painted of similar war atrwities happening on the shores of Canada The poster in 

Figure 4.1 used women in this way as well. It appealed to French Canadians. Translated 

into English, it says: 'Trench-Canadians, it is the moment to take action. Do not wait 

until the Huns corne to set everything on fire and cover Canada in b l o d  French- 

Canadians. Be men. Do not stay back" This poster used atrocity propganda to 

illustrate what would have happened to FrenchCanadian women should the Germans 

have invaded Canada It appealed to FrenchCanadian men to defend their wornen and 

children who were in danger of being bnrtalized by German soldiers. It also presented 

Quebec as being connected back to an irnagined glorious past by picturing a landscape 

that appeared to be a hcrbitm homestead. Not ody were FrenchCanadian men who 

edisted defending their women and children but they were also defending their home, 

their history and their identity. 

The presentation of women as helpless and weak also meant women's public 

image remained one of dependence on men and the state. This nanation of womanhood 

took power away from women in a time when many were forced to rely on themselves 

and exist independently of men. Figure 4.2 appeared in Saturdav Ni& Magazine. It is 

another recruiting poster that showed a woman leaning on a soldier (presumably her 

" Al1 the advertisements for Victory Bonds in the paper spoke diranly to men as the p u r c b r ,  not to 
women. 



husband) and declares 'To Defend Your Home". The woman is the reason the soldier is 

going to war. If he were not to go he would be dishonouring his "manhood"od" The image 

of the helpless woman forced men to decide on participation basai on their love and 

honour for their families. 

This image also shows the husband-soldier as powerful. She is leaning on him for 

support producing a feeling of her dependence on him. She was the "home" - dependent 

and private, while he was the "'world" - powerfbi and public. Posters such as this 

actually used the definition of womanhood that they developed to define mascdinity. 

The opposite is also hue. The man in this poster defined his wife's fernininity and 

womanhood by king brave and powerful, thereby constructing her to be the defended 

and powerless representaîive of '?me womanhood" and Christian virtue. 

Recruitment posters sornetimes addressed women's status as a potential victim of 

the war as a concem for men who were considering enlisting. Figure 4.3 is a recruitment 

poster that listed questions that men might ask before they signed up. Question #5 reads: 

"What will be done for my wife and children if I die on active service?" This concern 

was commonly addressed in recnlltment propaganda. It narrated women as needing care 

so that even when men were fighting for their country they were still expected to be 

responsible to their wives and children. A similar poster (Figure 4.4) made this 

narration of womanhood more clear. This poster shows a letter that a wife has written to 

her husband. It says: "Dear Tom, The Canadian Patriotic Fund is still helping me for 

which 1 am more than thankful so don't wony on my account, for 1 am well provided 

for.. . ". He replies: "Dear Mary, I am very giad to hear that you are being so well looked 



after by the Canadian Patriotic Fun& As you know 1 could'nt [sic] have gone if 1 had'nt 

[sic] felt tbat the fimd would help you It relieves a lot of my wony.. . ". 

The Canadian Patriotic Fund was established in August 19 14 by an Act of 

Parliament to raise rnoney for those who had been left in financial trouble due to the 

absence or death of a family member sewing with the Canadian Expeditionary   or ce.^' 

The rnoney raised by the Fund was distributed primarily to mothers and wives of soldiers. 

In this way, the Patrïotic Fund took the role of caregiver to these women and became 

their financial patnarch. This idea was adopted in Canadian propaganda to put men's 

minds at ease at the thought of leaving their wives and mothers without someone to take 

care of them. This image is also used in the poster in Figure 4.5. By presenting women in 

this way, they remained dependent on something more powerful than they. The husband 

was providing for "Maq's" future while the Patriotic Fund was providing for her daily 

needs. By the state taking on the role of caregiver for the women and children lefi 

behind, Canadian womanhwd was further nanated as subservient to a patriarchal system, 

a common theme in constmcting women as images of rnorality and Christian virtue. 

These women were created to be images of helplessness who were protected by their 

husbands' patriotism and the state' s care. 

The posters in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are also examples of wornen who were narrated 

as individuals in need of protection. Both posters put the care of these families into the 

hands of the Canadian public making women and children wards of society. These 

families made sacrifices for the good of the country and the Empire. For them to be 

" Je&y A Keshen, Pmpacm& and Censorship hinng Canada's Great War, (Edmonton: University of 
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alone and destitute wouid have been shamefid to Canada The images of these families 

created by Canadian propaganda were used to ask others to tnake a monetaq sacrifice. 

Constructing al1 women as those who were in need of protection from German 

atrocities and fioancial destitution kept women in the "private" sphere that was 

established by the imagery of the period. Soldiers, husbands, sons and the Canadian 

public becarne responsible for the daïly needs and futures of Canadian women. This 

aspect of the "traditionai" Victorian woman was established throughout most of Canadian 

propaganda used in the war whether the woman pictured was specifically a mother, a 

single or a m k e d  woman. Women couid not be perceived to independent as they were 

supposed to be dependent on others. This was the ideal Victorian woman who possessed 

the qualities of '%me womanhood" and upheld Christian morality. 

hopaganda often used wornen7s nature in its imagery to promote the influence 

and power that women were assurned to have in regards to their husbandsœ or sons' 

decision to enlist. Women were asked to use this moral influence and their moral natures 

in patriotic s e ~ c e  to the Empire by penuading their men to give money or go overseas. 

Women were encouraged to use qüalitîes of 'ïrue w~rnanhood'~, such as generosity, 

patriotism, kindness, and loyalty, to influence men. 

The poster in Figure 4.8 is one example of the kind of influence wives were 

thought to have. This poster asked Canadian men to subscnbe to the Canadian Patriotic 

Fund. First, it used guilt to ask men to compare their sacrifices to those of men in the 

trenches. It also made the assumption that Canadian men were under the influence of 

their wives. This moral influence referred to in the poster was assumed to play an 

important role in men's decisions conceming the war. This again is a clear example of 



how intertwined men's and women's experiences were during a time that has been o h  

chafacferized as an increased polatization of the sexes. 

Many examples of propaganda were more direct than the previous poster in 

creating a woman who had the power to shape her husband's or son's moral decisions 

regarding personal sacrifice. Even more so, it was actually the women's moral nature 

that was brought to the forefiont of the imagery. Through the following pieces of 

propaganda women7s prescribed moral superionty is collStNcted to be their tooi that can 

be used in aiding the Empire. 

An advertisement in Western Home Monthiy congratulateci women on their work 

for the Red Cross but said that more had to be d ~ n e . ~ ~  It said that not only Canadian 

women had to give, but also that al1 Canadians needed to respond. The poster asked 

women to use their "wornan's influence" because "it rests with you who understand - and 

feel - to wake the nation.. . to what the Red Cross is. .. " This message was simslar to the 

image of women as saviours of the Anglo-saxon race that was used by the moral refom 

movements. Women could influence the entire nation into saving and numrring the boys 

at the front - just as women were expected to do as mothen and homemakers. As agents 

of moral influence women took on an expanded roie of nurturing beyond that of 

motherhood and homemaking. Women were to use their influence to wake the country 

into simiiar senrice and mord uprightness. Again, creating an image of women as great 

moral guides that could influence a nation to do right empowered women in a traditional 

role as mothers of the nation and mothers of al1 men at the front. Just like Adelaide 

Hodess' campaign for Domestic Science training and moral reformers' tum to 

32 Western Home Monthlu, May 191 8.21. 



matemalism, this image actually secured women in their place within traditional 

boundaries. 

The poster in Figure 4.9 is an example of propaganda that portrayed unpaînotic 

women to create an image of "bad" women. By living extravagantly this group was 

king a fnend of the Kaiser by working against the war efforts to conserve food and live 

economically. The women in the picture are dressed as what would have been 

considered the "New Woman" of whom Heuri Bourassa and traditional Quebec society 

disapproved The women in the poster were intended to look as though they had loose 

morals and be the exact opposite of the common images of women in French-Canadian 

newspapers and magazines of the time which namted the FrenchCanadian woman to be 

a "homey, introspective, etnotional, light hearted, . . . .devoted mother and The 

women in the poster were representative of exactly what Bourassa warned would corne 

with feminism and suffrage and the "New Woman". These wornen were also intended to 

be images of women who had no interest in the morality of Canadian society. They had 

no sense of right and wrong. By portraying these women as "Ioose", propagandists were 

effectively saying that loose morals and irnmorality were associateci with a lack of 

patriotisrn. 

As women were consistently described as more moral than men, they were ofien 

made responsible for their husbands' and sons' moral decisions. As a result, in times of 

low recruitment women became a target for propagandists. A recruitment flyer for the 

Royal Grenadiers Overseas Battalion, 1 2 3 ~  C.E.F. appealed to women's sense of 

33 Susan Mann TrofirnenkoK "Henri Bourassa and the Woman Question", in Susan Mann Trofimenkoff 
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morality by presenting women as selfish. The pamphlet said that they tried to appeal to 

men but they would not lista ". . . so now we appeal to the women - the women who are 

the mainspring of dl masculine action." Again, women were given the power to 

influence and define rnasculinity. By using negative influence to keep men at home, 

women were said to be robbing men of their rnasculinity. 

The pamphlet above told women that the first cal1 for men resulteà in the 

enlistment of the "cream of the country". The men who took the time to calculate their 

decision responded to the second call. They gave excuses such as they wanted to remain 

d e  and cornfortable, they were "influenced by the selfish matemal appeal either from 

mother or wife.. . ", or they were afraid their businesses would suffer. The pamphlet 

addressed women directiy again: "You entertain these wretched apologies in your 

homes. .. you foully wrong their manhood by encouraging them to perform their parlou. 

tricks while Europe is burning up ... Bar them ouf you women. Refuse their 

invitations, scorn their attentions. For the love of Eeaven, if they won? be men, 

thea you be womea ..."34 The poster clearly pointed to women as being responsible for 

men's attempts to shirk their duties to their country. Like other examples of propaganda 

seen thus far, this one also gives women the ability to define their husbands' and sons' 

"manhood" by the choices they made and the responsibilities they accepted. 

The propaganda of the First World War in Canada narrated Canadian wornanhood 

in a nurnber of ways. There were many roles that the Canadian woman was expected to 

play according to the imagery in the propaganda. By representing those roles through its 

imagery, propaganda constructed the image of the ideal Canadian woman. She was an 

" AO, MW 2060, #35. To the Women of Canada. Royal Grenadiers Overseas Battalioh 123" C.E.F., n-d.. 
origind emphasis. 



image of stability in a time of unrest, an anchor of morality in a tune of ugliness. She 

was pure, virtuous, humble, self-sacrificing, and ptriotic to her ethnic ties to Britain or 

France. She was an agent of godliness simply due to her biological make-up and as a 

resuit she was morally superior and more righteous than Canadian men. In this way, the 

constructeci ideal of the Canadian woman was used to encourage women to influence al1 

Canadians to become more like them. This woman could inspire manhood because she 

was "'true womanhood". 
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Figure 4.5 NAC, Poster CoIlection, C 14l726. 
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Figure 4.7 NAC, Poster Collection, C 144727. 
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Chapter 5 
Overstepping the boundaries? 

Images of wornen in ' 'phlic" d e s  

Ropaganda of the First World War constructeci an image of Canadian 

womanhood that was to be a mode1 for dl Canadian womea The propaganda was 

intended to encourage women to influence society to be more like the ideai Canadian 

woman nacrateci within the imagery. However, some of the roles that women were 

expected to play during the war did not fit into the image of the ideal and m e "  Canadian 

woman. The circumstances of the war meant that women were not merely domestic 

beings and moral guardians that kept the home fires buming as was promoted by the 

propaganda irnagery. The realities of wartime meant that many wornen had to take on 

roles that were new to them or were an increase in responsibility from their pre-war 

existence. Women entered new foms of factory work such as munitions, many young 

women spent swnmers working on farms, and many othen went overseas as nurses or 

remained home and took on increased economic responsibilities and voted in the first 

federal election that allowed women to enter the poil booths. In al1 these ways, women 

challenged the image created by propaganda and popular media by entering the "public" 

sphere that was so long n m t e d  to be men's domah. Even while pushing these 

imaginary boundaries, however, propaganda and the media continued to narrate women 

as "private" figures. 

Although Western Home Monthly consistently recognized the abilities of women 

outside the home by picturing them participating in "public" tasks on the cover of the 

magazine, the advertisers who bought space inside its covers promoted the domestic 

ideal. Figure 5.1 was the cover of the magazine in October 19 1 6. This photograph was 



typical of the magazine's artwork for each issue. The majority of issues had a picture or 

drawing of women working on f-, driviag cars while a man sat in the passenger se& 

or participating in a similar activity that would have been considered a "man's" job. 

While these pictures seemed to represent women's reality in niral areas, inside the 

magazine advertisers continued to use an image of 'traditional" womanhood to sel1 their 

products. For example, Purity Flow consistently used an image of a woman cooking 

white her husband, always pictued in the backgromd, worked on the fami. Contrasted 

with the cover of the magazine, there seems to have been two perceptions of the reaiity of 

Canadian womanhood around the him of the century, into the war period, and after. ' 
There are many rasons that can be given for such a dual representation of the 

role of Canadian women at this time. The cover suggests that this was the reality for 

rural women as it showed photographs of women working on the farm rather than 

drawings of women. This imagery could have been used to sel1 the magazine. It could 

be that this is the image that appealed to women because it was their reality. Why, then, 

would advertisers not use a similar image if they were attempting to sel1 a product? 

Perhaps the advertisernents that used the image of domestic women were used nationally 

and had to appeal to both rural and urban women while promoting an image of 

womanhood that was popuiar across the country. The images used in advertisements like 

that of Purïty Flour, and many of the others discussed in Chapter Three, were consistent 

with the popular image of womanhood that grew out of the Victorian period and were 

slowly adopted into popular Canadian thought in regards to gender roles. Perhaps these 

' For a thomugh disaission of images of Canadian women duhg the inter-war period, please see Mary 
Vipond, "The Image of Women in Mass C~~culatioa Magazines in the 1920sm, in Susan M m  
Trofimenkoff and Alison Prentice, eds., The Neatected Majoritv: Essavs in Canadian Women's History, 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart. 1977) 1 16- 124. 



advertisements reflected the popdar ideas regarding Canadian womanhood during this 

time. This duality and contrast between Canadian women's rdities and the domestic 

image of womanhood that was often promoted also amse in wartime propaganda. 

A shidy of the propaganda that contained images of women participating in new 

roles such as waged labourer, financial investor and voter gives M e r  insight iato the 

role aven to Canadian womanhood in society at this tirne. Were these women portrayed 

as independent figures that victoriously accepted new challenges and roles in the name of 

feminism and wornanhood? Or were their new responsibilities excused as an unfortunate 

reality of wartirne? 

At the start of the war, most of the propaganda that encouraged women to "work" 

in aid of the war effort asked them to do so through voluntary efforts. A bombardment of 

propaganda and newspaper and magazine articles asked women to participate in 

fwidraises, knitting circles, and financial drives for war bonds and the Canadian Patriotic 

Fund Such a role was tied to the image of the ideal Canadian woman as middle or upper 

class, a moral reformer, and a potential influence on Canadian society. 

As the war progressed, newspapers and magazines, as well as officiai propaganda 

changed their focus fiom women as volunteers to more complex images of women as 

mothers, practical patriots workmg for food conservation, and moral refonners. By 19 16 

a labour shortage caused by increased recruitmed forced the government to look at 

women as a possible solution to the labour poblem.' Although not a focus of 

propaganda in any respect, there were some images that did address women in roles that 

were considered outside the realm of "normal" experience for most Canadian wornen- 

t Alison Prentice et al. Canadian Women: A History, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch, 1 988) 1 39. 



According to some Canadian historians, World War I did not dnistically change 

the role of women in the Canadian work force.' Rather, they Say, it was an acceleration 

of a trend that began at the tum of the century. Aithough this is true, the entrmce of 

women into war production (munitions) and paid f m  labour was an occurrence that was 

specific to the war years. 

Despite the changes that occurred to women's employment, the exclusion of 

middle- and upper-class married women fiom the workforce remained through the war 

years and well afierward, As a result of the continuing idealization of women as 

hornemakers, it was thought that work outside the home would result in women losing 

the qualifies that made a good wife, mother and homemaker. This attitude meant that 

women were always considered a temporary labour supply that would leave their jobs 

upon maniage.' 

A new phenornenon that did result in changes to women's employment as a result 

of industnalization was the desire of single, middleclass women to enter the work force5 

These women entered paid labour as nurses, teachers, clerical worken, domestic worken 

(which remained the most frequed form of female employment simply due to demand), 

waitresses, and workers within the g m e n t  industry - al1 occupations considered 

"fernale". Employment for women in these occupations accounted for over 85 percent of 

3 Please see Ceta Ramkhalawansingh, ^Women During the Great Waf,  in Women at Work 1850 - 1930, 
(Toronto: The Canadian Women's Educatiod Press, 1974) 261 and Kristina Huneauft, "Heroes of a 
Different Sort: Gender and Patriotisrn in the War Work of Frances Loring and Florence Wyle", J o d  of 
Canadian Art History 15 (2) 1994.28. 

4 Jeanne L' Espkrance, The Widenina S~here: Women in Canada. 1870- 1 940, (ûttawa: Minister of Supply 
and Services, 1982) 25. 

Vemnica Strong-Boag, "Janey Canuck": Wornen in Canada. 19 19-1 939, (Ottawa: The Canadian 
Historical Association, 1994) 8- 



femaie jobs! While Evervwoman7s World reported that these "fernale" occupations were 

well acceped and encouraged for single women of al1 classes, women's columns never 

discussed the issue of women in factory work or heavy labour such as farm ~ o r k . ~  

Mar~ory MacMurchy also acknowledged this fact when she wrote that women were 

accepted in skilled work in Canada but any work that involved physical strain was 

considered inappropriate for women. She stated that women munition workers were 

accepted by society only because the need for women to replace men in the factories was 

so great, and pointed out that employers would have preferred LW wornen were not in the 

factories at a11 .~  

Although Ceta Ramkhalawansingh and Kristina Huneault both state that women7s 

employment in Canada was not greatiy affected by the war in the long terni, it was 

certainly affected during the war itself Women entered the workforce in large numbers 

after 1916 because of serious labour shortages due to increased recniitrnent efforts. 

However women workers in all occupations traditionaily considered "male" were always 

thought of as temporary labour according to many hist~rians.~ The labour and food 

shortages of 1916 necessitated the involvement of women in paid labour to aid the war 

effort in munitions and food production but it was made clear to women that they were 

6 
Ceta Ramkhdawansingh, "Women During the Great War", 266. 

8 
Marjory MacMurcby, "Wornen and the Nationn, John Miller, ed., The New Era in Canada: Essavs 

Oealinn with the U~buildina of the Canadian Commonwealth, (London: J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 19 17) 215. 

9 See Beth Light and Joy Parr, eds., Canadian Women on the Move, 1867-1920,4; Alison Prentice et al. 
Canadian Women: A History, 14 1; Jeanne L'Espérance, The Widening Sphere: Women in Canada. 1870- 
1940,25; Veronica Strong-Boag "Janey Canuck": Women in Canada, l9I%I939,8; Ceta 
Ramkhalawansingh, "Women During the Great War", 261; and Barbara M. Wilson. ed., Ontario and the 
Fust World War* 19 14- 19 18: A Collection of D m e n t s ,  (Toronto: The Champlain Society, 1977) Ixxxvii. 



there ody as "substitutes" for the men needed overseas. Sharon Ouditt states: "While 

enjoying the likrties of ernployment, women were simultaneously wrestling with the fact 

that they were coostnicted, unmistakably, as secondary and temporary worken. While 

their erperience contradicted gendered stereotypes, it was contained within an imrnediate 

framework that made strategic use of conservative definitions of fernininity, and within a 

cul hiral system that showed few signs of revo lutionising its patriarchal principles." l0 

The fint jobs open to women due to labour shorîages were in banks, shipping 

offices and the Red Cross. Kowever by late 19 16, the labour shortages were so critical 

that Mark Irish, member of the Ontario Legislature, was appointed by the Imperia1 

Munitions Board to oversee employment of women in munitions, the area that felt the 

greatest labour shortage during the war. '' According to Barbara Wilson, the employment 

bureau overseen by Irish and the Imperia1 Munitions Board was deluged with 

applications h m  wornen wanting to work in munitions factories": -*At 7 a-m. every 

moming hundreds of women waited outside the factories. Since there were plenty to 

choose gom, the cornpany's employment agents picked out the promising womeq tried 

them out, and dismissed them [sic] in a week or two those that seemed unsuitable. As a 

10 Sharon Ouditt, Fighting Forces. Wnting Women: Identity and Ideology in the First World War, 
(London: Routledge. 1994) 33, original emphasis. 

11 
Barbara M. Wilson, ed., Ontario and the Fint Worid War. 1 9 14- 1 9 1 8: A CoIIection of Documents, 

(Toronto: The Champlain Society, 1977)- h a v i i .  

12 Wilson, ed., Ontario and the First World War, xc. 



result there were hundreds hired and an equal number discharged every week, and the 

latter joined the crowds which went fiom one f ~ r y  to another."13 

Approximately 35,000 wornen were reported to have worked in munitions 

production in Canada during the war.I4 Although the numben of women entering 

munitions and fann work in Canada were much less than in Great Britain the construction 

of their identities appean to have k e n  exactly the same. These women were substitutes 

who wodd be sent home when the war was over effectively re-emphasizing the image of 

domestic womanhood c o m a e d  throughout the war. 

In a pamphlet published by the Department of Public Idormation in 191 8, 

Canadian women were told to support the men in the trenches by substitunng for them at 

home. They were told that food was the most important war work for women but when it 

was necessary for women to "substitute" for men in factories and on f m s  it was only 

temporary employment. The pamphlet emphasized the tasks that couid be done on f m s  

by women such as "poultry-raising, gardening and danying." It said that "In almost 

every instance it was the glowing patnotism that made their work excellent and 

praiseworthy" excusing their work with their patnotic fervour. The pamphlet ended by 

stating: "Substitution is the great work fiom this time til the war ends. No one must 

clah exemption and, in a very real sense, the one who substitutes must be supported 

13 "Extract relating to the ErnpIoyrnent of WomenW-fiom the Rewrt of the Trades and Labour Branch, 
Ontario Department of Public Works, 19 1 7 as quoted in Barbara M. Wilson, Ontario and the First Worfd 
War, 105. 

14 
David Carnegie, The fistory of Munitions Su~plv in Canada 19 14- 19 1 8, (London: Longnians, Green 

and Co., 1925) 254. Many historians of women's work in Canada quote this figure, taken directly out of 
Carnegie's book. There is no census information to back up this estimate of women in the production of 
munitions during wartime. As a resuit, the figure of 3 5,OOO must be accepted with some rrepidsition. 



while she in tirm supports." IS This pamphlet recopnized the cnticism given to women 

who were entering factory and fm work. 

The hpenal Munitions Board pubiished a booklet to combat the criticism 

received for the employment of women in munitions factories. The booklet, entitled 

Women in the Production of Munitions in Canada, was a book of pichires that showed 

women working in Canadian munitions plants and emphasized the cleanliness and 

assured the safety of their work. It observed how simple it was for the women to clean 

the machinery and the "clean, dry tloor, natural light and open windows for ventilation, 

[which] are d l  conducive to good health. Good h d t h  is conducive to good output." 

Further on, the bookiet pointed out the drinking fountains made available to the women 

as well as the highback chairs and the refuse cans which were " a h  a useful feature in 

cleanline~s."'~ Obviously the govemment was very wncemed with emphasizing 

women's health and welfare while they worked in the munitions factories. This emphasis 

made these women seem as though they were in the care of the govenunent and the 

employen rather than being independent, working wornen. 

The booklet published by the Imperia1 Munitions Board is the only example of 

Canadian propaganda that focussed on womeds work in munitions. Although the image 

of the female labourer, both in factory and on the fârm, was a popular image in British 

propaganda, th is  was ceriainly not the case in Canada In fa@ while the female f m h a n d  

was used to some extent in Canadian propaganda, there was almost no presence of the 

l5 AO. MU 2056 19 18 # 16, S ~ p p r t  and Substitution, Department of Public Information War Lecture 
Bureau. 

I6 AO, Pamphlet #157, 1916, Women in the Production of Munitions in Canada, Issued by the Imperia1 
Munitions Board, Canada, November 19 16. 



f e d e  factory worker in propaganda imagery in Canada One might have thought tha~ 

like the Canadian propaganda of the Second World War and British propaganda of World 

War 1, women would have been shown working in munitions factones. In fact, working 

wornen were rarely referred to or pichired in Canadian World War I propaganda. Their 

absence is in fact quite &king and worth examination. 

In the previous chaptea, it has been show that propaganda worked to emphasize 

the constructed boudaries that were built around women, to promote women's 

traditional roles and to use those roles in new ways to support the war. In light of this, it 

seems logicai that war propaganda would not prornote women's entrance into the paid 

workforce since propagandists placed consistent emphasis on "domestic womanhoodn in 

the propaganda imagery. As a result, the image of the fernale factoiy worker worked 

agaimt the image that propagandists had created. Additionall y, in contrast with World 

War II where the economy was mobilized for the war effort quickly and conscription 

legislation arrived earlier, there was less of a need to advertise for women to work in 

munition factories especidly since so many women wanted munitions work &er hearing 

of the high wages. However, there was a need to propagate the acceptance of women in 

munitions work, as factory management and Canadian society were reluctant to accept 

women as replacements for men. Althougb women had been working as wage labouren 

in increasing numbers since 1901, albeit largely as domestic help, participation was 

restricted largely to the working class." It was siil1 not desirable that women of the 

upper and middle classes should be working for wages, much less in factones. Lastly, 

although large numbers of women went into munitions factories in Britain, the movement 

"~rentice et ai, Canadian Women: A History. 1 13 



of women into war production in Canada was not neariy as large. Accordhg to Majory 

MacMurchy, a popda. student of working women in the war period: "A.. . point to be 

considered is the difference in war work for women in Canada and Great Britain. 

Although war has made work advisable and indeed necessary to everyone, including 

women of leisure, any change in the employment of women in Canada is comparatively 

light."18 When women did appear in propaganda performing "public" roles such as 

waged work in factories and famis, making financial investments, or voting in the federal 

election, the= were very often elements of "traditional" womanhood in the image, such 

as motherhood, nurturing, and moral influence. Additionally, their involvement in the 

'cnew'7 role was m e r  excused as an effect of the dismption of war or a sacrifice for 

patriotism. Wbatever way women's entrance into public areas \vas h e d ,  especially in 

regards to waged labour, it was almost always considered a temporary diversion fiom 

women's "normal" responsibil i ties. As already seen, the boundaries that defined 

women's role in the war were still tied very tightly to women's role in society. 

Although there were a striking lack of images of women in munitions work in 

officiai govemment propaganda of the First WorId War, it was a popuiar topic of 

discussion in women's columns and magazines. Even in these discussions though, there 

were strong elements of traditional fernininity among the images of the "working girl". 

Just as in the booklet Women in the Production of Munitions in Canada, the health and 

welfare of women workers in munitions was a big concern for writen of magazine 

articles dealing with the subject and work was ofien excused as a sacrifice to patriotism. 

Marjory MacMurchy, The Woman - Bless Her - Not as Amiable a Book as it Sounds, (Toronto: SB. 
Gundy. 19 16) 140. 



Additionally, the femininity of the women worken was du> a primary focus of the 

articles. 

For example, in an article entitled 'The Woman Behind the Gunn. the author 

wrote: Tleanliness and order are the factory rules, and al1 the light and air one could 

desire are found in abundance, while a fine view of Lake Ontario fiom the upper f lwr 

gives as wide a prospect as a worker could desire. The dressing rooms for the wornen 

workers are well equipped and superintended, and you would not see a more healthy 

looking group of workers than these women.. . "19 The health and welfare upon which the 

article focussed served to emphasize the "femininity" of the women workers in the plants. 

The author was also sure to mention that the women were very healthy looking, perhaps 

refbting the popular image of the yellow-skinned munitions girl. 

Another article in Sahirday Ni& Magazine aiso described the health and welfare 

of the fernale munitions workers: "The authorities recognize that the maintenance of the 

health of the woman worker is of importance to employen and to the nation as well as to 

the individual. In most of the munition factories much is done for the comfort of the 

employees.'720 It is interesting to note that this author connected the heaith of the women 

workea to the h d t h  of the nation emphasizing fkther women's role as --mothers of the 

race". This emphasis was of course related to the notion that women might lose their 

maternai qualities if they were to spend much time in the work place, especially in a 

factory. This author assures the reader that these women were indeed ensuring the health 

of the race. 



In the same article in Satur&y Ni&f the heavy "masculine" work was excused 

by the author as a result of women's love and patriotisrn: 

Each woman. .. was laboring with a motive higher and 
stronger thau gain- The motive was Love both of country and of some 
man, 

Love o f  country, that deep intense sentiment of which we are 
ofien tao shy to speak, and the love of some man tha makes everything 
easy, everything possible. in some instances it is love for a lover 
fighting far away, in others of a husband, or a t'ather.. . 2 1 

Accorduig to this imagery, women did not work in munitions for the wages but 

raîher they worked because of their patriotisrn to the Empire and their love of a man. h 

fact, the difficulty of the job was rernoved by the love for their husbands, sons or Iovers. 

Sharon Ouditt has also observed that the tendency to excuse women's work by reasons 

such as love, patnotism and the well-king of the race was a way to uphold women's 

social position under the power of patriarchy. By telling women they were not there for 

wages, and therefore not a "real" work force, they were reminded of their proper place 

within the domestic sphere." 

Journalists' reports of the work of women in munitions factories also contained 

elements of traditional femininity. As one scribe wrote: "Not ail the munitions work in 

the world cm eradicate uie Eternal ~eminine"? The same magazine later reported: 

It is absolutely amazing to look at t h e n  so ferninine and attractive in 
tbeir overails and mob caps, and to consider how wonderfùlly 
important their work is to the country in arms.. . Girls are Iubricating 
bulIets, girls are tying cordite. And withal they are simply women, 
with a locket containing a man's pichire dangling from an open collar, 
and with posies frorn a country garden scenting the air as they stand in 
tumbiers by the machines.24 

'' Saturday Night Mapzine, Augua 26.19 16.2 1. 

22 Sharon Ouditt, Fighting Forces, Writing Women, 80. 

'3 Saturday Niszht Maaazine, M y  15, 19 16. 21. 

'' Sanirday Ni& Mauzine, Augua 26, 19 16,2 1. 



The ianguage of the article is quite romantic and even poetic when it d e s c n i  the 

beautification of the factory and the outtits that the girls were wearing. The author again 

focused on the devotion of these women to their men and indicated tbat this was their 

motivation for tbeir work The emphasis placed on women's f d n i n e  characteristics and 

appearance was a way to make these women conform to the image of womanhood 

established by the propagandists during the war. A fernale munitions worker, working in 

a dirty and dangerous factory that produced ammunition to destroy the enemy was simply 

not a feminine image. In order to conform to the image of traditional wornanhood 

created in so much of the war's imagery, these writers included references that made the 

scene seem much more feminine. Within the very few images of women in munitions 

work then, there were obvious elements of traditional femininity, excuses of patriotism, 

and the constant reminder that this work was only temporary. 

Although there was an absence of propaganda that portrayed women in munitions 

work, there were several images of women in agicultriral production. This can be 

attributed to the fact that agriculturai work was associated with nahlralness, healthiness 

and a return to morality. Similar to the conservation efforts discussed in Chapter 3, food 

production was also a function of aiding soldien and civilians peacefully and matemally 

by feeding them while munitions work was ultimately responsible for death. 

The Organization for Resources Comrnittee urged Canadian f m e n  to increase 

their production in 1917 but there was a labour shortage, again as a result of high 

recniitment Farmee across Canada reluctantly agreed to hire women as temporary 



substitutes for the men gone overseas? According to Maqory MacMurchy, famien and 

Canadian society considered light agriculturai work acceptable for women as long as they 

did not engage in heavy labour, which was unsuitable for wornen." 

Most images of women in agricultural work that were contained in propaganda 

contained some elements of domesticity or C'traditional" womanhood In an 

advertisement in Western Home Monthlv published in 191 5, the Canadian Department of 

Agriculture told women that they could be involved in increasing Canadian production on 

farrns to feed the soldiers and civilians overseas. Most readers of the advertisernent 

would have been living or working on f m s  as the magazine targeted rural areas in 

Western Canada. The advertisement said that many agricdhiral war booklets had been 

written to urge men to becorne more involved in the war effort but it was hoped that "if 

the women read hem the men will soon h e u  about them, and there will be larger plans 

made for 19 15". Although the reality for many f m  women may have been field work 

and fm production, the role given these women was as an influence on their "working" 

husbands. Under the section entitled "Vegetables", the advemsement stated: "The fm 

women must provide for the fami table. The f m  garden is yours for the requirements of 

your own home as well as for other~."~' Farm women were told that îhey were to provide 

food to their families and farm workers. The women addressed in the advertisernent were 

narrated in a role that was traditional and domestic. They were not expected or 

encouraged to aid in production in the same way that men might. Rather, these women 

25 Wilson, ed., Ontario and the First WorId War, xcii. 

26 Marjory MacMurchy, "Women and the Nationn, 216. 

37 "Patriotism and Production", Western Home Monthlv, March 19 15, 18. 



were to continue feeding and nourishing those around them but, iîke food conservation 

efforts, they were said to be performing this ferninine task in the name of pafriotic 

service. 

The majority of images of women in agriculhnal work were published in the 

Canadian Food Bulletin, published by the Food Controller and the Canada Food Board 

The photopph show in Figure 5.2, published in the Canadian Food Bulletin, was used 

to encourage women in Canada to ernulate the actions of these French women who lived 

under horrific conditions but went out each day and worked for the love of their country 

and people. The final paragraph printed under the picture in the Canadian Food Bulletin 

said: "The women of France must be enable to hold up the morale of the French soldier 

until next harvest. The morde of the house decides the mode of the soldier in the 

fighting line. We can do this by giving to them the greatest possible freedom in their 

food S ~ ~ ~ I ~ . . . " . ' ~  The ''unferninine" behaviour of these French women was excused 

because it uplified the morale of the soldiers and therefore was a direct contribution to 

victory in the war. 

Of course, there were also images that did not contain fiavours of domesticity and 

femininity when women participated in "public" roles. One such image was printed in 

the Canadian Food Bulletin. Figure 5.3 gave a feeling of tearn effort in agricultural 

production as al1 those pichired seemed to be from different walks of life. This image 

does not excuse women's participation as a necessity of war or patriotic duty. Indeed, 

this image is a good example of the inconsistency that existed in some of the propaganda 

imagery. Not al1 images or messages within propaganda fit into a black and white vision 

- - 

28 Canadian Food Bulletin, Saturday, April 13, 1918. 13. 



of Canadian wornanhood. Although it is clear ihat there were themes and ideas that were 

carried throughout the propaganda of the war in regards to the role of Canadian women, 

not dl images atîempted to strengthen the domestic boudaries that were created for 

women or promoted a traditional idea of womanhood However, the idea that this was 

only temporary work and ody occurred because of the emergency situation in which the 

country found itself was still expounded in much of the imagery that portrayed women in 

agriculture. 

For example, the Canadian Food Bulletin published an article that describeci the 

agricultural work of women in Great Bntain: 'The remarkable substitution of women for 

men in many classes of work, in order to release men for military service, is another 

proof of what cm be done, by organization, to meet an emergency s i t~a t ion . '~~  Women's 

'kareer" was not to continue in agriculture or factory work. Rather, women were 

intended to focus on homemaking and matemity, before, during and afier the conflict. 

Maxjory MacMurchy, in regards to women7s work experiences during the war wrote: 

'The industriai employment of women is important. Their Red Cross and patriotic works 

is essential to the carrying on of the war and desirable. They are aiding and wi Il aid more 

extensively in agricdhiral production. But the Govemment and the nation must grasp the 

fact that the great employments of women, in cornparison with which al1 other women's 

employments appear insignificant, are home-making and the care of c h i l ~ l r e n . ~ ~ ~ ~  

Perhaps the most ferninine and matemal image of wartime work was that of the 

nurse. Many Canadian wornen worked during the war as nurses. Professional nurses a s  

19 Canadian Food Bulletin, Saturday, luly 6, 191 8 ,2  1. 
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well as Volmtary Aïd Detachments (VADs) who assisted nurses in their duties went 

overseas to work in British hospitais and on the fiont lines3'. By the time of World War 

1, nursing had becorne a legitimized profession for women due to such nunes as Florence 

Nightengale and Edith Cavell, a casualty of WorId War 1. However the image of nursing 

remained grounded in traditional assumptions regarding Victorian propriety and 

femininity that focussed upon the female task of nurturing the sick and woun~fed.~~ 

Women who were admitteci to nursing programs in the late 1800s and early 1900s 

were expected to conform to an upper-class vision of sexual respectability as defined by 

white, Anglo-saxon, bourgeois standards.33 As a result, nuning schools and training 

centres for VADs worked to mate an image of nurses as "sexless7 moralized a~~~e l s" .~ '  

In fact, the most popular image of the World War I nurse that was used in the propaganda 

campaign was of a women in a Red Cross uniform, withstanding the bombs of the 

battlefield while she lifted her han& up to God grieving for the fallen men. 

Although the work of professionai nurses was not considered temporaxy war work 

like that of munitions or agriculture, the image of the nune still represented Victonan 

ideals of womanhood. In fact, nurses were the ultimate image of Victonan propriety. The 

' in the histories written on Canadian nursing, no figure has been given as to the number o f  professional 
nurses who sewed overseas. It has b e n  estimated that approximately five hundred Voluntary Aid 
Detachment nurses went overseas during the war (Linda J. Quiney, 'Sharing the Halo'; Social and 
Professional Tensions in the World of World War 1 Canadian VoIunteer Nursesn. unpublished paper, 
Canadian Histoncal Association confmence. Ottawa 1998.4). Although the exact number of nurses that 
served in the war is not known, what is important for this thesis is the image of the nurse in war 
propaganda- 

32 Kathryn McPherson, "Carving Out a Pst:  The Canadian Nwses' Association War Mernorial", Histoire 
SocialdSocial History, 29 (58) November 1996,4 19. 

33 Kathryn McPherson, Bedside Manas: The Transformation of  Canadian Nwsino 1900- 1990, (Toronto: 
Oxford University Press, 1996) 1 8. 

34 McP herson, Bedside Matters, 3 S. 



lmifonns of the nurses wntributed to this image. The uniforms neutralized nurçes' 

sexudity by playing on religious imagery that indicated the celibacy nurses were to share 

with 

The image of the ce l~h te  and angelic nurse was consistently emphasized due to 

the fact that these women were under some scnrtiny as a result of their close proximity to 

men's bodies in an environment largely devoid of women. As a resuit, the image of the 

nurse was not used as frequently in propaganda as the image of women as mothers or 

food conservationists. However, propagandists did not need to re-create the image 

already designed by nursing leaders, which was "an exaggerated version of Victorian 

social deference, semai passivity, disinterest or ignorance, and Iadylike gentility."36 

The image of the nursdpatient relationship promoted a materna1 ideal. Kathryn 

McPhenon says that this was not an element promoted in nursing because it wouid have 

led people to believe that nurses were responsible for obstetrics and midwifery, an area of 

medicine in which nunes were not allowed to participate during the time of the First 

World ~ a r . ~ '  However, a poster used to promote the British and Arnerican Red Cross 

certainly represented nurses as matemal figures. The famous poster (so popular it was 

used again in the Second World War), showed a Red Cross nurse crading a tiny soldier 

in her arms and the text on the poster said *The Greatest Mother in the Worlci". The 

image of the nurse as the numiring mother and the soldier as the wounded child is fairly 

c lear . 

35 McPhenon, Bedside Maners, 37. 

3 6  McPherson, Bedside Maners, 1 65. 

" McPherso~ "Carving Out a Pasf", 423. 



Indeed, most propaganda and media that used the image of the nurse emphasized 

the nriminng care that nurses gave to soldiers and ofien Iinked this numiring care to the 

"natural" materna1 role that women were expected to want and pursue. For example, an 

article in Maclean's Magazine said: "...the work of the nurse today is fighting the 

greatest battie of the thes - the conservation of human lifen.38 Just as mothers were 

depicted in propaganda as "mothers of the race" so were nurses seen as essential in 

wartime to numiring and caring for the Anglo-Saxon race. 

An earlier article in Maclean's had explained that young women would have to 

accept that they might not many due to the high number of deaths among young men. 

These women were told that they had to consider an alternative to mamage and family. 

n i e  author said that women shouid never deny their true calling of motherhood and 

homemaking: "For instance, the normal girl is a homemaker and fond of children. As 

there will be fewer new homes for the next twenty years, the girl will have to find an 

expression for these instincts in some other way. She may find it in trained nursing 

where she c m  use her head and her hart and her han& in ministering to people just as 

she would in her own h o ~ s e . " ~ ~  Clearly the image of the nurse was an extension of the 

nurturing homemaker. This image was also used in some of the war's propaganda 

However, it was not used to promote women's entrance into nursing. Rather, it was used 

to influence Canadians to buy Victory Bonds or support the Red Cross. The presence of 

a nurse in a poster or flyer was intended to be an "angelic influence". 

38 Maclean's MaPanne, Septanber 1918. 113. 

39 Maclean's Maaazine, January 1 9 1 8, 106. 



Figure 5.4 is a war poster that shows a nurse supporting a wounded soidier. The 

nurse is raising her eyes towards God In the bottom left of the poster it says: "Lest we 

forget! BeIgium, Louvain, Lusitania, Edith Cavell, Llandovery Castle". It could be 

presumed that the nurse in the poster is supposed to represent Nurse Edith Cavell and she 

is leading this soldier to God. The figure of this nurse is very angelic. She looks as 

though she is in a church indicated by the windows behind her. With his face cunied 

d o m  it seems that this soldier, stripped of his individual identity, is supposed to 

represent al1 soldien. The nune is not actudy performing any nuning duties but rather 

playing the part of an angelic influence and a moral caregiver to the soldiers. 

The poster in Figure 5.5 shows a Red Cross nurse with her han& raised to the 

sky. She is standing over a wounded civilian who is a casualty of the sinking Red Cross 

ship show in the background. The nurse is very large wmpared to the man on the raft 

with her indicating that she is not to represent a real wornan. She is rather the angel- 

figure who is watching over al1 of the wounded in Europe with the help of God. 

The image of the nurse in wartime propaganda, was one of both matemal care and 

angelic comfort Propagandists did not have to re-create the image of the Canadian nurse 

to fit into their image of traditional womanhood and therefore it was an image that was 

relied upon and discussed throughout the war. Although most nurses were indeed paid 

for their work, their profession, satisfying women's matemal urges, was seen as a "true 

calling" for women 

Apart from the workforce, there were two crucial ways in which women entered 

the public sphere during the war. With new incorne and increased pay, many women 

became responsible for financial investments in the absence of husbands and fathers. 



Additionally, in DeCernber 1917, many, but not dl, Canadian women were extended the 

federal ûanchise in an election based on Prime Minister Borden's conscription bill. 

Unlike women's increased entrance into the workforce, these two examples of women's 

new responsibilities and opportunities were not temporary or specific to wartïme. The 

federal vote was extended to dl women in 191 8 and many women continued to have a 

greater hand in family financial matters, especially those women who remained in the 

workforce after the war's end. 

Even before the war, it was recognized that women were the primary spenders of 

household incornes. However, according to the media and propaganda of the Great War, 

women did not make financial decisions in regards to investments such as bonds without 

a husband's or father's supervision. With many men gone overseas and so many more 

women with an incorne, women were targeted as potential buyers of Victory Bonds and 

supporters of the Canadian Patriotic Fund Within this propaganda carnpaign, however, 

remained images of domesticity and traditional womanhood 

By 19 14, the Canadian govemment had used al1 of its traditional methods in 

raising fiuids to support the war. Tariffs had been raised, cigarette and alcohol taxes had 

been applied, and postage and railway prices had been increased Still, d l  of these 

methods were inadequate in raising the funds necessary to support the war effort at home 

and abroad." The federal govemment decided that it rnust borrow from Canadians on a 

huge scale. 

Until the fourth Victoiy Bond drive of November 19 17, war bond sales had been 

conducted with little fanfare and advertisement. Funds were rnainly secured from 



financial institutions and the d t h y .  Early in 19 17, a broder appeal was issued due to 

a pressing need for more fiurds. Finance Minister Thomas White reaiized there was great 

public enthusiasm as well as increased public income due to wartime employment so he 

instigated a large-scde propganda carnpaign aimed at reaching every Canadian with the 

means to buy war bonds." Women were a substantid part of the government7s war bond 

campaign as they were seen as a new ewnomic force with money to spend. Western 

Home MonthIv addressed this new role of Canadian women in an article entitled "The 

Woman FinancieT: 

The moment brings changes. We are not to-day, in our social and business 
relation, what we are yesterday. Nor to-morrow shall be as we are to-day. Changes 
corne inevitably; sometimes quiedy, sometimes with a f&e of bumpets. Wars are 
responsible for some, for they throw open the door of  opportunity. The piping cimes of 
peace sponsor others. The enmce of woman into o w  commercial organism is a child of 
both. It was boni of peacefiil development but war's alarms have recorded its quickening 
growth. 

The wodd of commerce in al1 its rnultifkious undertakings, has been invaded. 
and very successfilly invaded, by woman. 

This was the inevitable accompaniment of  the invasion by woman of other 
world's that were heretofore regardeci as pecuiiarly man's. The invasion did aot corne 
suddenly; it was graduai; but it was not the Iess assured. And, in this year of grace. 19 16. 
wornan plays a more important part than ever in the business world. Nor does she take 
altogether a secondary part, She used to imagine, now she knows. And knowing, she 
acts on her own initiative." 

The author acknowledged women's part in the world of finance before the war began but 

also recognized the rapid growth of wornen's "invasion" into this area of the "public" or 

"male" sphere. The language he used was qwte telling of the ideas behind the expansion 

of women's financial roles. He referred to women's "intrusion" and "invasion", and the 

financial world king  "another world", and "the business world. Within this article, the 

JO 
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author constnicted and supportai the imagery of separate spheres that so much of the 

war's propaganda m t e d  This article also recognized that women were crossing these 

boundaries and noted women's "new" roles and responsibilities and the existence of a 

"new" womaflllood Of course, it did so while supporting and reemphasizing the 

existence of "separate spheres". 

The majority of official propaganda that addresseci women's financial 

independence did not recognize a "new" womanhood at ail. At the beginning of the war, 

it was assumed that women had to be taught to manage finances in their husband's 

absence. The governrnent took on the role of educator of these wornen. in a pamphlet 

entitled "A Message to the Canadian Soldier's Wife", women who received financial 

support from the Canadian Patriotic Fund were told how to spend and Save their money: 

A woman's first duty when, after being a while on the Pauiotic Fund, she fin& 
herseif less presseci financially than she was before, is to pay her husbands debts by 
means of the money that cornes ûom him as assigned pay. When this has been done, she 
is justifieci in using this same monthly allowance to adequately lùrnish the home and to 
properly clothe berself and the chiiâren When these things are accomplished, she should 
then try to put aside each month, the whole, or at least a large part of the assigned pay. 
She should remember that on the day that her husband returns and rejoins his family, his 
pay as a soldier ceases. He may not secure imrnediate ernployrnent. If his wife has put 
aside a M e  nest egg, to tide the family over while he is looking for worked and getting 
back into civil Iife, this wiIl be of greatest possible service. Hence, we say to the 
soldier's wife, pay your debts, fiimish your home, and put aside something against your 
husband's retum. If you do these things, you use his assigneci pay for his benefits as well 

43 as your own. 

The pamphlet addressed women as though they were children. It attempted to 

scare them with the potential of their husbands' unemployrnent so that they would Save 

their money rather than spend it. This could possibly have been an attempt to combat 

those who abused the Fund. in facf the pamphlet addressed the problern of women who 

frivolously spent the money they were given: "Now, while we believe that by far the 

43 NL, MCF CC-4 8a92, A Messane to the Canadian Soldier's Wife, Canadian Patriotic Fund, Ottawa, 
1915? 



greater number of the soldien' wives are honestly and faithfuily attempbng to do their 

part, there are a few that are bringing diseredit upon themselves and trouble to the Fund 

One soldier's wife who is extravagant and careIess can do more harm to the Patriotic 

Fund than ten carefui, h g a l  women can undo. We want you to feel that this extravagant 

woman, in injuruig the Fund is hurting you, and we want you to influence her to a better 

course."u This pamphlet again constructed an image of the "'bad" woman as a contrat to 

an image of the 'good" woman. The "good" woman was asked to be a mord influence 

on the woman who abused the Fund The same imagery was used in a pamphlet that 

asked women to support the Victory Loan of 19 18. 

A pamphlet entitled "'An Appeal to the Women of Canada" M e r  created the 

image of "bad" and selfish wornanhood. While appealing to women to make a financial 

investment independent of husbands and fathers, this pamphlet dso emphasized the 

qualities of sacrifice and paîriotism that, as seen in the previous chapters, were qualities 

attributed to "hue wornanhood''. The pamphlet stated that if women did not buy Victory 

Bonds they wouid not be showing their support to the men oveneas: True, money 

cannot buy morale; but morale's bom not oniy of courage and determination in the 

soldier, but hardly Iess of his sense of the support of the people at home. Money, or 

money's worth, is the body in which our spirit of cornradeship clothes itselt and the good 

equipment, plentifid food and abundant ammunition supplied to our men have been a 

pledge that the nation stood staunchly behind them.'J5 This pamphlet equated women's 

" A Message to the Canadian Soldier's Wife 

45 AO, pamphlet # 17, 19 18, An  AR^ to the Women of Canada, Dominion Publicity Cornmittee. Victory 
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financial support of the govemment with the support they gave their husbands and sons 

effectively putting a dollar value on good motherhood and good womanhood 

The pamphlet also said that since women had starteci w o r b g  they had more 

money at their disposal and therefore had the ability to purchase Victory Bonds: ". . . it is 

far fkom evident that many women are not unduly extravagant simply because they have 

not considered the question. They spend their eamings without a thought that their 

comparatively srnail amounts would help win-the-war." This pamphlet, Iike the previous 

example, constnicted an image of a "bad" woman who carelessly spent her eamings 

without thinking of the needs of the country or the men overseas. 

The pamphlet concluded by stating that paûiotism meant s e ~ c e  and sacrifice - 

both considered qualities of " h e "  Canadian womanhoodOOd Patriotism, according to this 

publication, meant giving up a luxury in order to purchase a Victory Bond. Effectively, 

the propagandists narrated women to be acting most patriotically when they purchased 

Victory Bonds and thus being "'true' wornen. This pamphlet certainly emphasized 

characteristics of traditional womanhood when these women participated in an activity 

considered "new" or non-traditional. The boundaries around women were therefore re- 

emphasized while they pmcipaîed in an activity that pushed those very boundaries. 

This strengthening of traditional boundaries was also done in a propaganda poster 

that showed women in three different roles. In the poster s h o w  in Figure 5.6, the 

woman in the background is giving money to the Canadian Patnotic Fund. She is the 

woman paîriot that was constructed in the posters seen thus far. She is temporady 

emerging into a "public" area by malung an independent financial decision. 



However, her traditional role as mother is stili in the forefont of the Vnagery in 

this poster. The woman and children at the fkont of the poster are king helped by the 

Patriotic Fund because of their own sacrifices. The wornan in the back is  taking financial 

responsibility for the children in the front and thus, like the mother in the poster, is 

parcicipating in a domestic role. Aithough the wornan makùig the donation is pushing 

traditional boundaries, she remains a motherly figure while taking on new 

responsibilities. 

A final poster (Figure 5 .9 ,  used at the war's end, wntained various images that 

constnicted aspects of traditional womanhood and brought them to the forefiont of the 

imagery whi le praising women for thei r effom and accomplis hments in non-traditional 

activities. The fim paragraph of the text in the poster mentions the mother, the nune, and 

the knitter emphasizing these "traditional" activities. The poster goes on to say that these 

women "inspired the manhood ... of Canada by their labours of love and sacrifice" 

excusing some of the very "public" roles in which these women were involved by reason 

of their love and sacrifice for their men. The poster also speaks of these sacrifices in the 

p s t  tense confirming the temporary nature of many of the roles shown in the image at the 

top of the poster. 

The poster urged wornen to make m e r  sacrifices by purchashg Victory Bonds: 

"It is selfdenial to do without sornething that will lend background to ones [sic] 

charm.. . ". The poster told women that if they denied thernselves things they wanted in 

order to buy Victory Bonds they wodd be more chming women. T d y ,  this poster told 

women that sacrifice equded ?rue womanhood" and denied women the knowledge of 

independence that could have been established in an image such as this. 



A similar veil was put over wornen's political independence that carne with the 

fideral vote of December 17, 19 17. In that election women who were British subjects 

and were mothers, wives, widows, daughters or sisters of any person dive or dead who 

had served in the rnilitary forces for Canada or Great Bntai-n during the Great War were 

extended the federd vote under the Military Voters Act. 

The election of December 17,19 17 stood on the platform of conscription. In May 

1917, after rehtrning nom a trip to England and seeing the grave need for Allied 

reinforcements, Robert Borden initiated the Miiitary Senrice Act which was passed on 

Iuly 24, 19 17 and made military service compulsory for men who did not meet grounds 

for exemption. Borden approached Wilfrid Laurier, leader of the Liberal Party, to fom a 

coalition govemment made up of an equal number of Liberals and ~onservatives.~ 

Laurier refûsed, knowing it would have coa  him the support of Quebec. Borden was 

forced to cal1 an election as a result as parliament had already been extended and a 

coalition governent was not to be unanimous arnong Liberals or Conservatives. 

Borden was determined to win and begin the conscription process. In order to 

ensure his victory he passed the Wutirne Elections Act, which denied the vote to 

conscientious objectors and those of "enemy background" who had immigrated to 

Canada &ter March 3 1, 1902.~' Borden also passed the aforementioned Militaiy Voten 

Act which gave the vote to al1 women who had a close relative in the armed forces under 

the assurnption that these women would be in favour of conscription and thus sway the 

vote in Borden's favour. 

* Keshen, Propaganda and Censonhi p. 48. 
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This election was the first time any Canadian women were able to cast a vote in a 

federd election %me Minister Borden d e s c n i  women's fianchise as a "measure of 

justice too long delayed" and a "recognition of devoted and capable service in the # 

However, it was interpreted by some suff'ragists as a political action used to secure a 

Unionist win. Jeff Keshen, in his work on propaganda and censorship during the Fim 

World War, has described Borden's actions as -'gross disrespect for demo~rac~."'~ The 

majority of Canadian historians also see the Military Voters' Act in this way. 

Borden's final strategy in ensurhg a Unionkt win was an extensive propaganda 

campaign that stretched across the country and targeted every penon who had a vote in 

the December election. Many advextisements appeared in newspapers across the country 

and many of them specifically targeted women As such, propagandists constructed an 

image of Canadian women who participated in a clearly "public" role. The 

enfranchisement of women during the election of 19 17 meant that a traditionally 

"private" group would perform a very important "public' activity. The study of the 

propaganda used to lure women to vote for Union Government gives M e r  insight into 

the qualities of womanhood which were considered important to Canadian society. As 

the first time that women were extended the federal franchise, albeit selectively, the 

propaganda couid have easily contained images of women's independence and victory. 

The power of women's vote was at times emphasized, but more ofien, the qualities of 

haditional wornanhood were again placed at the centre of the irnagery. 

48 Vancouver Dailv Province, December 1 1, 19 17 "Support Union Government", Unionist Publicity 
Cornmittee, 13. 
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III regards to the Liberal campaign for votes, there were no advertisements placed 

in any of the newspapers that will be examined in this cbapter? Laurier's campaign and 

support was drawn almost completely fiom within Quebec where there was no campaign 

in the newspapers, at leasf to target women. This could very well be due to Henri 

Bourassa's violent opposition to women7s suffrage. Bourassa, director of Montreal's 

Devoir would not have pennitted discussion or recognition of women's involvement in 

the federai election of 1917. Bourassa promoted a very traditional image of Canadian 

womanhwd and would not accept any oew advances in women's rights. Le Devoir 

promoted an image of French-Canadian womanhood that was homey, emotional and 

light-hearted with no interest in politics or business? English-language newspapers in 

Quebec contained a nurnber of advertisements that targeted women. 

in some ways, the propaganda that appeared directly before the election did 

acknowledge the significance of the vote for women on a feminist scale aid also 

recognized the power associated with politicai voice. For example, an advertisement 

published in The Globe said that the vote was a weapon that both men and women couid 

use in the battle in Europe. The caption read: "This is not an election, it is a battle with 

the  un".^' The vote was re-created as a weapon more than a voice in Canadian politics. 

The imagery gave the election 

feel that they were backing up 

life-or-death meaning and was intended to make voters 

the men who were fighting overseas. With this kind of 

50 In searching for election propaganda, the newspapers used were: the Halifax Chronicie. Le Devoir, The 
Montreal Star, La Nationaliste. The Toromo Star, The Giobe, The Winnipeg Free Press, The Calgary 
Herald the Vancouver Daily Province, The Farxners' Advocate, and the Grain Growers' Guide. 

5 1 Susan Mann TrofirnenkofS "Henri Bourassa and 'the Woman Question'" in Susan Mann Trofimenkoff 
and Mison Prentice, eds., The Neatected Maioritv: Essavs in Canadian Women's Historv, (Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1977). 105. 



imagery, the election became an extension of the battle rather than a victory for women's 

sufhge. 

Women's new power was recognized however. The image in Figure 5.8 shows a 

woman holding a gun that has the word 7rote" printed on i t  The caption below the 

picture reads: "A loyal Government has placed a weapon in your hand to defend 

yourselves against the murdering burglar who would treat you as he has treated your 

Belgian sisters. Make good use of it by supporthg that Govemment." The ùnagery 

presented here, like the one above, consbucted women7s votes to be a weapon against the 

enemy's brutality. By using atrocity propiiganda in the election campaign, the Union 

Government was bringing the battie into the homes of Canadians. These women were 

told to protect themselves by voting for the govemment that gave h e m  the power to vote. 

The woman in the picture certainiy looks powerfid as she clenches her fist in defiance 

against the Germans outside her window. The woman aiso looks somewhat masculine. 

indicative of the fact that power during this war equailed ma~culinity.'~ While the 

govemment made women's vote a weapon against the Germans, women were also 

presented as more powerful and independent because of their newly acquired political 

voice. 

The Union Governrnent used aûocity propaganda in several examples of their 

propaganda that appealed to women but only the exarnple above made women appear 

strong and powemil. Figure 5.9 shows an image of a dead woman and child who were 

victims of the Germans as indicated in the title, "When Kultur Came". The caption 

52 The Globe, December 15, 19 1 7, 16. 

53 See Keshen, Propagnda and Cmsorshig Chapter 7, "lohnny Canuck Reîums to Civilian Life". 



below the picture says: "Let d l  who faIl into your han& be at your mercy. Just as the 

Huns a thousand years ago Mer Attila gained a reputation in virtue of which they still 

live in historicai tradition, so may the name of Germany become known. - The Kaiser to 

his trwps, 1900." This image was intended to instil fear in men. and women in 

particular, if Germany was to invade Canada in the same way that the atrocity 

propaganda discussed in Chapter 2 and 4 was to urge women to send their men overseas 

to protect them. This advertisement however, asked women to protect thernselves by 

voting for Union Government. Of course, in essence, these women were still "urging" 

men to go overseas by ensuring that the conscription bill was passed and this was indeed 

how the goverment framed support of the Union Government. 

Borden7s governent  firther used atrocity propaganda in an advertisernent that 

again quoted The Kaiser who was reported as saying: "We must leave nothing to the 

women in the countries we vanquish but their eyes to weep ~ i t h . " ~  This image M e r  

fired women's fears for their own lives as well as for their "sisters" in Belgiurn. This 

advertisement, like the previous, constnicted an image of women who were weak and 

helpless and who needed protection from the ruthless Gemans. Even while the 

govenunent was extending the vote to a selection of Canadian women, and while it 

appeared to acknowledge the power of the vote, the majority of its propaganda followed 

the pattern of images used throughout the war - images of weakness, vulnerability, and 

helplessness - images of a "'traditional" womanhood grounded in Victorian propriety. 

The Union Govemment's propaganda continued to place emphasis on women's 

role in "backing up the boys" through their vote. This was the main message in election 

" Monmal Star, DMmber 15. 19 17. 



propaganda and the most common construction of the image of women in the election 

campaign. The Globe printed a small advertisement on its front page, a space dedicated 

to Unionist publicity in December 1917. The article penneci by 'Temina" and entitled 

"Back Up Our Boys" spoke to women who would be voting in the election: 

A young soldier writing home to his mother voiced his trust in us in the 
foUowing touching words: "Yes, it is hard that we crui't get home even for Xmas Day, 
but we are al1 in good fettle, and have been ever since we leamed the women wouid vote 
in this eiection. They will back up the boys. They may not know much about politics, 
but you can't fool them on Fair Play. My bekief tbat Canadian women, our own women, 
will stand behind us tiii the last ballot is cast on the 17* is shared by evay lad 1 know It 
helps." 

Stand behind our boys? Back up the boys? Aye, with a prayer in our hart and 
the ballot in our hand we stand by you, Boys, and so will stand backing you against foes 
at home and abroad tilI the smaoke of the Iôst gun c I m ,  and Victory cornes to stay with 
you "Forever and a &y." 

~ a d c  up own B ~ ~ ! ~ ~  

This piece created the image of the woman voter as an inspiration and motivation to 

soldiers just as wromen were constnicted to be an inspiration for men throughout the war. 

In the same way, women who voted for Union Government were said to be inspirational 

to men. The h o p  was that these "good" women, seeking "bue womanhood as good 

citizens wodd be aiming to please their men oveneas. 

The article also said: "They may not know much about politics, but you can't fool 

them on Fair Play." This image gives the impression that women were entenng upon a 

foreign world when they approached the ballot stations, yet by voting, women were 

backing up the boys overseas, a role that the wu's imagery had women playing 

throughout the conflict. This example of the Union Government's publicity campaign is 

full of imagery of women supporting the men overseas and lacks recognition of women's 

involvement in the poiitics of the election 

55 The Globe, December 13, 191 7, 10. 



Another image that concentrated on the support of women for the men oveneas 

said "Women of Caoada. Be True to the Boys at the ~ront"? Prime Minister Borden 

was quoted in the advertisement: "If men die, women sufT", if they are wounded, women 

heal; if they are maimeci, women labor." Women's happiness was nanated as dependent 

on the safety and happiness of their men. The image presented within Borden's speech 

was that the motivation behind wornen's desire to vote was that they rnight save their 

men. It was not an image of victory in going to the voting booths for the first time. None 

of the voting imagery, in any of the propaganda, contained suffragist language, feminist 

rhetoric or victory language. Rather, the propaganda c o ~ c t e d  images of supportive 

wornen and the sacrifice and suffering of men. 

The character given to women's motivation behind voting went even m e r  by 

suggesting that it was actuaily an inconvenience for women to vote: "Women of the 

Next-of-Kin! .. . Do This much for the Boys at the Front. They are doing everything for 

you - pouring out their blood - offering their lives. Make the litîle effort required, and 

MAKE IT TODAY."" This poster, like so many others in the Unionist campaign, did 

not say things such as ' m i s  is what you have been waiting for ... Get to the voting 

stations'. or use other language that insinuateci a feminist victory. Why was this? Again, 

as in the case of munitions work, the image of the independent woman did not fit into the 

form of the ideal Canadian woman which the propagandists had created. An image of a 

"new" woman, separate corn the traditional Victorian woman used to motivate and 

encourage the men oveneas and convince Canadian women to participate in the war 

56 Vancouver Daily Province, Decrmber 1 1. 19 17, 13. 
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"traditionai" ways, had no place in the war effort If women were presented as 

independent fiorn men, then the dissolving of identities which occurred during the war in 

order to constnict a solid homefiont, fully connected with the men overseas, would have 

k e n  destroyed in order to gain the support and full coqmation of the women at home, 

they had to feel connected and dependent on those who fought for them oveneas, not 

only through blood and rnarriage hes, but through emotions and patriotism. It is 

interesting to note that while an image of "separate spheres" was promoted in regards to 

the roles and responsibilities women and men were to play in the war, women and men 

were simultaneously k i n g  melded into a "sphere" that was intended to connect their war 

experiences and join their identities. 

Another %aditional" role of womanhood that was emphasized in the propaganda 

imagery of the election was motherhood. A Unionist publicity piece in the Montreal Star 

as ked: 

And what do the mothers of Canada's soldiers intend to do about it [conscription]? 
Tnrly, a needless question. Not in the nature of womanhood, Iet alone motherhood, is it 
to condemn wounded men barely recovered to go back into the linc again wben there are 
more than enough healthy. able-bodied men in Canada, men who have yet to mn a war 
risk, to take their places. In the agony of nigtits when anxiety kept them awake and 
suffering in the heartache of longhg for loved ones whose return would mean a glimpse 
of heaven itself, and in the pride of sacrifice, of patriotic duty afone, the women of 
Canada have formed a resolve [to vote for Union Govenunent1 on which we may safely 
rest the honour and the duty of our country." 

The article suggested that mothers voted on the basis of their paûiotic duty alone 

rather than pride in being able to participate in the political arena ï h e  article focussed 

on the sacrifice aqd suffering of Canada's mothers who would never have considered 

deserting their sons by voting for Laurier's Liberals. Tnie" women and mothers, as 

58 Montreal Star, December 12, 19 17. 



constructeci in this piece, gave themselves selflessly and with compassion to their sons 

overseas by supporting and numiring them with their votes for Union Govemment. 

The extensive propaganda campaign that was undertaken by Robert Borden's 

Unionia Party to capture women's votes in the federal election of 19 17 recognized the 

power given to the selective group of women who were granted the federal vote. 

However, the propaganda framed this power within the bolmdaries of "traditional" roles 

and characteristics of womanhood such as motherhood, support of the men overseas, fear 

for women's own securïty, and the need of protection and support from men. The 

elements of "traditional" womanhood that were promoted in ths propaganda campaign 

strengthened the boundarïes emphasized by propagandists throughout the war. 

Women were involved in the Great War in many ways both at home and abroad. 

Some areas in which they participated were considered "new" or "public" roles for 

women. The main ways in which women stepped out of their traditional domestic 

boundaries were through waged work such as munitions, farming and nursing; economic 

independence; and the federal vote. When these roles were portrayed in the propaganda, 

the imagery, while portraying women's extended participation, stressed traditional 

characteristics of wornanhood that effectively strengthened or reemphasized women's 

domestic role in Canadian society. 

Women's role in "public" activities, especially in the case of waged labour, was 

dways considered only a temporary divergence from the "nomial" place of womanhood 

in Canadian society. The necessity to involve these women in public roles was excused 

as an unfortunate reality of wartime and an example of their sacrifices and patriotism 

during wartime. Mer the war was over the govemment told these women to leave these 



positions and retum home in order to ensure employment for retumed soldien. One such 

pamphlet, which urged women to l ave  their wartime jobs, said: 

To women workers - are you working for love Or for Money? 

Are you holding a job you do not need? 
P-ps you have a husband weU able to support you and a comfortabIe home? 
You took a job during the war to heip meet the shortage of labour. 
You have "made g d  and want to go on working 
But the war is over and the conditions have cbanged. 
There is no longer a shortage of labour. On the contrary Ontario is faced with a serious situation 
due to the number o f  men unemployed. 
This number is being irxcreased daily by the number of retunung soldiers. 
They mua have work. The pains and dangers they have endured in our defence give them the 
right to expect it. 
Do you feel justifieci in holding a job which wuld be filleci by a man who has not only hirnself to 
support, but a wife and h i l y  as well? 

Women were intended only to be a ternporary labour force in occupations in 

which, previous to the war, women had not largely participated. Their patnotism and the 

needs of the country for hem to step out of their traditional boundaries most always 

defined women's activities in public roles. By allowing women to enter this public sphere 

in the name of patnotism and sacrifice and as a temporary divergence fiom "nonnality", 

propagandists had the capability of removing the allowances and narrating them once 

again in the domestic sphere. 

Some of the best known ways in which women participated in the war effort were 

not portrayed in the propaganda Most obviously lacking fiom its imagery, is the young 

munitions worker. The image of the munition worker simply did not fit into the 

constnicted ided of womanhood that propagandists had created. Although there seemed 

to be a high number of women willing to work in munitions, there was a cal1 for 

propaganda, as seen in the production of the booklet Women in the Production of 

59 Department of Labour Archives, Goverment of Ontario, as quoted in Ramkhalawansingh, 188. 



Munitions in Canada, to combat il1 feelings towards women's entrance ùrto such an 

untraditional area Likewise, the image of the nurse, a similarly popular icon, though it 

fit well into the domestic and maternai ideal of womanhood, was not used in propaganda 

as much as one rnay have thought This can be attributed to the questions that stfose 

regarding the propriety of only a few single women arnongst a large number of max-ried 

men. When the image of the nurse was useQ there was an attempt to relay fearç by 

emphasizing her angelic and moral image. 

The absence of such images from propaganda speaks to the con- between the 

images of women narrated and created during the war and women's redities in wartime. 

Propagandists attempted to erase the borders between image and reality by making the 

images become women's realities. It is difficult to discem, within the propaganda and 

within reality, where constructions ended and reality began or perhaps, whether there was 

a reality independent of the imagery coostnicted by the propagandists. Women were told 

who they were to be and how they were to become that ideal. The propaganda of the 

First World War did in fact create a "new" Canadian citizenship within its ideals of 

womanhood. 
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Figure 5.4 NAC, Poster Collection, C5792. 



Figure 5.5 NAC, Poster Collection, C b W O .  



Figure 5.6 Marc H. Choko, Canadian War Posters. 19 14- 19 18. 1939- 1945, (Ottawa: 
Canada Communication Group, 1994) 48. 
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Figure 5.8 Montreal Dailv Star, Monday, December 3, 19 1 7. 



Figure 5.9 Montreal Dailv Star, Saturday, December 1, 19 17,1. 



Chapter 6 
Boundares and Identities 

The Great War was a t h e  of substantial change for the men and women of 

Canada. The boundaries historically drawn between the public and private spheres were 

recreated as women were forced to embrace new responsibilities due to the circimistanws 

of the war. As these boundaries became blurred, propagandists paid Uicreasing attention 

to representïng women as "private" and "domestic" figures. As a result, even as women 

were portrayed participating in roles that were largeiy new to hem, qualities of 

dometicity and ''traditional" womanhood were emphasized within the imagery. This 

ensured that women were still narrated as "private" figures who represented and belonged 

in an era free from social unrest and tragedy. Whether they were images of women's 

reality or simply an idealized vision of what society wanted women to be, portrayals of 

women at this time of great upheaval are images that are representations of ourselves and 

the foundations of our beliefs about human relationships and identities. 

Pro paganda of the First World War narrated women' s actions and responsibilities 

as good and patriotic Canadian women rather than allowing women to narrate their own 

role in the war effort. Joan Scott has reminded historians that we m u s  constantly ask 

what has been at stake in debates that rely on gender as a tool of argument.' In the case 

of World War 1, Canadian manhood was defmed and emphasized to promote Canadian 

participation in the war.' Convenely, Cauadian womanhd was narrated to bc t ion  as a 

vehicle of motivation, national pride and racial strength in order to support constructions 

1 Joan Scott, "Gender: A UsefÙl Category for Historical And ysisn, American Historical Review, 9 1 ( 5 )  
Decemk 1986, 1074. 

Jeffiey A Keshen, Propasmda and Cens~ship  Durim Canada's Great War, (Edmonton: University of 
Afberta Press, 1996). 



of rnasculinity. For example, in Chapter Four, women were said to have been narrateci as 

dependent on men for protection in order for men to develop and realize their own 

masculinity. Likewise, men were narrated in the role of protector in order for women to 

play the role of the meek and gentie woman who needed protection 

This thesis has been an attempt to understand better how gender roles were 

narrated by the state, the way in which women were intended to participate in the war, 

and what, indeed, constituted a "good and patriotic Canadian woman". From a broader 

point of view, this study has also attempted to show how gender can illuminate historical 

study in new and different ways. The study of World War 1 has traditionally focussed on 

military history and, unlike the histories of the Second World War, Canadian historians 

have largely ignored the social histories of the Great War. in fact, historian Maria 

Tippett has said that the Great War is the -greatest war that no one rememben', alluding 

to the fact that this worid tragedy, responsible for world wide change, has k e n  veiled in 

the shadows of its sequel. By studying the efEects of this "forgotten war" through gender, 

the broad and deep reach of World War I is illuminated. Much like Joan Wallach Scott 

after her, Natalie Zemon Davis recognized the function of gender as a category of 

historical analysis. She said that the goal of gender history is to explore the roles of men 

and women and the ways they have been represented in order to better understand how 

they have contributed to the making of social ~ r d e r . ~  Sharing this sentiment, this thesis 

has sought to understand how representations of a "domestic" womanhood in Canada 

worked to maintain social stability amidst great social changes marked not only by wax, 

but also by industriakation and a population that was shifing large1 y to urban centres. 

' Natalie Zemon Davis, "Women's History in Transition: The European Case". Feminist S ~ d i e g  3 (Whter 
1975-76), 90. 



Through four chapters of study on the images contained within the propaganda of 

World War 1, this thesis has brought tbree main themes to light The primary argument 

that has grown out of this study is that the boundaries cuostnicted to exist between the 

public and private spheres were consistently blmed in the images of men and women 

portrayed in the media and propaganda, Men and women, as discussed throughout the 

thesis, were n m t e d  to exist and perform their roles separately from one another, 

meeting only in theu pnvate lives. This image was imperative in promoting women's 

and men's roles in the war. When women were used in propaganda imagery it was 

almost always ami& elements of domesticity and traditional Victorian wornanhood even 

when the women were shown to be performing "public" activities such as voting or 

waged labour. Men, on the other hand, were narrated as "public" figures who were 

responsible and expected to participate in social, political, and economic life outside the 

home. Whiie asking women to participate in public roles however, the government was 

effectively pushing women into the public sphere. As a result, propagandisîs re- 

emphasized the boundaries that contined women to the home in an attempt to limit the 

access women had to "man's" world. As such, women were presented as temporary 

visitors to the public sphere who would retum to their domestic lives when the 

extraordinary circurnstances of war were over. This blurring of the boundaries separating 

gender roles must certainly have k e n  very confusing for women who were living in both 

"worlds". Women who participated in the war effort in the ways that the govement  

requested were expected to remain "private" figures whose loftiest goal was to be a 

mother and wife not a labourer, voter or financier. 



Additionally, h i l e  women and men were consistently narrated to have very 

different roles in the war, they were meshed together in a cornmon "sphere" by making 

their wartime identities dependent on one another if they were to know their own selves 

and their responsibilities. According to Joan Scott, historians have ofien suggested that 

major historical events of any age such as wars, revolutions, economic crises and 

religious refonns, have had different impacts on women and men." However, in the 

narrative given to gender identities in the First World War, men and women were both 

told how to perform as *good" citizens and patriots and as such, their functions as 

citizens were dependent on each other again blurring the figurative boundaries within 

which they were said to exist. 

The second theme of the thesis confronts the question of the reality of women's 

experience during the war as compared to the representation and construction of 

womanhood within the images of the propaganda. This thesis has focussed on the images 

of women in the images of the war. Did the images of women in World War 1 reflect 

women's experiences or identity? Can we ever really know what women's experience 

was or is the search for historical "e~perience'~ an impossible quest? Can women's 

experience be separated from the representations of expenence as seen in the examples of 

propaganda studied here? Did women incorporate the consmictions of womanhood into 

their own identities and therefore relate to what they were seing in the propaganda? The 

constructions of identity within the propaganda obviously reflected construcîions of 

gender that had existed in Canada for quite some time and worked to re-emphasize those 

4 Joan W. Scot?, "Rewriting Hiory" in Margaret Randolph Higonnet, Jane Jenson, Sonya Michel and 
Margaret Collins Weitz, eds., Behind the Lines: Gender and the Two Wodd Wars, (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1987) 22. 



c o ~ c t i o t i s .  If this were not the ose, then there would be no reason, for exampie, to 

exclude the munitions worker from representations of Canadian womanhood. Clearly, 

images were indeed representative of cultural noms. 

The bluning of the boundary between experience and imagery is seen in the 

idealization of motherhood examineci in Chapter Two. The image of women as mothen 

performed a function of a social anchor in a t h e  of crisis and change but motherhood 

was in itself a socially constnicted category of identity. Motherhood was idealized and 

given power and influence where it had not had it before. Al1 women were made 

"mothen of the race" which promoted a finther idedization of women in the role of 

motherhood. This effectively blurred the boundary between the construction of 

motherhood, a revered position, and the reality of the role of mothers, which b e r n e  the 

image constnicted, as idealized rnotherhood was adopted into popular thought 

The final theme of the thesis is the construction of the citizenship of Canadian 

women. The study of women is very integral to an understanding of the history of Worid 

War I as the images of women are evidence of the state's ideas on citizenship and 

Canada's role in the war. When women were needed to participate in "public" roles such 

as waged worker, financier and voter, they were narrated to be second<lass "public" 

citizens who were merely temporary substitutes responding patriotically to an emergency 

situation They were seMng their country and Empire and gaining access to the public 

sphere but ths citizenship was dictated, directed and defined by the state. When the need 

for these wornen as "public" citizens was removed, they were pushed back into their roles 

as "private" citizens. By challenging the boundaries between public and private, and 

seeking to re-negotiate their identities as citizens, the representations of their heightened 



migration into the public sphere narrateci them as second-class cibzens who stepped in for 

the more valuable citizens overseas. 

While speaking to the issues outlined above, the findings of this thesis begs 

further research by raising a number of important questions. Did women feel influenced 

by the images they saw which attempted to uarrate their involvement in the war effort? 

What were women' s feelings towards their statu as temporary workers expected to leme 

their jobs upon the rehim of the soldiers? An examination of women's letters and diaries 

would potentiaily answer some of these unanswered questions. Likewise, it would be 

very interesting to examine the representations and experiences of women in the inter- 

war yean. Was women's entrance into "public" roles eventually weicomed with more 

enthusiasm? How many women remained in waged work after the war and how many 

were forced to leave? What did this mean for their identity as citizens and as Canadian 

women? A study of the images contained within the war's propaganda, provides some 

answers as to why women were constnicted as domestic beings during the war, what 

"woman" rneant in the context of war, what "man" rneant in the context of war, and what 

women7s and men's roles in the war were intended to be. 

The study of representations of Canadian womanhood through the propaganda of 

World War 1 has revealed that the images were grounded in ideals regarding traditional 

Victonan womanhood. As such, the imagery studied here seems to have rejected the idea 

that World War 1 was the begiming of modernity, which sought to embrace a new future 

and reject the pst .  Indeed, during the war, elernents of Canadian society looked back to 

the Victorian era for models of identity for women. Propaganda, which reflected the 

ideas of what Canadian womanhood was to mean at this time, embraced traditional 



aspects of womanhood grounded in Victonao ideais and rejected modem notions of 

women's full and equal participation in the public sphere. The years 19 14 to 19 1 8 

presented chaos, destruction, uncertainty and change. The imagery of the First World 

War namited Canadian womanhood to reflect a stability, normaicy, familiaxity and the 

memory of a gentler time. 
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